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Kindergartner in the Education of Her Child?”
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The child at birth is endowed by God morally,
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would go up a« of old went the tribes to pay our vows and render our thanka to the
Every mother knows how tireless are the
have passed through.
gatritoned here. A large portion of these go personal intereit will appear, it i* reported,
father who has brought us so far on our way. We seldom—and more the pity
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the Philippines loon and tbe New York in the forthcoming second and third volume!
I could not begin to questionings of a little child.
As its name suggests, the Kindergarten is
_sit down and count the love tokens we get from the skies. For the beauty of
regiment stays. Typhoid fever hat appeared of the life of Sir Robert Feel.
give all tho symptoms primarily, a place of growth, and it is a mis
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has not wasted or broken, we lift up our hearts in the Thanksgiving joy. For
learn number, language, color and form;
the matter. Col. Barber la mad over what he drawn from unprinted family letters.
I finally tried Po-ru-ua and took it with
the manhood of the country that assumes and bears butdena without complaint!,
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the perseveranco that only a dying man
for ita pure and gracious womanhood, for the light of love and the assurance of
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in to lick the attorney general of the local has undertaken is to he of life size, or even
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could have. I began to improvo and
government the other day. Among the first larger. Though the artist is now in his eigh
while for the churchea whoie spires climb one above another to lay their glided
continued to, until I am now as well as plants and blossoms, unfolds itself before their
lot of expeditionary troops 1 waa aurprited ties, he is said to he enthuaiastic about this
eyes. They watch the changing seasons, the
fiogers against the atainleis blue, from whoae belfries chiming bells send forth
I ever was. I am 78 years old and fool
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erly military instructor at the University of
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40.
Yours truly, Robert Robertson,
Maine,) now captain. He waa just the same Senator Hoar will contribute to Scribner dur
ural objects such as leaves, shells, pebbles,
In these times o f strife and turm oil
our mercies, we lift up the "Te Deum Laudamus,” on thia day chant the "Gloria
Detroit, Mich.”
ever. 1 haven’t beard Irom him alnce his
the coming year he will write of Webster,
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It is indeed a wiso man that socks
In Excelais.”
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One naturally expects an elderly man to
blossom neither shall fruit be in tbe vines tbe labor of the olive shall fail and
ing this wonderful new world so recently
as to your condition, tako Pe-ru-na; it
of bis time here. The story about his having
intend to sell
the fields shall yield no meat. The flock shall he cut off from the fold and there
entered. TLe constant thought of the true
will euro you. All druggists sell It.
row with a native was a lie hut he did get treat even a present condition reminiscently,
and
it is therefore not surprising that W. D.
shall be no herd in the stalls. Yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the
Kindergarten is the employment of the child’s
loose one night and chase a Chinaman with a
f o r a free Pe-ru-na activities. He is led to be actively creative.
God of my Balvation." All hail, beautiful Thanksgiving day!—Christian at Work
hutteiknifr, threatening to cut off hia cue. Howells, who is now contributing a series of
flO W f, T e J\S, C O f f E E S , Ask any Druggist
Almanac fo r 1899.
The children build, weave, sew, model in
Young Milliken I did not meet, I believe he papers on the nature of American literary
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their fathers' prestige made public asses of writing American criticism as there were a
generation ago, v/hen Charles Eliot Norton
loving, and to respect tbe rights ot others.
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Colonel Waring’s death from yellow fever
Having shown what the Kindergarten does
“Mayor Strong's ton distinguished himself by and Lowell were writing for the North Ameri
W ith .Tuilgu riillbroolt'a Clmncea.
And tho many other things found in a
for the child—in part only—we will now con was almost instantly recognized aa a great
smashing all the glasses in a hotel bar one even can Review, Hrct Hirte for the Overland
w ell kept grocery store at prices low er
The fight for tbe speakership of the next ing. Gen. Meriiain’s son got loose and declared Review, and the graceful essays of George
sider how the mother may co-operate with the public calamity. Having suffered Irom every
than you can get elsewhere in this
form of contumely during the early years of house is now on in full force and until the martial law on down town streets one even William Curtis, in the "Easy Cbali" of Har
Kindergartner.
Cor. Main mid Fulton Sis.
city. This is a plain statement and
As Froebel intended the Kindergarten to bia administration as street-cleaning commis matter it settled by the votes of the legislators, ing. He made things lively for a time and per's Magazine, were begun.
ono wo w ill back up w ith our acts
be an aid to the mother as well as an educa sioner in New York, he lived to be universally interesting developments may be looked for Gen. King in hia official report of the affair
Fresidcnt Jordan, of Leland Stanford Jun
W o handle none but tho best o f goods
tion for the child, it will be well for the regarded aa one of the greatest benefactors of
Judge Phillirook says the Waterville Mail said young Merrlam wasn’t drunk, hut 1 ior University, is about to publish a new book
I FULL LINE OFmother to have a Kindergarten training. Pres his time.
W o are connected by telephoue— 28-2
is fortunate in hit candidacy in that he hat should hate to have had his head tbe next with the Appleton* entitled “Foot-Notes to
Me waa born in 1’oundridge, New York, in tbe enthusiastic and undivided support not morning. The noted Charles A. hasn't been Evolution." This book will appeal to intelli
ident Eliot of Harvard says; "Every young
and would bo pleased to hear fro m
woman ought to have a Kindergarten training, 833, and was educated in Poughkeepsie, only of his own city but of his own county averse to boozing a little on the quiet. Thus gent readers who have felt the need of a
you i f you cannot como yourself
and the day is not far distant when this train- where be studied engineering, agriculture aud,with tbe possible exception of one or two Ihe army gives us amusement sometimes and popular review of the philosophy of evolu
Wo have an order and delivery wagon
ng will form a regular part of her education." and agricultural chemistry. When the Civil votes; of the entire third congressional dis always plenty to talk about. Give Honolulu tion, which shows its present status. FresiII she has not had this, she can read psy War broke out he went to it as major ot the trict.
the latter ami everybody is happy except the dent Jordan pays especial attention to the
chology and books relating to child-nature Garibaldi Huiaars. Later he helped to raise
While Judge Pbilbrook at present does not army.
biological aspects of tbe subject. He ex
which she will find extremely interesting. the Fourth Missouri Cavalry, and was made look for support.in Ihe fourth district, inas
"Seriously, the friction between the army plains the essential unity of organisms, the
much as there are four candidates in that dis officials and local authorities is very unpleas real character of progress, an 1 the relation
Preycr's Mind of the Child; l’erex First its colonel.
» 1 7 P a rk S tre e t. R o c k la n d
trict, he hat already received a large number
Three Years ol Childhood; Froebel's Educa
A good portion of this trouble arises of heredity and degeneration to the scheme
of written assurances from representatives out of the fact that the territory is not fully of evolution. The “woman of evolution" is
tion of Man; and Symbolic Education, by
Telephone 28-2
ALW AYS ON HAND.
elect injtbat district that they would make him annexed vet. The llag is up, hut the whole among the themes discussed from tbe stand- '
Miss Blow, are among the best. She can at
their
second
choice
in
case
their
favorite
tend mothers’ meetings, which have been
machinery of the old government goes on the point of the evolutionist.
seems to be out of the race.
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found extremely helpful to inexperienced
same, and the old officials are in office. They
Much interest has been excited in America
In the first and second districts his support are inclined to slant! on tbeir dignity and the by Ihe telegraphic accounts of Hooley's ap
mothers, giving them practical instruction in
easy methods of leading and interesting
is very flattering and ia increasing day by army officers feci that tbe local authorities arc parently wholesale purchase of British noble
C a n n e d S a lm o n ,
day. The friends ot Mr. Burns will, undoubt touchy and too all-fired jealous of tbeir pow- men for use as decov ducks to his various
their young children. She can visit the Kin
S a rd in e s , e tc .
edly, he numerous but Mr. Pbilbrook has res
dergarten were she can learn how to use some
1n this matter I consider the army right. stock schemes; and hit connection with the
ion to hope that he will lie the second choice The result has been several official hot limes highest political officials of the Empire.
S^rAll goods delivered promptly in the < of tbe simpler gifts and occupations. She
P r a c tic a l
ity.
can Irarn to guide the perceptions and imag
of all, or nearly all, of Mr. Burns' followers in tbe aid town.
Theron C. Crawford, who bat been, in Eng
when it appears to them that Mr. Burnt
ination along the same lines with tbe Kinder
T E L E P H O N E 101-4.
"If McKinley had only appointed Sewall at land for the Cosmopolitan, takes up the sub
not likely to win.
gartner.
the head of affairs instead of keeping Dole in ject In the November issue of tbat magazine,
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that
In
unfolding
and
developing
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office muc) of this trouble would have been and under tbe title of “Hooley and His
P h a r m a c is t
Judpc Pbilbrook has a much larger following averted. The majority of the annexationiata Guinea-Figs," gives a connected story of the
she caD co-operate with her by watching and
than be ia willing to state in definite terms except the missionary crowd are working tooth derivation of Hooley and his rite to the con
studying her child and consulting with her as
He is modest in bia claima but will surprise and nail to have Sewall appointed tbe first trol of millions through unlimited cheek and
to what it best for its welfare. The mother
some of the wise heads when the votes are governor of the territory, after Congresa de the opportune willingness of distinguished
does not always understand the child as well
Haine w
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counted.
cides what laws it will give ua. Next to Sew- British aristocrats to lend tbeir names for a
(XICOOOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDO I as the kindergartner who has studied child
nature.
all, 1 think S. M. Damon, the preaent minis financial consideration to any tort of a shady
Great injury is often done by forcing ner
transaction.
DEFECTIVE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HEALING ter of finance, is first choice locally."
vous and delicate children, intellectually.
E veryth in g appertaining to a
In the first installment of bis story of tbe
Any one can realize the danger of this by visThe votaries of so-called Christian Science
“Merriiuac" in the December Century, which
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and pain.
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Tea for
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will fully realize tbe meaning of that saying
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“A little child shall lead them”—which is as ments there. He paid special attention to
It is undeniable that, aside from the exam colonies. The stamp, which la of tbe de number of the magazine, and in later issue*
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2 6 c true today as when first uttered.
tbe problem of cleaning Havana, and there is
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“Colonel Waring,” writes E. S. Martin in vous system proceeding from mental disturb the inscriptions “Impto de Guerra" and for publication.
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Why should you think of going to Klondike
ance, so a stimulation of tbat same system,
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back If not isatisfied. We also have a lot of
sued stamps of this character, tbe use of
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protect tbe body against tbe attack of livery must bear a mourning stamp, other Ruth Ashmore's “The Basiness Girl" and
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The
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has
him. He died in Ihe service ol his country,
I O c x lb. or li 11)8. for 2 5 c Orchestra, which supplemented his lecture.
thousand uf Gertrude Hall's prose translation
wrought religious feeling, Ihe annals of
Mr. Krehhiel told bia bearers that tbe at the height of hia reputation, but without Lourdes, making every allowance (or exag presumably been issued as a sympathetic ap- of “Cyrano de Bergerac," by Edmond Ros
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presence of many persons in a conceit room
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contain too many of them to be dis he late conflict.
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Bottom
was quite anomalous as the sight of a party of would avail for tbe modest support of bia geration,
Feople of Our Neighborhood;" twentykind* of
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Prices.
The mourning stamp is not tbe only label
peisooa starting to climb tbe Alps when they widow. Tbe proposal that comes from ex- regarded.
Conceding all this, aud conceding fully tbe issued by Spain since tbat country met the eighth thousand of “ The Day's Work," by
It Id want cl a too get otr figures before you buy are entirely unable to see tbe beauties of tbe Mayor Strong of New York, that a fund
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it is predicted by many prominent

C o u r i e r - G a z e t t e . politicians that one result of the election
T W IC E -A -W E E K

in Kansas this year will be to disrupt
The
Democrats and PopulistB hid a close
fusion for the past six years on state
offices, and have been successful in
controlling the affairs up to this time.
There have been the usual disagree
ments with respect to a division of
the patronage, so that-fusion was not
so strong this year and the Rcpublicans were able to overcome tlie com
bined opposition vole. The Demo
crats will now insist upon having a
state organization of their own, and
will expect recruits from the Populist
party. If the Populists qbandon their
organization, however, it is probable
that many of them will return to the
Republican ranks. Should both the
Democratic amt Populist organizations
he maintained, and both put tickets in
the field in 19(K>, Republican success
would be assured beyond houbt.
Analysis of the voto this year shows
that the Populists are losing strength
iu the farming districts and gaining
somewhat in the cities, whore the
socialists and labor elements are found.
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FIRED AT MRS. MORRISON
A

C h a m b e r m a id A t th e S t. N ic h o la s IScc o m a s a T a r g e t F o r .Joh n A . L e e .

E. B. HASTINGS

The laundry on the second floor of the St.
NicholssHotel was the scene of an sensational
Published erery Tuesday and Saturday morning from
469 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
event at 845 Sunday morning when John A.
Lee, who bas charge of the cafe discharged a
ALL THE HOME NEWS
tevolvcr at Mrs. Mary A. Morrison one of
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the chambermaids.
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in
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he Garette In 1889 . The Free Press was established
a the laundiy at tbe time mentioned, when memorandum and come to this s tire , you can get the Best
to *8 ss, and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
suddenlj Mr. Lee appeared before her in the
The Union Times was established in 1899 . The three
doorway and exclaimed; “Damn you, Pm go- of Goods and Save Money.
papers consolidated March 17 . 1897 .
ing to fix you now." Before Mrs. Morrison
If you can not come send your orders by mail, they
had time to respond Lee had levelled a re
Subscriptions $ 9 per year in advance; single copies
three cents.
volver and immediately the report rang out.
w ill be carefu lly filled and satisfaction guaranteed.
Advertising rates based upon circu?atlon and very
Mrs.
Morrison
was
thoroughly
frightened
but
reasonable.
Beauty lies less in the features than in thejbc veil and strong, and hence look her keeping her wits about her sprang at Mr. Lee
Communications upon topics ol general interest
solicited.
condition and expression of the face. The best, if she w ill use D r. Greene's Nervura and attempted to wrest the revolver from him.
Entered at the postofhce at Rockland lor circulation
Creator has endowed every woman with to give her (.trong, vigorous nerves, pure, She failed in this and running through the
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•t second-class postal rates.
beauty and every woman in good health rich blood, n clear complexion, nnd thus window which opens upon the roof was on the
who is of a cheerful nature, is beautiful restore tbe energies nnd vitality of sound point of jumping to tbe ground when she saw A new case of the Light Ground Prints, best quality
3c yd
T h a n k s g i v i n g — 18 9 8 .
and comely to look upon. A clear, fresh, ami perfect health.
the distance aud changed her mind.
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Praise and thanks for freedom's conquest I Praise
8cyd
wholesome look is the result of the pos Rend what Dr. Greene's Nervura docs
In tbe meanwhile Mr. Lee had followed A new lot of Lonsdale Cambric in short lengths
and thanks for peace restored;
It w ill do the same for her upon the roof and there ensued a struggle
session of good health and no woman can for others.
For the m yrtloon the pillar, for the wreath besMe
Good quality Bleached Cotto* only
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the i w o r f ;
be beautiful and attractive without good you.
which was finally ended when Mra. Morrison
For the silent, shining cannon; for the handclasp
health. The dull, dead, gnawring pain, the Mrs. Mary Frances Lytle of 2 Hunter sprang back through the window and atarted A fine 40 inch Brown Cotton
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and the v o w ;
Aliev.
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says:
sense
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weakness,
oppres
downstairs
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murder.
For the lengthened roll of heroes—for the martyr’
Lackwood Cotton
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“ I was very pale nnd delicate— had no
love kiss'd brow .
sion and discouragement, the
tired,
William Weeks, one of tbe proprietors of
And 1 thank Thee, G od, I thank T hee, for the dear
I took Dr. Greene’s Nervura tbe hotel was in a room nearby, and alarmed Good Yard Widp Cotton
listless, languid feeling, the shooting color.
4cyd
ones, mine and all,
blood
nnd
nerve
remedy,
nnd
nowI
h e a d th e
pains, the aching
by tbe ahot and Mra. Morrison’s shrieks be
W bo've come back with shouts and chaplets to the
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all these are am well and strong, my face is plump, started out into the corridor. He saw Mrs. A good quality White Outing
ft stive board and hall,
pain in the back
Oh, the band-clasp and the heart-clasp and the
disordered nnd checks red, and my complexion Morrison rush psst and go down ataira and in Short lengths of Check Nainsook
symptoms of a
8cyd
mother's kisses dear,
these a re pure.”
a few moments Mr. Lee appeared on the
system, and all
And the jo y around the hearthstone In the fullness
producers Mrs. William Bartels, 239 East 8 7 th St., scene with the revolver in his hand. Mrs. Short length of Skirt Flannel White with Colored Edge, werth
beauty killers.
of the year!
New York City, snvs :
— James Buckham In Leslie's W eekly.
Lee also made her appearance about this time
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“ Dr. Greene's Nervura made a and Mr. Lee asked bet to go with him to
5 Cyd
wonderful improvement in my health, the kitchen. She looked at the revolver and Fine Bleached Cotton only
President McKinley will handle a
and that dark, sallow look left my face. declined'to go. “It’s all right wife, I will not 1 bale Checked Crash
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large number o f new subjects in his
M y friends hardly know me. 1 have barm you” said Mr. Lee and thereupon he
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gained in flesh and am like a different turned the weapon over to Landlord Weeks A good Crash
forthcoming message. The country is
person
ssying that the latter had better send out and A large all linen Towel
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satisfied that it will be an unusually
Tbe Thanksgiving night concert at Fat
Mrs. C. S. Alien, of 128 Pearl get a policeman to have him arrested.
well opera home, by the Wight Philharmonic
interesting document.
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Street, Portland M e., says: “ There
In the meanwhile Andrew Murphy, famil Large size Bath Towe's
Society, is to be a great musical event, and
was hardly any more color in my face iariy konwn as "Doc” bad been an eye wit- 1 New line of Tah'e Linens ana Napkins for Thanksgiving
‘ e Burpee Hose Co., under whose auspices
and hands than in chalk. D r. Greene's neaa to the encounter on the roof and .t.rted G o o d q u a lU y T a b |e L j n e n
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Thirteen iratisuiississippi states, in is to be given, deserve the cordial patronNervura made me well, and restored up tbe street looking for a policeman. He
of the public in their efforts to make the
cluding Ilie Pacific slope, which gave
my natural color and complexion."
found Patrolman Meservey and with bis eyes A
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well’s Ave., Providence R. I., says :
tbe officer that John Williams had shot his
269,000 iu 1896, show a Republican usual features ol a popular levee and ball,
“ My face brok« out with pimples, wife and two others. Patrolman Meservey A good doz Napkins for
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one ticket admitting to all. The Philharmonic
majority this year of over
, .
and I was almost giving up in de hastened to the Williams restaurant, where
Society, Janies Wight director, will appear in
spair when I got D r. Greene’s Nervura. he found the proprietor at breakfast and evi 100 pr Sheets made of best quality seamless sheeting for
full dress and render a masterly program.
Now I am well and strong, thanks to this dently much surprised at the intrusion. Pa
“ We are there,” says Col. Roosevelt The selections from "Elijah" will be particuonly
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wonderful remedy.”
trolman Meservey went down on the street
of the Philippines. “ We are not go ,riy pleasing to those who were not so
Mrs. S. R. Berry, Lebanon, N. II., again and was directed to the St. Nicholas Pillow Cases
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ing to let those islands go back under
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other chorus numbers are of equally high
“ D r. Greene's Nervura has done won
He heard enough of the story from Land
the tyranny from which we relieved theder.
The soloists are Miss Sarah Munroe
ders for me. I am strong again, and have lord Weeks to warrant him in arresting Mr. Best Pink Outings
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them.” This opinion is general enough all, soprano; Miss Nellie Antoinette Cote,
got back my former looks nnd good color. Lee and tbe latter went along to the station
Figured Cotton Eider down for dressing sacks
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A doctor met me n few days ago nnd said quietly and peaceably.
to be called good Republican doctriue. soprano; Mrs. Lura M. Ridley, contralto;
Dr. Samuel Tibbetts, basso; Dr. T. E. Tib
Hint I was doing wonderfully, that my
4 1 - 2 C yd
Officer Meservey asked him what was the 1 case Dark Prints
betts, basso; George E. Torrey, basso; all
eyes were bright, and that I looked cause of the shooting and Mr. Lee told him to
8 c yd
Fine quality 1 yd wd Peicale
In response to an appeal by Gen. brilliant singers who have made exceedingly
well.”
find out. He persistently refused lo make any
Wheeler over 100 American colleges happy selections for Ibis occasion. The ac
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have each offered to take two or more and Mrs. Carrie Burprc Shaw. The program
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present health and strength, and conse the deed by his ungovernable temper. He A good pair Blankets
young Cubans to be educated free. follows:
60, 65, 7 5 and 9 8 c pr
of dull, leaden complexions, unnatural quently their beauty, vivacity nnd enjoy said he thought he bad some cause, but on the A better pair of Blankets
“ Elijah"
The humanitarian side of the Cuban Mendelssohn, (a) Help, I-ord!
flushings,dark circles under the eyes,hum ment of life to the timely use of Dr. contrary remarked that any statement reflect Y A R N S — We keep the best made— Spanish, Saxony, Scotch,
(b) Lord. Bow Thloo E ar, “ Elijah”
question is not overlooked.
ors, eruptions, blackheads, lustreless eyes Greene’s Nervura, and if the reader is wise, ing upon Mrs. Morrison’s character was an
Miss Hall, Mrs. Ridley and W ight Philharmonic
Germa-.town and Country yarn
Boolety.
and other disfigurements which divest she w ill not hesitate or delnpr using this untruth. Mr. Lee denied that he had been
B izet, Toreador Bong,
"Carmeu 1
women of their natural g ift of beauty. really wonderful remedy, this great nat dunking more than ordinary, but said that be We have a few pounds real home made Country Yarn
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ural
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womankind.
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velt’s chances o f success were excel Bellini, When
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Mtsa Halt.
attributes which attract, please and fasci ialist in curing nervous nnd chronic dis countable for what he was doing. He had
speak of him as ‘Teddy.’ Van Wyck Fanning, Bong of the V lklogi,
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as Night,
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Miss Cote and Mr Torrey.
I feeling ill and dispirited at the time of The Velveteen in all colors for waists
had been affectionately known
Mendelasohu. (a) Then Did Elijah,
“ Elijah”
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beat the brunt, but he was unwilling to make
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of freedom, to leave them to Iheir fate
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ily, that a great injustice has been done tbe
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O
37 1 2 50, 7 5 c a n d $1 00
3
D
the structure would pass beneath tbe wires boy was a sufferer from catarrh, and he
accepted
by
tbe
police.
3
The business outlook has been without a bitch.
u
01
50c e a
Mrs. Morriscn belongs in Machias and has New Boston Bags just received
knows that Garfield bad receotly learned that
o
Tbe procession passed through Main street for this disease carbolic acid was a remedy.
been working at the hotel, practically as Windsor T ies
materially brightened by the elections
03
12 1 - 2 and 25c
U
housekeeper, for 13 weeks. She is spoken of
Both branches of Congress are now in about 3.30 o’clock moving at a very fair jog. His belief is that the boy was trying it in
X
O
very highly by Ihe proprietors and her own Ladies’ Embroidered Hdkfs
5c e a
Everything went smoothly until tbe structure
and that on this night he either by
-i->
o
Republican bauds, aud the Senate was nearly opposite the new Bird block. Mr. secret,
appearance is very ladylike. The report that
inhalation or in some accidental manner
<D
5c ea
G
G
she had been “tattling” on Mr. Lee is not Lad.es’ Lace Trimmed Hdkfs
which has been controlled by the base Perry, by means of a lung pole was pushing got some of the crystals into his throat, and
-r ;
10 a n d 12 1-2c e a
Ladies’ Hem stitched linen Hdkfs
backed up by facts.
money party for a quarter of a century tbe wires up so that the building would pass their action produced a shock that caused his
<D
H
Mr. Weeks was only on ihe stand for a few
beneath safely, when suddenly tbe horses gave death by heart disease. It is known to tbe
12 l-2c and 25c ea
is 60 securely Republican that it can an unexpected start, and one of the Rockland family that Garfield’s heart action was defec
O,
moments, but long enough to express tbe be Ladies' fine Embioide ed Hdkfs
03
lief that Mr. Lee never intended to harm the Gent's Hem stitefed, Colored bordered Hdkfs, worth 12 l-2c
not he lost for many years. No dan & Vinaibaven telephone wires broke beneath tive, and he bad suffered from that cause.
CL
woman, and to testify that it was Mr. Lee’s
gerous assaults can he made upon the tbe extra strain. This wire slid along the Mr. Ames is confident from all the circum
7c ea
electric light wire, down onto the trolley wire
own request to be arrested.
that the death was accidental, and
business interests of the couutry in of tbe electric railroad, aud finally onto the stances
Patrolman Nath‘1 Meservey and Deputy
those familiar with the family and all the
Marshal A. C. Hamilton, who is at present
the near future. A condition of pros backs of the two horses which chanced to be circumstances of this case will be glad to join ♦OdOdOdOdOdOdOdOdOdCtdOdO
acting marshal, were both examined and told
parity greater than we have had at any underneath. One of these horses was the him in this very reasonable theory.
of the arrest and the result of their investiga
leader of one of three horse teams drawing
time since 187u and 1880, just after the the building, and belonged to Mr. Doe. Tbe
tions. They were able to add quite an impor
tant point to the testimony, however, by stat
Republican act resuming gold pay other was attached to a delivery wagon, being
ing that Mr. Lee made an admission in the
uieuts went into operation, is at hand driven by a young man named McLoud, and
cell that if everything had gone right there
owned by Mr. Post. These two horses were
fo r the United Slates.
would have been three instead of one. Just
killed almost outright and the other horses
what be meant by this was not divulged.
comprising the team wbicb was hauling that
The revolver with which the shooting was
From Porto Rico friends The Cour side of the building were thrown to tbe
We will deliver anywhere iu Kuox
done was a Forehand & Wadsworth, double
ground by the shock where they lay f r sev
ier-Gazette acknowledges the receipt eral minutes groaning in terrible agony.
Co. at the lowest prices for the finest
action, five shooter, carrying a 38 calibre GOVERNORS THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION ti°n “ 1 out iDdebiedne.s and dependence
upon the Creator aud Ruler of men and nabullet. When taken from Mr. Lee three of
o f the first issue of the San Juan
Mr. Perry attempted to remove the wire by grades:
lions, and also conforming to a time honored
tbe chambers were loaded and two were
Tbe year that has nearly passed has brought aud revered custom, and to the proclamation
News, the first American newspaper means of a trace chain and was knocked oft 18 lbs.Fine Granulated Sugar for $1.00
empty
save
for
the
shells.
Oae
of
the
bullets
feet. A man named Mclntire attempted
us abundant harvests and all tbe blessings of
to appear in the capital of our cuter bis
was fired as above described and tbe other civilized life. Its skies have been and are of the president of tbe United States, 1,
to cut the wire where it eDlcrs the store of 1 bu. old-fashioned Y. E. Beatte 1.76
Mr. Lee says was fired at a cal sometime ago. bright with the marked and increasing pros Llewellyn Powers, Governor of tbe State of
prising colony. The News is a bright St. Clair & Allen wi;h a hatchet and re 1 bu. baud picked Fancy Pea
Tbe revolver is one which Mr. Lee owned perity, enterprise aud happiness of all our Maine, witn tbe advice and consent of tbe
1.60
Beans,
looking tri-weekly, with many atubi ceived a severe shock, tie finally procured
when be was a member of the Rockland people. We have been exempt from calami executive council, do hereby designate
an axe and the wire was cut in two. Tbe
can Fancy Java and Mocha
lious departments, aud bristles all over horses which had not becu killed then arose 5 lb.
Thursday, the '2 4 th day u f N o v e m b e r ,
police force and he has carried it ever ties aud pestilence and the spirit of patriotism
Coffee,
and 1 ”resince. When aiked if the action of Sunday and
with an earnest purpose to perform its from their positions snri were taken up the 10 lb. pail best pure Leaf Lard,
ana philanthropy
pnuanrnropy bas
nas been
uceu active
aouve everywhere
t»ciy*»usis. as a day of general Thanksgiving,
----- ®
------morning
was
premeditated
he
replied
emphat
street
whtnuying
painfully.
Signal
victonei
in
the
iifttie.t
of
liberty
«ud
commend
that all citizen, ol our Stale on that
part in making Porto Rico a thorough
Best Fancy Fouce Molasses, can't
ically in tbe negative.
permit bad been issued for the removal
government have crowned the t Hurts of our day refrain from all unnecessary labor and
be beat at any juice, Der gal.,
|y Americanized colony, aud attracting of No
The police say that Mr. Lee had been brave toldiers and sailors on land and sea. give devout acknowledgement to God for the
the building, Mr. Perry refusing to com
including best one gal. mo
thither worthy settlers and investor ply with the regulations ana pay the fee -25
drinking when arrested although he was not Peace bas once more returned to rule aud manifold blessings of this year. On that day
.60
lasses jug,
00 far under tbe influence but that he was bless our country. Certainly we have much for we should remember and assist tbe poor and
A m ong the paper's news notes we cents.
2.60
60 lbs. Hue Granulated Sugar,
of all he was doing aud of what which to be thankful, both as a State and na unfortunate, for no more accepUole devotion
Has some distinctively new cognizant
10c lb
Very good Rio Coffee,
learu th at----was going on arouud him. It it known that tion. “Tbe baud of God has been upon us can grace Thanksgiving day than charity and
Captain B n o v . cexmnandaute o f this p oll, ar80 lb. tubs Pure Lard, net
he has been indulging in tbe use of inloxi for good.', In humble and grateful rccogoi- benevolence.
rl u J in run Juan uu Uoaid ilit: hospital ship
weight,
6 l-2c lb
cants to a considerable extent of late, there
Boiacu eatuid*> morning accompanied by Lis »taft
ideas in portraiture up his are rumors that aflaira in his domestic circle
»nd lo riy marine* H U gratifying to know that
Other dealers wito cannot meet these
ibto city b** bteu made a oavai station, which w
were not as harmonious as could be wished.
“
M
y
w
i
f
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T H E IN G A L L S ’ H Y G IE N IC
add largely to it* importance. 'Ibl* as*u*— •
prices will tell you that the quality is
Mr. Lee bas always borne an excellent reputa
e aily iuuprwvt loeiii oI ban Juan harbor
not of tbe best, that is always tte ir sleeve, for those who intend to tion here aud was regarded as an bone&t,
$ 2 .5 0 S H O E .
lias
contracted
the
excuse to squeeze a good profit out of
straightforward citizen. For some years past
A U o c k ln u U M a u Ixi B r it i s h C o lu m b ia .
For lhirt>-flve years w« huve bceu ruakiug shoe*
he has been in the restaurant business aud
P e ls-N a p th a habit” you.
Writing lx uu Victoria, British Columbia,
recently took charge of the cafe which is run
O ur aim bas always been to please
is renewal of bis subaciiprion to Tbe Courier-•-w rites a man. It’s aud if good quality aud low prices have Photos made for Holiday in connection with the St. Nicholas Hotel.
U tz -'te , J. W. AaywKid says:
Public sentiment is very quick on such
will do it you are sure to go away
*‘i like to tie sole to praise ibe ‘Gazette,1 as
U made by our NKW DO U BLE bE AM KD T A C K not surprising.
caaes, but so far as learned it is not iocliucd
satisfied.
1 bavc been aide to moat of tbe lime tiocc it
U£Bd PttUCKBB. tbe eolca being tewed wilb
Gifts.
to deal harshly with Mr. Lee, although tbe
Special Thread. W e uaetbe liucti uhd aoileel kid,
»aa lira! printed oo tbe toaiz abeet, upatairs
soap
FELS-NAPTHA
aflair aud Mr. Lee’s subsequent statement are
ul»o a special patent liyuieuie Iuuersole to prevent
in tbe old Crt ckett building, by Forlzr A
burulngiend diewine of tbe feel, to imuoyio;
Ing to
not
to
be
completely
overlooked.
, oa ibe old band prcaa. How
w ashes clothes and
earer. These feature* make it the t
t Flex.
Rid.
Judge Hicks decided that tbe case should
bud they WDiked to gel it oat in aeasou!
be catalogued as simple assault aud not assault
cleans
things
1
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b*0
tbe
honor
of
getting
H u b Wm.
with
intent
to
kill
He
accordingly
held
Mr.
opy. It was sad new# to uic to
C H A S . H . IN C A L L S & C O .
beautifully, w ith little
Lee iu $1000 bonds for appeatauce before
death of your Mr. Porter. 1 cooBhocinakers fojr 36 yeais,
the December term of court. The respondent
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a> to your cowmuuity.
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waived examination and was defended by
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The regular meeting of the iocsi W. C. T.
THE THANKSGIVING DINNER
U. will be held at the Y. M. C. A. rooms next
Friday afternoon at 2.30 and a full attendance T n tercstln ir F a c ta C o n c e r n in g A r t ic le s
T h a n k s g iv in g
Advertisement* In this column not to «ce# d
of
members
is
requested.
* a pie — and make the crust?
W h ic h W i l l C o m p r is e th o M e n u .
five line* Inserted once for 26 cents, four tlmee for An easy thing, O Power Divine!
Call and See the New Style
There will be an informal meeting of the
T o thank thee for these gifts of thine—
60 cents.
This is the identical season of the
For summer's sunshine, winter's snow,
Congregational parish this Tuesday evening
»
bother
about
—
and
still
be
able
»
year
when
the tutkey, duck or goose makei
F or hearths that kindle, words that glow;
Goods
at
7.30
o’clock.
Very
important
matters
are
Lost and Found
But when shall I attain to this—
• to havem ince piessuchns Maine $ to he brought up for consideration.
such an attractive figure suspended heels up
To thank thee for the things 1 miss?
ward in the market window, while the rosy
—T . W . Illgglnson.
O S T —A Knight Tempi** Watch Charm, gold
The Scottish Rite Masons held a meeting cheeked cranberries form such an attractive
and enamel. Finder please leave with J . B .
* will buy
last night and laid plana for a future session and suggestive background. Rockland peo
MOORB, K*q., or at Courler.Oar.ette ofllce and be The week of prayer at the Y. M. C. A. was
at which there will be degree work. The ple live very well as a rule, hut there is some
liberally rewarded.
____________ 90
IN C E
one of tbe moil profitable In the hiitory of
meeting will probably be held in December. thing vety out of the ordinary in the prospect
the aiiociation.
There will lie a musical and ice cream sale of a Thanksgiving dinner with its roast tur
E
A
T
W an te d .
Clarence Pinkham has resumed his position
for the benefit of Leroy Williams, the blind key, mince pie and cranberry sass.
* made carefully from a famous * boy, at the home of W. J. Dickson, 9 Union
as motorneer on tbe electric road. He has
vllllng
six , hours
A Courier Gazette reporter took a glimpse
g e n t s - w ho*..-.......
. to
- work
.
.
per day, and make a good salary, write for been serving in tbe nary.
Jj| receipt of the best fresh beef £ street, tomorrow evening. Admission 10 at some of the markets yesterday and while
particular.. DUN DKK MKU. Co., 10 A Park Bq ,
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows worked Ihe * and selected green apples, ready w cents.
the poultry had not begun to arrive at that
B olton. Mm .,
____________ »**
initiatory degree on J. S. Gardiner list night, % to put in the crust. Uniformly g»
W o are sh o w in g so m e th in g n e w for S u its a m i n e w sty lo
C. I. Burrows the horse dealer left today lime was able to gain a pretty fait idea of
IT U A T IO N W A N T E D a. <L>Tern««ii. IU for; and accepted several applications,
New Hampshire, where he will receive a what will conlront the person who;orders the
oncea given.
A (ItIr e . "G O V E R N E S S ,
JJ delicious and very economical § for
T r o u se r in g s to w ea r u n d er o v erco a ts.
Thanksgiving
dinner.
S'
.
Harrison
Curtis
of
South
Thomaston
shipment
of
too
horses
which
he
will
sell
in
Courier.Oaretto cfllco.
* — about 4 cts. for a pie when it « the various towns of that state. He will be
To begin with, it will be an average tutkey
claims the distinction of a 7 year old son who
l IRL W A N T E D - T o do general housework. has dug a bushel of clams in one afternoon.
year. The weather coming on crisp is a
gone Irom home a month.
« is used.
®^t>Look at our Novelties in V estin g s*^®
T Good wages. Enquire of E. R B 1 K A R , 26
guarantee
that the turkeys will be shipped this
5
Your
grocer
will
sell
you
n
package
J
jJ
The sale of the E. Mont Perry residence at
Miss Sarah M. Hall, soprano, is to sing for way in large
Beech street, Rockland
____________ ®2t£___
quantities and prices wili not be
for only 10cente.
the
North
end
for
*2500
is
said
to
be
one
of
her
solo
at
tbe
Thanksgiving
night
concert
l IR
housework
^I jS for general
____ ___
r*°* aDt*
Prepared by Thorndike A Mix, Rockland, Me. q,
the best bargains real estate circles have
Von Lennep’s “O Nightingale, the Night Is way up at the mast head as might have been
X nursery
nursery can
can obtain
«‘ ‘ first-class
‘ tm pUcee by • t t j 7,
» • * * » • « • » • * * * « * • * * » * » * » • • Still," a beautiful selection which wili be sung tbe case. The weslern turkeys are reported
the intelllgcr
intelligence office of M R fl.R .0 .H E D G ES, known fo, some years.
mg at the
O u r $20.00 O v erco a ts
at very plentiful this year, and while not to he
Oct. 1*
T Orovo Street, Rockland.
in
Miss Hall’s usual artistic manner.
There will be a special meeting of tbe
ao much desired as the product of our own
Bishop Neeley of Portland preached in
There will be a meeting of the Woman's slate and Vermont, they make extra good
A N T E D —If you want anything state tho board of aldermen this afternoon for the pur
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden, Sunday. Association
fact in this column. T on’ll have plenty of pose of drawing traverse jurors for tbe D:of the Congregational church at ealing, and, as otic dealer put it, there are
H a v e lm d a g o o d ru 1. T h e y ure a g o o d
Don’t forget the N. A. Burpee Hose Co.’s the vestry Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock. very few who can tell the difference between
cember term ot supreme court.
concert, levee and ball Thanksgiving The missionary barrel will lie packed at the the western and the native birds. The pros
The afternoon train will arrive at 4.15 in annual
c o a t nnd w o gn arn ntei th em . . .
nigbt.
For Sale.
meeting and all are requested to be present. pects are that the former will retail from 18
stead of 5.10, commencing next Monday.
The subject oi Rev. R. W. Van Kirk’s
This change was originally announced in this
The Knox county attorneys will be inter to 20 cents and the natives from 20 to 22
a r g a i n i n r e a l e s t a t e .— T h . Her
Thanksgiving Day sermon will be “The Ex ested to learn that Enoch Foster of Betbel, cents a pound.
man Young place on the Arey'a Harbor road paper and is pleasurably received.
altation of a Nation.
Vlnal‘ Haven. New and In good ahape, and will
Ducks are worth from 14 to 15 cents at
who was removed from the supreme bench
Miss
D.
Hoar
manager
of
the
postal
tele
be soldd cheap. Write to M. T . C R A W F O R D ,
Buttcricks' patterns for December aie now through the eflorts of tbe VV. C. T. U., bas wholesale and are retailing from t6 to 18
graph office is at her home in Auburn on a
Camden, Me.
vacation. Miss Jessie Crawford of Thomas on sale at Simonton's. Fashion sheets free, been admitted to practice in the federal cents.
Delineators, 13 cents.
courts. It is said that Mr. Foster is making
Chickens are very low, the wholesale price
ARM FOR S A L E —The Homestead o f tho late
ton is officiating in her absence.
Warren Benner, situated In Waldoboro on
Merchant Tailors.
E. O. Heald bas had a wooden awning more money as an attorney than he did as ranging from to to 13 cents while the retailer
tho Union road. Buildings In good repair, never Tbe Rockland people who have visited the
gets
about 15 cents. Indications are that the
an
associate
justice.
built
on
the
front
of
bis
store
in
the
Sprague
Thomaston public library speak very highly of
falling water in pasture, and mowing field* In good
condition. A year’s supply of fire wood fitted and
If Ihe spirited manner in which tbe re price will not run higher than ifi cents at
building, Limerock street.
tbe
institution.
And
well
they
might
for
it
housed. Everything In shape to commence farm
and the best product of the
was modelled after tbe Rockland public
Steamer Salscia of the Portland & Bangor bearsa) of the Wight Philharmonic Society Thanksgiving
ing operations. A meadow and lumber lot not
will not command more than 17 cents.
connected with the homestead will be told alao. library.
route is hauled off for repairs, after which she went off last evening may be taken as a fore roost
Fowls are bringing 10 cents a pound
runner,
the
Thanksgiving
night
concert
is
to
T his property will positively be told at a bargain.
will
resume
her
trips.
yOaOSOaO* 0 4 0 >r>*OaO»OaOaOa
A horse belonging to Orgood Gilbert, the
For full particulars call on, or address E . 1 . B E N 
event. The chorus will occupy wholesale and the trader retails them lor 12
grocer, dropped dead Friday while drawing
Dr. Sullivan of Portland, Ihe well known be a splendid
N E R , No. Warren, or O. A . BE N N E R , Rockport,
seats upon the stage, in such manner cents. By Thanksgiving Ihe price on fowl,
Me., or L . W . B E N N E R , Rockland.
49tf
tbe delivery team. The animal was apparent Eye and Ear specialist, will be in Rockland raised
will doubtless increase two cents on a pound,
that
the
beautiful
costumes
of
tbe
ladies
will
ly in sound condition when taken out in the at the Thorndike on Thursday and Friday, receive full recognition and the conceit will both for the advantage of the raiser and re
O R B A L E — At Bo. Union, bouse and stahlo
morning.
Nov. 24 25.
house built five years, stable three, nowly
be therefore a thing of beauty to the eye as tailer.
ainted last year, thoroughly well built, house
Fresh eggs are a little more scarce than a
Dr. T. E. Tibbetts is to sing the famous
The Methodists of Auburn recently held a well as to tbe ear. The chorus will number
nished In hardwood, stable all planed lumber, “Toreador Song” from Carmen, at the Thanks chestnut sociable. Rev. C. S. Cummings, a
above too voices and tbeir music will be week ago. They net the producer 27 and 28
cistern In house collar, also In stable cellar. For
cents a dozen nnd the trader sells them for 30
further Information write to or Inquire of owner, giving night concert. It is a splendid selec former Rockland pastor, won the prize for grand.
W IL L E . CUMM INGS, Union, Mo.
45tf
tion and Dr. Tibbetts is certain to give an ar telling the greatest number of cbestnutty sto
The Methebesec Club held its first meeting cents.
tistic rendering of it.
Dairy butter is being suld by the farmers
ries.
L A R G E 8 ROOM HOUSE with dry collar;
in the new quarters at the Central Club Fri
lot 60x90; located No. 18 Birch street, near
News has been recced here of the birth
J. P. Crockett representing the Pine Spring day afternoon. The following papers were for 20 cents a pound. Tbe merchant in
in satin wove, kid finish, linen or bund
turn sells this commodity for 22 cents. Cream
North Main street. Tho house is entirely new, has in Bath last Friday of a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Water
Co.
of
Freeport
was
in
town
Monday.
presented
:
"Old
Dulch
Times
in
New
York
finish, popular shapes and lints.
nevor boon occupied, and Is offered for salo at less
ery
butter
sells
for
23
cents
a
pound
whole
A.
W.
Rafnell.
Mrs.
Rafnell
was
formerly
St.
Clair
&
Allen
are
tbe
agents
for
eastern
and New Jersey,” Mrs. Rebecca Sttykerj
than cost. AdUrcaa J . N. PARJNHa M, 82 Cedar
Miss Clarice Anderson of this city. The son Maine for this popular summer drink and sell “The Indians as They Interest Us,” MtB. sale and 26 retail.
Street.
31Slf
Price 110c mill 8 5 c per hex.
Cranberries are S2 on a barrel higher (his
bas been named Lloyd.
many hundred gross during tbe season.
. . AND . .
Georgia Glover; “France and Her Difficul week than last. Tbit is due to the fact tbat
Samples of the paper mailed if re
To Let.
A lamp exploded in tbe chamber of the
Goetze’s “Silent as Night" is a beautiful ties," Mis. Leonora Pierce; "A Study of the there wa9 a scarcity of production of tbis crop
Ballad,"
Mrs.
Flora
J.
Sinqonton.
This
Tues
house
occupied
by
Arthur
Cook,
corner
of
duet,
and
will
be
one
of
the
striking
features
quested.
Hurlburt's
popular
Gilt
Initial
this year, and many are being bought this
O - L E T — A housj of six rooms atTjNo. 14
Frcdorlck street. Inquire o f U . O. G U R D Y , Union and Elm street, one night last week of the progrsm at the Thanksgiving nigbt day afternoon there will be a lecture private week for Thanksgiving sauce,
Stationery 35c per box.
and destroyed considerable bed clothing. It concert. It will be sung by Miss Nellie An to the club members by Mrs. Hawthorne of
Celery is selling at wholesale lor 12 cents
was extinguished without an alarm being rung toinette Cote, soprano, and Geo. E. Torrey, Boston, whose subject will be “Novels and a hunch. Nice table raisins for the historic
IIE HOUSE N o. 354 Broadway, occupied by in.
Novelists of the 19th Century.’’
basso.
plum pudding will cost from 15 to 2j cents a
W . R. Prescott, suitable for ono or two
While delving among his belongings tbe pound. Catawba grapes can be purchased
Tbe class in French history will meet this
families, to let In part or tho whole. Stablo con- Hon. D. N. Mortland's lecture on “Travel
neet d. A pply on the premise*, or address VV. R. Abroad" will be delivered in the Y. M. C. A. week on Saturday afternoon, Nov. 26, begin- other day W. W. Graves found a receipt cer for 15 cents a basket. Nice Tokay grapes are
. H U S T O N S ,
M 0 W RY & P A YSO N ,
P R E SC O T T , Rockland, Me.
»l
rooms next Friday evening at 8 o’clock. The ding work at half past two at Mrs. Sprague's. tifying that H. T. Perry had paid his dues as selling for is cents a pound and the most
Cor. Iiroiut and l’nrk Sts.,
Kocklund, Me.
8H(i Main St.
_______ _____
the corner of Lime - admission is 15 cents and the proceeds will go This meeting if changed fiom Tuesday on ac a member of Chickawaukie Lodge of Good luscious of Malagas for your tide table will
_ " ro ck s tree t and Broadway. Has six rooms. towards defraying the expenses of repairing count of the lecture before the Methebesec Templars for tbe quarter ending August 1, cost you 20 cents a pound.
ROCKLAND
Rent reasonable. For particulars apply at 204 the gymnasium.
1868. George E. Torrey was the worthy fi
club on that day.
Florida oranges have been on tbe market
U3tf
BROAD W AY.
_______________
There will be a game shoot Thanksgiving
Will Kailoch’s turkey shoot at tbe head of nancial secietary at the time, and to him Mr. only a few days and arc retailing for 50 to 60
O L E T — If your advertisement Is in this col Day at Oak Hill Grove under the direction ol
Gravel
gave
the
receipt
as
an
interesting
lit
cents
a
dozen.
A
good
many
chestnuts
are
*G + U + 0+ 0+ 0+ 0*0+ 0+ 0*0+
Rankin street this afternoon promises to draw
umn everybody Is suro to read It. Costs next
James H. Simonton, the proprietor. Tbe fun well. Turkeys, Pekin ducks, geese and tle memento. It may be interesting to know being sold. The price they bring is 30 cents
to nothing,
__________
will begin at 9 a. m. and last all day. Hot chickens, all fit to kill and eat at once will be that there were 900 Good Templars in this quart.
Good eating apples, such as Kings and
+O +O+O+O +O+O+0+O +O +O+O +O M O + O + O + O + O + O + O + O + O + G + O i
dinner will be served from 12 to 1.30 and put up. Remember tbe Thanksgiving Day city at that time. Nearly all of Ihe young
M iscellaneous.
men and young women belonged and Cbicka- Spys, are in demand. Wednesday forenoon
there will be a clambake free to everybody.
shoot at the same place.
Lodge used to hold some very inter these apples were selling for *3.25 a barrel.
N T E L L IG E N C E O F F IG E - C . O. Grant, No. 3
The song “Deep in tbe Mine," Jude, to be
Alan Snow of Fitchburg, Mass., arrived waukle
Ltmerock street, has opened an Intelligent
esting meetings indeed. It is doubtful if Nodhcads are exceptionally scarce and extra
Ofllce at his restaurant. Those In need of help or sung by Dr. Samuel Tibbetts at tbe Philhar Saturday and is tbe guest of his father, Julian
50 a barrel.
persons desiring a situation can obtain suro® bJ monic concert, Thanksgiving night, will inter Snow. Mr. Snow is a member of Co. B, Sixth there are to(Jay one-quarter as many Good good ones will bring
euif
First quality beef cattle will net the pro
calling on Mr. G ran t._________
est all who recall Dr. Tibbetts’ magnificent Mass. Reg., and participated in the move Templars in the city.
Tbe steamer M. and M. which has been ducer from £7.50 to *8.30 Tenderloin steak
Ain
N T1 E
D—
-B o y■
i>,, Girls
DtU
UUI. and Ladles to sell our rendering of his solo at tbe concert last win ments against Santiago and Porto Rico. He
If you wnnt tho best got them tit Davies’. Notwithstanding
T eas, Coffees and Spices andea rna Watch,
ter. This selection is no less ambitious and if now enjoying a furlough, although he has rebuilt by Capt. Geo. II. Barbour in Brewer, can be bought for 30 cents a pound and good
tho fact that I use tho finest stock oil tiro inurkct uml spare
_____________
_ Grudo Blcyclo, T « to r Dinner
A ir Rlile or High
lor Capt. W. G. Bennett and owners is now sirloin at 28.
will make a bit.
nearly recovered his good health.
Bet. High
Grado"Bicycle
l 6 o lbs. T ea ; Watch
Huh Grade
Bicycle for 100
no expense in making my photographs llrst-clttss in every
Those who have Iambs to sell can at the
awaiting tbe arrival of her machinery. It is
for 6 lbs.: Air Rifle 6 lbs.; Dinner Set 00, 75 and
way, tiro price is very cheap. Call amt look «t suinplos.
Joseph J. Flanagan, who has officiated as
It has been repotted that the Boston & expected that the steamer will be completed present time get from six to nine cents a
100 lbs. W rite lor catalogue and price list. WM.
SC O T T & CO., T ea Importer*, 384 Main St., Itock- night operator for the Associated Press, dur Bangor Steamship Co. was about to make an before the river closes but there is now some pound at the stoics, according to their degree
ing the existence of the Star as a morning addition to its fleet and that tbe frame is be delay in receiving tne machinery. If it does of latness. The marketmen retail it in fore
land, Me
8lf
paper, leaves shortly for Boston where be will ing gotten out at tbe McKie yard in Erst not arrive in time tbe staunch little boat will quarters lor from 9 to 11 cents a pound, hindTTKNTIOn T iOYBI
Joe is one Boston. The new steamer will be 15 feet be taken to Bucksport and the finishing work quarters from 11 to 15, legs from 14 to 16
F R E E ! A grand chance for schoolchildren. be assigned to a similar position.
k
t u d io
A C M E N O V E L T Y CO ., No. Vaaaalboro, Me. 25 of the best men in the business and bis de longer than tbe City of Bangor. The Belfast
done there. Tbe name of the steamer will and lamb chops from 12 to 16 cents.
P-tatoes are being brought in town by the
O Y S A N D G IR L S desiring profitable homo parture from Rockland will be greatly re journal hopes that the steamer will be named probably be changed from M and M to “VC'
*
b
Mnin
S t.. R ockland <
Sig
n
of
the
S
ilv
e
r
Hand.
the City of Belfast aod says that folks up that rona." When the steamer resumes her farmed who obtain 50 centa a bushel for
employment, spare moments, or full time, gretted.
I'loase enclose stamp and address, \V W . SM ITH, The book committee of tbe Knox County
way will be greatly disappointed if this is not route it will be extended from Camden to them. The merchant retails tjiem for 60
O + O +O +O + O +O +O + O +O +O + O +Q +l
Esq., W aircu, Maine.
*0
Bar Association at a recent meeting decided done.
Rockland and the time-table will remain cents.
to buy a set of the Pennsylvania state re
The Y. M. C. A. Literary Society will hold
Whole corn is worth 90 cents a bushel,
tbe same. The boat has cabin-room
W e th in k th a t th e S h o e M an w h o ports for the library. The committee com its next meeting Saturday evening, Nov, nearly
for seating about 100 passengers and a stew corn meal and cracked corn 80. Oats sell
s e lls good, h o n e s t m a d e fo o t prises Lawyers Mortiand, Littlefield, Moore, 23, owing to the fact that next Thursday even ard will be employed so that meals will be for 374 cents a bushel, cottonseed meal *1.15
|ft^LniACK./AANA0tK?gB*
w e a r a t a s m a ll p r o fit Is b e tte r Montgomery, Walker and Gould, who, with ing falls on Thanksgiving. The subject for served on board. This will make it very a bag, linseed meal *1.30, Chicago gluten
Fcgler and Clerk of Courts Simonton debate will be:“Iias Republicanism in France convenient for parties going through to Rock *1, bran 85 cents and middlings *1.
o ff th a n h e w h o d e p en d s on Judge
bad a fine group picture taken.
proved a failure." J. E. Rhodes, F. A. In land who desire to spend little time there
Loose hay is selling on the square for *8 a
la rg e p r o fits to b a la n ce bad
Since tbe first of September the firm of St. graham, L. It. Campbell and E. W. Porter and get on an afternoon train. Capt. Ben- ton, while the best quality of straw sells for
d eb ts.
Clair & Allen bas manufactured over 700 will speak upon the affirmative and J. P.Cilley, net and bis crew are very popular along the *7 a ton or in that vicinity.
Coal is *6.50 a ton. Good seasoned hard
boxes of fine corncakes, besides a large L. E. Starretl, F. B. Miller and P. Howard on line and all look forward to tbe arrival of
wood fitted lor the stove sells on the square Matinee and Evening *■ v
tbe new boat.
quantity of the coarser variety. Each box tbe negative side of the question.
for *6.50 a cord.
contains 112 cakes, making in all 78,400 of
Mary Ann Sleeper died Saturday at her
H a ve Y ou
There waa a meeting of tbe Knox Circuit
the fine corn corncakes alone. Tbe firm borne on North Main street, aged 81 years, Epwortb League at the Methodist church
bas been working over time and has been un Tbe deceased was tbe widow of the late Jere yesterday afternoon and evening, about too
A. K. Bachelder and L. E. lilackingtcn M a s o n
&
D o w n ’s
S een T h e m ?
able to meet the demands for this very popu miah Sleeper and tbe daughter of Oliver and being present at the former and 300 at the left this morning for a gunning trip in ibe
Margaret (Wooster) Amesbury. About six latter session. Tbe exercises opened with a country.
lar article.
Hlti
D
O
U
BLK
The Morse, Trussell & McLoon Machine years ago Mrs. Sleeper met with an accident praise service led by Thomas Dickens oi
Dr. E. H. Wheeler has resumed his posi
Co. are putting ihe steam heating appaiatus which resulted in Ibe breskiug of her wrist, Camden, after which the following papers tion as city physician. Dr. F. B. Adams has
into tbe new John Bird Co. block. There This unfortunate event was followed by two were presented: "How We could be the officiated very acceptably in his absence.
will be 13 radiators and two coils. Tbe same other accidents in which both hips were Molt Use to Each Other as Epworthisns?”
Min Nellie Anloinette Cote is to sing the
firm bas |ust finished equipping the Georges broken. From tbis time on there was a gra by Mrs. T. S. Ross of Camden; “Howto
River Hotel in Thomaston with 26 radiators, dual breaking up of tbe system, although Mrs. Keep tbe Juniors Interested,” by Mrs. A. L. solo in tbe “ Inllamalus," from Stabat Mater,
and just as soon as the work now on hand is Sleeper lived to attain tbe ripe old age. She Nutter of Friendship; “What Aggressive at tbe Thanksgiving night concert. Miss
finished there are two-jabs at Deer Isle to was deeply beloved in tbe community, and al Work Can the League Do?” by Rev. V. E. Cote’s brilliant soprano voice, always a de
In curing for the tick . T o give u medicine iiu
though survived by no children of her own Hills of Union. These papers proved very light, will be heard to great advantage in this
work upon,
properly compounded or composed of Impure
there will lie no lack of sincere mourners. interesting as did the discussion wbicb fol selection.
drug* la to do eno o f two things which differ only
Tbe men's meeting at tbe Y. M. C, Tbe
funeral occurs at 2 this afternoon, Rev. lowed. A business meeting was held at 5
In their degree o f badoeee aud inlachluvoueueM.
A. Sunday afternoon was largely attended Thomas
-t
Stratton officiating.
T he patient suffers whether the modlciue be wrong
o’clock when a constitution was adopted. It
and tbe address by Rev. V.
E.
l’ reaunttd by an Excellent Company of
Mason & Downes Uncle Tom's Cabin Co. was voted to hold four meetings a year, in
or Ineffective. W e alweya prepare ihe exact medi
Hills of Union was much enjoyed. Music
cine called for by the prescription, make no mis
was furnished by a quartet comprising L. N. played before two very Urge bouses in tbis February, May, September and November.
--A R T IS T S
lake*, and uae only pure drug*. The medical pro
Littlehale, John Johnston, Otis Sylvester and city Saturday. Tbe malinee performance The February aession will be held with tbe
C
l
o
t
h
e
s
fession, therefore, have only words ol pralae for
E. L. Cox. A collection was taken in the in was witnessed by nearly one thousand chil league in Camden. The evening exercise!
Utiles .. ____ __ _____________ RPMHP
•
the Donahue's Thermacy l'roscrlpllons. Herne ru
terest of the Y. M. C. A. war fund. It may dren. Tbe evening performance was greeted opened with a praise service led by Rev.
of Kir*t I’ rl/.u Cake Walker*. Hock and Wing
o n C r e d it!
interest tbe public to know that tbe Y. M. C. by s house packed to the doors. Tbe com- A. L. Nutter and solos were rendered by
Dancers.
Nashville Htndcut* Jubilee dingers. ber : Wo supply everything kept In a Urst-claee
any is one of tbe best and strongest that Miss Caro Billings and Dr. J. A. Ricban. An
A. in this country has already spent over
Now and elaborate scenic und electric effects. drug house at moderate prieee.
as yet visited this city. Tbe principal char- interesting address on “What For and How,”
Bring your family to us aud uiuko j Gorgeous Tr*n*form*tlon of the “ (late* A jar.”
*80,000 for the benefit of tbe United States
vl
Street Parade at noon. Free Band Concert at
aclers were in every way well portrayed, and was delivered by Rev. Mr. Edgett of South
them all satisfied by purchasing tliolr I 7Free
soldiers.'
|». in.
needs at once. If you ouuiiot pay ]
Reports (rum many of the representatives- tbe specialties and sketches were all ably Thomafton and the convention closed with a
cash wo will trust you. You may i
elect to tbe legislature iudicate that strong acted. Mr. Downes is s clever performer consecration service led by Rev. F. E. White.
P h a r m a c e u tis t,
bis future is destined to be brilliant. He W. |. Dickson of this city presided at the
PRICES: Evening, 25o, 35o & SOo
sentiment will exist in that body favoring tbe and
puy ua by tho week or mouth aud
will make his mark. Mason;A: Downes have sessions.
Matinee, l5o and 25o.
repeal or extensive modification of tbe present two
Uor. Mulu uuil Llmvrock HU., Kocklund
have tho uae of the goods while pay
and tbe street parade attracted
ballot law. As things look now the light over widebands,
Telephone 68-7,
46
lug for them. At our rooms you wil1
Beat* on Bale ul Opera Uou*e.
Vi
Tbe performance was in
Wentworth Si Co, have taken the agency for
this question is likely to be one of the most every attention.
respect all that tbe proprietors adver tbe lngall's Hygienic shoe, made by a new
llnd a complete lino of
interesting contests of tbe session. Tbe prin tise.—Mt.
Vernon
N.
Y.
Argus.
Tbe
above
cipal objections to tbe present system are that company will appear in opera bouse in mati double seamed tickleis process. T il called
OOOOOOOOOOOOO g ^-^G O O O O O O
<x <x x x x x x o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o _
an excellent shoe, none better for tbe money,
it is too intricate and technical in its work*2.50. Fur women only.
ings, disfranchising a large percentage of the nee and evening Nov. 26.
voters in every election, and that it bas never
secured the element of secrecy for which tbe
Kveryuiia knows its value. Probably you would have to j
Australian system was devised. Those who
h a t s fo r
favor its retention, on tbe other hand, do not
pay as iiuicb for oue at Davies', tbe One-Price Jeweler, as you would]
believe it will be advisable to keep changing
elsewhere.
when wo couie to articles the value of wbicb cuunot ]
the law, but think that time and practice will
L a d ie s ^ *
overcome many of tbe difficulties experienced
bu determined by tbe general public oil cusuul inspection,
with the system as it is now.
tbe advantages of tbe One Price system, of goods marked ill plain ]
C o n sistin g of . .
----OK---There is soon to he s grand rally day at tbe 1
\Vo L a v e qu ite a n u m b er o f
Methodist church. The older membcis will
----- and McKay Sewed----figures is apparent to all. Tbis is important as bearing on tbe problem ]
Men's, Youths' and Children's
meet during tbe afternoon and enjoy social
converse, a picnic supper will be served for all
of gelling Ibe greatest value for tbe least uiouey.
Ready Made Clothing,Ladies'
tbe
members
and
in
tbe
evening
there
will
be
|
EMULISH TOE
Suite, Cloaks, Capes, Furs,
as elaborate musical program, when some j
LONDON TOE
speaker will deliver an address on a church !
Collarettes, oto.
OPERA TOE
theme. Tbe Methodist society is in s very
These are reproductions of Notable
4 1 6 M ain Street, Opp. R ockland N ation al h a n k
nourishing condition and is continually re- 1 Paintings, also of Decorations iu tho
CXXXDCOC<X>0COCOCX>30000CXX)
OOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXDOOOOOOO
L a d ie s ’ a n d C e n ts ’
ceiving new accessions. Tbe ebureb has 1 Dostou Public Library.
nearly 300 members and 40 probationers at
Up-to-date Style, Full of
These
are
considered
tbe
highest
tbe present time. The financial condition is j
That
we
do
not
cara
to
carry
through
the
Wear and Comfort. . .
A JO JK JM
excellent and tbe outlook very encouraging. grade of reproduction possible.
| winter and offer them at practically your
UarM m ix —Beth, November 16, io N r. aud Nr*.
The Courier (JeAftls goes regularly Into a larger
own prica. The stock consists of Bailors,
For some time past the church has been sup- :
A . W . lU fovil, e aon—Lloyd.
number of families la Kaox C ouaiy than any othe
A S p e c ia lty .
Bolt Fait. Trimmed aud Uutrimmed: also
ported by voluntary contributions instead ol T h i s E x h i b i t i o n C o n t i n u e s
paper printed.
an assortment of Fancy Feathers. These
Compare these shoes with any shoe by church fails and suppers. The Methodists
T e n D a y s O n ly .
O liU U
are not old, shop woru or damaged, but
ottered at $
aud you can see it’s a have a nourishing class at Glen Cove which
Kcmrinbcr the Piece aod Number 3
BUtxrxJk— Eockiead, November 19, Nary Ann,
straight goods iu every particular.
Make
your
selections
now
tor
Xmas.
meets
Thursday
nights
with
Robert
E.
House
widow of JticUiUh Biccoer, aged 6 & years, 8 day#
winner.
B u n * * —Friendship, November Ml, Lorluda r .
as leader. There is also another class wbicb
C omti#—l>ow—Tremoul TV__ J P B B
wife of James U Burns, eged 69 yeerf, 19 mouth*.
meets at Rockland Highlands, Wednesday
46, by Uev. (iso . G. I.urUuer, t). D., Alfred W
I f <Uy#.
Curtis, of BAuuou, Maes-, aod Ada F. Dow, o f
nights, and is conducted by Mark Hill,
HOLD O N L Y A T
Deer Die.
O A b T O I lI A ,
OU D VBM — Ma d o o c M —W est Applctou, Noveio
J. E. Moore, Esq., of Thomaston, has com
h e r 16, A lb e r t ( illd d e n , o f F n t u f U u , M m * ., a n d
►iu V
moiln Haw/'
nasi wssp i
302 Main Street,
rncnced the practice oi bit profession in lb
Bmu, tu
/*t in tW
g i n g e r y Haddock*.
city. He occupies (be office lately occupied
If calm—ilOJ»ui*6 —Vlnalhevea, November xv, aifoatu*
- n iL L IN E R , - Corner 1'ark, • Up One Fllgh t
by D . i i - ( i l l d d e n , l i v i n g k f u rc li a n d K d n a U o b
by Judge Fogler. Mr. Moore will however
1 Main Street,
Upp Fuller It Cobb
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o b lu e , b o th o f V iuelluhV curetain bit office at Thomaston for the present. ‘
OPP. THORNDIKE HOUSE.
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Exhibition
and Sale
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Foster Prints
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THE OAILY WORK

RATES

BANGOR 8 .

S . CO. W h ic h Can He Inspected P erson a lly Is
A lw a ys B e tte r Perform ed.

HER LIFE STILL R ES TR IC T E D
SPA N ISH CU ST O M S.

BY OLD

Rom e o f t h e M o at F a m i l i a r
a n d T h e t r O rltrln .

T i t le s

C aptain J cn n tn e't A w fu l Itccpalr anti III*
D eliv er*

A party of scouts from the stations
In the early days of the English na
on Bledsoe's creek, in Summer county,
val organizations vessels of war had
was over in W ilson on a tour of ob
double crews, a military one for fight-servation for Indian signs. As they
ing purposes anil another of mariners prepared to camp late one winter af
for navigating duties. In consequence, ternoon, Capt Jennings, who was of
CommpnHnK M onday, O ct, 17, 1808.
a large number of English sea terms the number, started out to kill a buf
Fare between Rockland » id Boston reduced
The American girl has adopted three have a military origin.
from $1.60 to $1.76.
falo from a herd which was near by. Something
Fare between Camden and boston reduced from
new sisters, concerning whom we have
At that time the rank of admiral There was a heavy sleet on the ground
plare,
$2.60 to $ 1 66.
all
heard
more
or
less.
An
Interesting
was
unknown,
and
the
chief
ofllcer
of
Something to die for, maybe,
Fare betw« en Belfast and Boston reduced from
and he found it difficult to get in good
$8 00 to $2.26, and a proportionate reduction made
group they make—the daughter of long the squadron was called a constable, or range on account of the noise of his Sonu.hing to give even sorrow a
In the price of through tickets between Boston
suffering Cuba, and her dark-skinned justice. The term admiral as now feet on the cracking ice, hut after fo l
all landings on Penobscot River.
grace—
Bisters from the wide Pacific! Which used Is derived from tho Arabic "amir” lowing the game for several miles he
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
And yet it was only a baby!
each, will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.60 to $’ *“
will prove herself the most worthy In or ’’emir,” a commander (as in ’’Amirand $1.00.
at last killed a very large hull. Fear Coo’.r. and laugnter and gurgles and
the new era about to open up for each ol-Bahr,” commander of the sea). The
Steamers "PENOBSCOT” and "C IT Y OF proof.
cries.
ing that the meat might he injured if
BANGOR” will alternately leave Rockland :
of them?
Dimple- for tendcrest kisses,
early English form was "amlral," and left until the next morning, he
For Boston, (about) 6.80 p.m. Mondays, Wednes
Home proof is the best proof.
We expect to And the Cuban girl is still preserved as such by the
days, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Chaos of hopes and of raptures and
skinned
the
animal
and
got
out
the
For Bangor,vis wav-landings, Tuesdays, WednesDoan’s Kidney Pills are endorsed by very Spanish In her testee and Inclin
sighs,
days, Fridays and Saturdays, at (about) 6 a. m.
viscera. By the time he was done
ations—and we are not mistaken. French.
or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
Rockland people.
__o ........had
.... ......
.....( ___
come,
and___
he________
decided to _ Chaos of fears and blisses.
The title of captain Is not a naval, night
For Bar Ilarbor via way-landing, Wednesdays
Though
the
Cuban
nature
Is
derived
remain with his meat instead of seek- I Last year, like all years, the rose and
and Saturdays st (sbont) 6 :00 a.m., or upon ar
Read what a citizen says:
from a mixed source, the Spanish but a military one. Originally, the real
rival of steamer from Boston.
the thorn;
Mrs. C. L. Gshan of 76 Rankin St, saya: blood Is the strongest, and we find the captain of a ship was a "master," A Ing camp In the darkness. So, wrap
RETURNING
This year a wilderness, maybe;
ping the huge hide around him, flesh
military
ofllcer
was
placed
on
board,
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
Cuban vom na characterized by the
My
kidneys
gave
me
no
end
of
trouble
for
But
hen
v- n stooped under the roof on
side
out,
he
lay
down
and
slept
very
and Fridays at 6.00 p. m.
though he knew nothing of nautical
From Bangor, touching at way-landings, Mon* tome years with a steady pain acrost my self-same traits as mark the Spaniard.
the morn
Her loves and hatreds ai% Intense, and matters. Gradually his Importance In comfortably until morning. On wak
days. We nesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
That
it
brought there only a baby.
1 1 :00 ». m.
back and hips. If I did any work about the there Is the same fondness for such creased, while that of the master di ing, he found him self tightly impris
From Bar Ilarbor, Mondays and Thursdays at
—Harriet Prescott Spofford.
minished proportionately till at the oned in the hide, which had frozen
10:00 a. m.
house necessitating lifting or stooping much brutal amusements os the bull-fight.
F. S. SHERMAN, Agent, Rockland.
The Cuban woman 1b quite mature at present day the master’s office is gradu hard and now resisted all his efforts
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
I felt it more. Then at other times I could an early age; when young she Is con ally becoming obsolete. Commodoro to escape.
TO M M Y’S FO U RTH .
WM. H. HILL, General Manager, Boston
Hour after hour rolled by In ngony
not walk any distance without bringing on sidered very beautiful, possessing the comes from the Spanish ’’comendador."
Rockland, Him hill & Ellsworth Stbt. Co aching in my back and hips. I got Doan’s soft, winsome beauty of Southern
The title of lieutenant is borrowed to the captain. He yelled at the top H e Iti.rau't K e g ret T h at He Connltlered
Ilia M other’- Nervea,
Kidney Pills at Donahue’s Drug Store. They climes: Indeed, at any age the Cuban directly from the French, and Is meant of his voice for help and strained and
Fall Schedule—In Effect Saturday. Oct. were well recommended for backache and I woman may be called good-looking,
You see it was this way. Mother
a place holder, or one who took the kicked with all his might at the rawhide
enclosure,
but
It
proved
stubbon
22, 1898.
and the girls hate the Fourth. They
found that they carried out their representa for she possesses that charming trait of place of the captain when absent. In
to the last degree. He doubtless swore
STEAMERS
tions. Doan’s Kidney Pills gave me great never looking recllv old; rarely is former days there were no cadets but many a bitter oath, for he was of too begin to sigh and groan over it weeks
she
wrinkled
and
ugly.
before, and itB all on account of me.
volunteeers,
but
with
the
gradual
ad
C A T H E R IN E ,
relief. You can refer to me as being bene
It BALE BY
Irascible a temperament to submit They are always sure I'll he blown up,
With large dark eyes; a round face, vance of politeness, the term cadet was
fited by using them.”
J U L IE T T E
tamely. He expected his companions or if I'm not “kilt entolrely,” as our
crowned with e wealth of jet-black appropriated from the French.
to
search
for
him,
and
they
did,
but
Doan’s Kidney Pills sre for sale by all hair, a complexion clear as amber, the
and R O C K L A N D
Boatswain” is derived from the with a great deal of caution, fearing Bridget says, at least I’ll lose my eye
skin being of that soft velvety tex'ure,
Steamer will leave Rockland every Wednesday dealers. Price 50 cents per box. Sent by
R o c k la n d , M e.
The term that he had been klllet by the Indians. sight. "I” am Tommy, 12 years old.
and having the appearance of a rich, Saxon “swein,” a servant.
and Saturday, upon arrival of steamer from Bos mail on receipt of price. Foster-Milburn Co.,
Now, you can’t expect a boy not to
ton, for Dm □ arbor, •Little Deer Isle, SargentTelephone 86 2
healthy tan, the Cuban girl is certainly quartermaster, as used in both the His prolonged alsen ce could he ac take an interest in the "glorious
ville, Deer INIe, Sedgwick, Brookhn, *So. Blueblll, aole agents for the United Slates, Buffalo, N.
army
and
navy,
appears
to
be
confus
counted for in no other way. He gave
Burry and Ellsworth.
Y. Remember the name Doan’s and take no “good to look upon.” Can we wonder ing and anomalous. In the army it is up all hope of extricating himself as Fourth,” can you, unlesB he’s a regular
that the young Cuban soldiers fought
W . N. M M I I I E V ,
•Flag Landings.
other.
so bravely and so w ell with such an the title of a commissioned officer who the hours wore awe.y, but help he had Miss Betty, and 1 am not. Why, the
Returning, leave Ellsworth, stage to Sorry,
performs important and responsible not thought of was to save him from very sm ell of gunpowder fairly makes
Monday and Thursday at 6.00 a. m., Surry at 7.00,
Inspiration!
making above landlDga, arriving In Rockland In
a
fellow
shout,
and
when
he
hears
the
The Cuban girl Is happy and con duties. In the navy he is simply a a death which would have been ex
season to connect with Boston A Bangor 8 . S. Co.'s
B a th , M e.
Steamers for Boston.
tented, though her life is simple and warrant officer directing subordinate tremely mortifying, at the least, to band playing the '“Star Spangled Ban
* Reduced K*»tes for pastnge between all land
uneventful
and it must at tim es be duties. In the old ships and in olden a man who had escaped Indian bullets ner” I wouldn’t give much for him If
ing* and Boaton nntil further notice aa follows;
In E f f e c t O c t . 3 , 1 8 9 8 .
he
didn’t
hurrah.
I
don’t
believe
moth
Ellsworth to Boaton, $8.60; Barry to Boston,
somewhat monotonous; for, like the times his position was a more impor and swam icy rivers like a beaver. We
*1 . /•’. H u f t o n ,
ASSENGER trains leave Rockland aa fol
$8 ; Blueblll to Boston, $3; Brooklln to Boston,
woman of Spain, she has been hemmed tant one; so much so that he was con will let him relate the issue in his er and the girls are very patriotic, any
lows:
$2.76; Sedgwick to Boston, $2.76; Deer isle to Bos
8 20 A. M., for Bath, Brunswick, Lewiston,
ton, $2.76; Bargeetvllle to Boston, 2.76; Dark
In by customs which should have per sidered to be tho fourth part of the own words: “Well, the sun came out way. Well, this year mother had been
MONUMENTAL WORKS
Augusta,Waterville,Bangor, Portland,and Boston,
Harbor to Boston, $2 60.
ished back in the middle ages. With master—hence tho term quartermaster. in tho afternoon, and this softened sick, and her nerves were in a bad way,
arriving In Boaton at 4.00 P. M.
General Cemetery Work,
1.30 P. M., for Bath, Brunswick, Lewiston,
the hide on he top so I could get one the doctor said. (I wish women didn’t
The
ship’s
cook
was
once
a
great
Waterville, Portland and Boston, arriving In Boston
have nerves.) So the day before the
Granite and Marble.
man and there are instances on record arm out, and when I got one arm out
*19.05 P.M .
Fourth father asked me what I’d take THOM A S T O N , BJH.
Near M. O. R. R. Depot
mathaven 4t Rockland Steamboat Co. T r a i n s a r r i v x :
of his being promoted for efficient pre I worked like pizen until I got my
Orders
SoMrltid.
fratisfaciU T <>ur muteed
to
give
up
firecrackers
and
fireworks
10.42 A. M. morning train from Portland, Lewbody through.”
paration of food. The ship’s steward
W I N T E R A R R A N G E M E N T . laton and WatervUlo.
this
year
on
account
of
mother's
5.12 P. M. from Boston, Portland, Lewiston and
was originally the caterer.
E. C
PA Y SO N ,
nerves. He said he was sorry for me,
I,i»ri:«'«t K lrp lm n t’** Tusk*
Bangor.
The terms larboard and starboard
11.45 A .M . Sundays only, Woolwich and way
The largest elephant tusk owned In but she must not he worried, and if I Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
stations.
----- VIA -----come
from
the
Italian
“questra
borda”
Europe belongs to the ivory manufac would stay quietly in the house he
GEO. F. EVANS. Vice I'rea. ft Gen'l Man.
MAIN BTUKET, 320 ROCKLANT.
and "quelia borda,” which by rapid de-j turing firm of H. A. Neyer, of Ham would be glad to grant any reasonable
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T . A.
V in a lh a v e n & H u r r ic a n e I s l e
livery became starboard and larboard;
burg. It was purchased in 188(5 in Ta- request. I told him I’d think it over; ] Q IIA 8 . E . MESIHW.Y,
Commencing TUESDAY. NOV. tat, 18O8 , P o rtlan d , M l. I ) m r t A- M itch Iax Stbt. Co,
but owing to tho strong similarity of boru, Africa. Most ivory, in fact, now of course I meant to do as he askedthe Steamer
S tr. F R A N K J O N E S
A tto r n e y a t L aw ,
sound they were changed into star comes from the central part of Rfrlca, I couldn’t help myself—but to be honest
Will leave Rockland Wedneidnya and Saturday,
.
ROCKLAND, M>
at 6.20 a. in., for Bar Ilaibor.Macbla.port and tnterboard and port (Latin porto, to carry)] as the elephant is becoming scarcer I could hardly keep from crying I was 862 MAIN STREET,
modlato landing.. Returning leave Machla.port on
the
use
of
the
terms
in
the
original
Monday, and Thursday, at 4.00 a. m.; Rockland
and scarcer in India.
so disappointed.
,
and
Fslatlno
Insnrnnco
Co.
(Ld.)
__ .forPortland. Ponsenger and freight rate.
form having been the cause of many
Rockland.
Stay quietly in the nouse on the
Returning will loavo Rockland, Tlllaon’s Wharf, the lowest, service the best.
accidents.
23
G eo . K . K v a m b , General Manager.
A . M . A U S T IN ,
Fourth! I, a boy 12 years old! But
at 1.30 p m. for Hurricane Iale, Vinalhaven and
Btoplagton.
Gangway has been handed down
there were two sides to It. If it helped Surctron and M ech a n ica l D a n titt.
W. 8 . WHIT^ , Gen'l Manager.
from the days of the ancient galley of
mother I’d try and uo it cheerfully, so <11 MAIN BT „
Rockland, Me., October 21,1808.
.
.
ROCKLAND, MB
the Phoenicians, Carthaginians and
at dinner time I told father I’d take,
Will leave Warren for Tbomaaton at 7.45 a. m.
Romans, it having been a hoard which!
%nd 12.45 p. m., connecting with electric car* for
P o rtla n d and R o c k la n d R o u te .
j the next day, all the ice cream I could C O C H R A N ,B A K E R & C R O S S
dockland at 9 a. m. and 2 p. m. Returning will
ran along the whole length serving as
' eat, with bananas and angel's food.
leave Tbomaaton for Warren at 11 a. m. and 6.00 p.
K. H. Cochran.
J. R. Baker.
O. (J. Orr<#«.
passage for the rowers to and from
in., except Saturday*.
I like angel’s food; you can eat a whole
Fire, Life & Accident lusitranc**.
Saturday* wlllleave Warren at 7.46 a. m., 12.46 p.
their
seats.
It
was
also
used
as
a
lot and it doesn’t hurt you. Mother
7i. and 6.46 p. m. Will leave Tbomaaton at 11 a. ra.^
O X E O F O U ll CC BAX 8I8 T E H S .
The
Oldest
Insurance
Agency
in
Maine.
I and 11 p. m.
resting place for the mast and sail
gays it tastes like cotton hatting, sweet
SUNDAYS
'TfJM few exceptions, she is convent-bred,
*
KOCKLAN)
ened, hut I think it’s good. So that 408 MAIN STREET.
,
I. E. ARCHIBALD. Master .
Leave Warren at 8.46 a. m. and 8 46 p. m. Leave
and the education given by the gentlo when not In use.
Leaves Portland TUESDAY, THURSDAY and Tbomaaton at 11 a. m acd 6 p. m.
was settled, and the girls praised mo A . J. Ena k in k
K d w a k d A . B utlb k
The
cockpit.
In
the
lowest
part
of
the
nuns, though it cannot be said to be
SATURDAY,Portland Pier at6.30and Boston Boat
All order* to be left at Geo. Newbert'a atore at
and mother kissed me, and I felt pretty A . J . E R S K I N E & C O .,
Wharf at 7 00 a . M, for Rockland, touching at Warren and tbo waiting station for electric* a
very broad, is nevertheless good. She, vessel below the water used during an
Boolbbity Harbor, New Harbor, Round Pond, Tbomaaton.
70
J. H. FEYLRR, Prop.
comfortable. But, oh, it was hard the
of course, studies English, and there is action for the treatment of the wound
Friendship, Pott Clyde and Tenant's Harbor,
Fire Insurance Agency,
next day. You see I had always got
ed, is derived from the old days of the
arriving In season to connect with steamer
the usual music, French and Latin.
Boston.
up very early and fired off a pack of 417 MAIN BTItEET, - - ROCKLAND, M i
Very rarely is the Cuban woman English sport of cock fighting; but this
Ofllce,
rear room over Rockland Nat’l Bank.
Leaves Rockland MONDAY, WEDNESDAY
crackers under mother’s window to let
seen in the daytime, and when she has been modernized and is now known
Leading American and English Fire Insuranes
and FRIDAY, Tlllaon'a Wharf, at 6.30 a . M.,
her know what day it was. But I Companies represented.
for Port and, making way landings as above, J A M E S V . NORW OOD,
does appear it is never alone. Accom as the "flatB”—Why, no one can ex
P ro p rie to r
Traveler#' Accident Insurance Company, of Hart
arriving n season to connect with Boston and
thought of her nerves, and the ice ford.
panied by her parents or husband or plain.
i
Conn.
I.AHOE 8 T TUSKS IX THE WOHI.II
New York steamers same night.
(Successor to Elwell.)
cream and things, so I turned over and
C onnectionb Made at Rockland the following
a watchful chaperon, there Is small
Lubber is from the Dutch, meaning
Connections trade with the Boston Ac Bangor
The output is still enormous, aver
morning with Steamers for Belfast,Coatlne, Bucks* steamboats—each way. Stops made al Wiley's
took
another
nap,
nnd
tried
to
forget
E
D W A R D K. C O U LD ,
chance for the Cuban girl to indulge a lazy, cowardly fellow.
aging about 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0 pounds a year for
ort and Bangor; laleeboro, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Corner and Tenant’s Harbor.
It was the Fourth.
rooklln, Blueblll and Ellsworth; Vinalhaven,
in even the most harmless flirtation
Counsellor at Law
Passengers and freight carried.
Anchor came from the Latin "an- the manufacture of ivory articles. This
Green’s Landing, Swan's Island, South* oat liar
I think they all felt sorry for me,
AND
In fact, there are very few amusements chora," or "ancora,” which up to GOQ amount of ivory is valued at about
$9 - Orders in Rockland may be left at C. E.
bor. Northeast Harbor and Bar Harbor.
Tuttle's store Main strset.
84
though they didn't say so. Father kept
which she is permitted to enjoy.
Register of Probate*
B. C. consisted simply of a large stone $ 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 , and is said to cost the lives
ills
promise
nobly
and
the
cream
was
As
she
is
passionately
fond
of
music,
COURT
UOUBK,
.
ROOKLAN
J. R. FLYK, Agent, Tillaon'a Wharf.
with a hole through It.
> of 0 5 ,0 0 0 elephants.
GEORGES VALLEY RAILROAD. one of her chief pleasures in Havana
The record breaking tusk owned by A No. 1 . I had all I could eat for din
The peculiarity of so many portions
ner,
besides
half
a
dozen
bananas,
and
is
to
go
to
the
park
every
evening,
VIN ALH • YEN STEAMBOAT CO.
Commencing; Monday, O ct. 3, 1808.
Neyer came from central Africa in the
PR O BA TE COURT.
where a band concert is almost always of a ship’s rigging bearing names de-, neighborhood of Lake Tanganyka, and all the angel’s food I wanted I think
Special attention given to I’rolmle and In.olvencj
G o i n g Bourn— Leave Union 8.00 a . m., 1.26
In Effect Nt
given. There are dances, of course, rived from the trappings of a horse measured 2 .0 4 meters, or almost eight I scared them eating so much, but I proceeding.; 2 year.experience in Probate Offloo.
p.m .; leave South Union 8 05 a in., 1.30 p. a .;
can
only
be
accounted
for
from
th^
arrive Warren 8.30 a. m., 1.16 p m.
at certain seasons of the year, and here
COLLECTIONS MADE.
feet. The largest pair of tusks came heard mother say it was "less risky
G o i n o N o k t u — L e a v e Warren 10.20 a. in ., 4 60
...
the Cuban girl is very much in evi fact that the early warships were man from Uganda. One of them was 2.00 than gunpowder.” But I'd have given . D u l. m u . , u l [ ] r
p.m .; le a v e South Union 10.46a.m., 6.10p.m.;
ned by soldiers as well as sailors, thq
arrive Union 10 60 a. m., 6.16 p. m.
it
ail
for
a
chance
to
go
out
with
the
j
PHILIP
HOWARD)
Attorney at Law
dence,
but
of
the
delights
of
out-ofA l t a i ] B a r b o u r , Captain.
meters and the other 2 ,8 0 , and weighed
Stage Connections at Union—10.60 a. ra. for Ap
3 8 8 m a in s t ., d o c k l a n d .
door sports, which form so gre-1 a pa-t natural consequence being that they, respectively 70 and 70 kilograms, or hoys, and whoop around and fire crack- |
pleton, East Union, North Union, Burketlvllle
On above date, wind and weather permitting, and
Washingtsu. 6.16 p. m. for App'eton, Bearsof the life of the present athletic Am the sailors, adapted some of theif about 152 and 158 pounds.
ers and torpedoes. I took a nap after
~U1 leave Swan's Island si 6 :46 a m. ou Mondays,
A D D IS O N R. S M IT H , M . D .
Wednesdays and Fridays, and Btonlngton every mont, East Union and South Hope.
erican girl, she knows very little. With terms to meet their fancy, among these
One of the finest tusks that ever dinner, and that helped pass away the
week day st 7 a. m., North Haven at 8 a m ,
being
bridles,
whips,
bits,
stirrups,
and
Res. and Office 21 Summer St.. • Rockland
the
freedom
of
Cube.
old
customs
may
Vinalhaven at 9 a. m., arriving at Rockland about
reached Europe was sold to Louis II of time. I guess I’d eaten so much I was
10.16 a. m.
pass away, and the Cuban girl take on the like.
Bavaria, who had it made into a chan sort of stupid. At supper I finished up
RETURNING, will leave Rockland every
H o u n a 10 to 12 a. H.; 2 to 4 and 7 to b
athletic attainments, for she is certain
the cream and then went on the veran r. Omrrics
day at 2 p. m., Vinalhaven 8:30 p. in.. North Haven
delier.
.
10
4A0 p. m , arrive at Btonlngton 5 A0 p. m. Will
l* u lu i T r e e * o f C u b a .
ly not wanting in : plrlt or an ability
da and got in the hammock. I could
EYE, EAR, NOSE and THROAT.
have Btoulntton about 6 45 p in. on Tuesdays,
to Bhare in man's privileges and work
The little island of Cuba has nearly
lie there and see the "rocket's red
P o in t e d I'n rn u ro till*.
Thursdays and Saturdays for Swan's Island.
Wedneaday and Saturday aftt-rooons will bo daConnections at Rockland with 1 p. m. train of the
as the many stories of the women’s thirty different varieties of palm trees
voted to the Free Treatim tit of the poor of Knox
A man’s past Is the best prophet of glare" at a distance, even if I couldn't County.
t f.C K. U.. arriving at Portland at 6 r20 p.
heroism, during Cuba’s long strug Chief among them is the royal palm, q his future.
go to the Square where there was to
and ioeton at 9 *0 p m., same day.
gle,
go
to
prove.
Ia
patriotism,
she
is
majeetic treo with a straight trunk and
4 9 -Kound Trip Ticketc. between KookIanH and
L. F. S T A R R E T T ,
Necessity knows no law, and it’s the he a display of fireworks.
Oiler, the very be6t service between New
vinalhaven, 26 cent*; between Rockland and North England and the West. Through care and
indeed, the equal of her American
a hunch of plumelike leaves growing same with extravagance.
Presently mother called me, and I
Haven, to cents; between KockUud sod Stoning
sister.
East Trains daily,
out of the top, the lower ones drooping
ton, 60 cents.
went in rather slowly, afraid she was
After
man
came
woman;
and
she’s
Between Boaton and Chicago.
J. B. FLYK, Gen'l Agt , Rockland
toward the ground.
It is the most still very much In the race.
going to suggest an early bed. Father
W fu lilltiK M o n t h s .
Between Boeton and St. Louie.
407 Main Street,
ROCKLAND
There is a popumr Idea that June Is common as well as the moat beautiful
Connecting (or all Weetern, Booth WeBteru
Hush money usually speaks for both and the girls were sitting in the room,
and North Weetorn Points. Special atten the favorite month for weddings, and tree in Cuba. It has been called tb<
and what do you think tuey wanted me
parties
in
the
transaction.
tion
is
called
to
the
new
Train,
blessed
tree
for
its
every
part
is
use
for?
I
tell
you,
sir,
I
was
surprised.
that the young woman who loves ro
Royal nail Steamship Line
The string a woman ties around her
Father made quite u little speech. He
mance and wishes fortune to smile ful. Its roots are made into medicines; husband's finger is a forget-me-not.
C. D. S. OODERSy
WIN.LOW W. GObrUlT
said as I’d been such a good boy (that
upon her nuptials in every way must its trunk is easily split into boards fol
EVERY
The man who persists in doing his made me feel ashamed, for I had felt C. D. S . GO DFR EY & S O N ,
Which ie unexcelled in speed aud equip choose this of all months. Cold and building. The trunk lias no bark and
FOUR
fellow-man usually ends by doing time. awfully cross), and as the Fourth was
ment
anywhere.
For
rates
or
time
tables
Manufacturers and Dealers in
W EEKS
apply to the nearest Railroad Ticket Agent unroinantlc fact, however, shows that the inside is porou3, the outer portion
It may be the taking ways of a pho nearly over and mother’s nerves were
the three most popular marriage being hard and nearly as brittle al
. . G R A N I T E
tographer that makes his patrons look in pretty good order, they had con
107 W ashington Street, lionton.
H. B. McClellan, G. E. Agt., 287 Broad
months are October, November and glass.
For Uodorpluulutf, Step* ani Buttresses, and a
pleasant.
way, New York City.
cluded to reward me, aud he handed
sizes oi Paving Blocks.
29lf
The center bud at the top of the royal
J. D. McBeutb, N. E. 1*. A., 5 Bute St., December. Fifty years’ records show
A man always caters to woman’s me a dollar and told me to go and Quarry and Works;
SPRUCE HEAD, ME.
this to be true, and also demonstrates palm tree, from which all the leavel
Boaton.
82-28
vanity
when
he
thinks
it
will
further
spend it in fireworks. I was to send
C. B. Crane. G. P. & T. Agt., Bt. Louie.
the far
that the most unpopular grow, is a tender substance and is e
his own interests.
them oft in the front yard where he
months for marriage are January, Feb very pleasant food, whether eaten raw
It is the easiest thing In the world
KNuX 86 —Eueueae Judicial Couax.
ruary and March.
cooked as a vegetable or preserved to forgive yourself the sins you con could watch things.
In Vacation, November 12.16U8.
Bouse formerly occupied by the late Dr. Cole.
W asn’t I tickled? It didn’t take me
with sugar. The stems on the lon | demn in others.
joint, Wight of Rockland, Mt , v«. O. P. Bicker
K a lin a W om en to outre.
long to spend that dollar, and I bad a 2 3bU M M Klt.8T.,
of Bo.ton, Mo»e.
, , „ „
K O C K L A N 1), MB.
leaves are odd. They are semlclrculai
And now ou euggcellon to lho Court that O. rIt frequently puzzles a policeman to regular celebration after all. I believe
Kansas has mor' women in public
and
embrace
the
trunk
of
the
tree.
Th«
Bicker, the Defendant, ot the lime of oervlco of
distinguish
between
a
drunken
wheel
office
than
any
other
State
in
the
father enjoyed it as much us I did, for
the writ, v u not ou InhoUUout of thi. Blow, end
stem is called the yagua and looks llkt man and a beginner.
hud no teonut, egeut, or uttoruey within tho oouie,
Union. Twenty per cent, of the coun
he was as jolly us could be. and said
thol goods or eolote hove heeu ottoched in thl.
Whenever there is more than one it "didn’t seem just the thing not to
ty superintendents of education, five a thin board, is often five or six feel
oction, that he liofl hod no notice of wild .ult and
long
and
the
natives
make
it
servi
way of doing a thing the other fellow have a few fireworks on the Fourth." W . V . H A N S C O M , M. D.,
ottocbiueot, it I. Ou ussed , thol notice of tho pen.
county registrars of deeds and a State
deucy of rhU .oil he gteeu to the .old defendant,
various purposes.
Sections cut oil invariably does It the wrong way.
Aud besides the fireworks I had the ice
by nuhlWhlugou otteated copy of thlo Order, to librarian are women. Then there are
#
Surgeon §
gether with on ubolxocl of the PI.in tiff', writ, throe
a few mayors, several police magis serve as plates, or if soaked in warn
The young girl with her hair done
weeke oucceoelveJy in The Courier- Gorelle, o new,water
it
becomes
pliable
and may bl up and her skirts let down for the cream, bauanas and angel's food, too!
trates, city marshals and police officers
-------Offloe 29 Park St.
uener piloted at Rockland, In the Couuty ot Knox,
bent In any shape, afterward harden first time possesses more awe-inspiring
the loot pnblteotlou to be not leee then fourteen
who are among the I'alrer and sup
1 AO to 4, and 7 to 8
m..
\Y!i*t the Cows W ere Doluff.
before the ne»l term of thl. Court, to bo
ing. Sometimes when thus softened ii dignity than a floorwalker in a dryGo and after MONDAY, August 15th, Steamers dove
posediy
weaker
sex.
tautd.^M
RoskUndVwlibiiTand
tor
tho
Oouuty
of
Little
Iiosie,
walking
slowly
of this Line will leave Bsugor (Eagle Whaif, High
is folded at the ends like a baker’s pape) goods store.
•—
* ■• lbvs.
Hoad) every Monday at Wu ui. and Rockland __ I, on tbo eocoud Tuesday of December,
Past
the
verdant
meadow,
sees
Unit
Mid
Defendant
may
then
»u<l
there
ujipesr,
bat, fastened with wooden pins ant
at $ |». ou- for New York direct.
It inti C-.llnr* t u| irlouu.
Many cows, and some are standing,
and answer loabid eutt, if be ahull tee ceuae.
A S u r p r is e .
RETURN IN (J
Medical examiners say that the high servestheCubanfarmer asawaterbuckA tu .t:
W ILLIAM It. FOGI-KB.
Others lying 'ueath the trees.
“Young Mr. Dalfcler says that he is
J u a tic e tiu p . J u d . C o u r t.
is Ui leave Pier 1, Butler v Plucv, New
et, basin or pan. Sometimes the insurg
collars
so
much
worn
by
both
men
and
York, Mondays at 6 p. in. for Rockland, Camden,
Homeopathic Physcian and Surgeon
(A b stra ct o/ P U i i n U f t H'rU )
wedded
to
his
art
ents
use
one
of
theseimprovised
dishes
a>
women are productive of direful phy
Relfaat eud Bangor.
In
tbe road stands little Rosie,
Writ
dated
Nov.
10,
1SW;
returnable
at
Decern
“Indeed!” replied Miss Cayenne. “I
UXFICK Hoi V ! - 9 to l i b u ., 4 tek end T to 9
With our sup’ rior facilities for handdug freigLi
Writ
sical results. The head is thus thrown a kettle in which to cook their bea
Term 8 . J.Court, Knox Couuty; declaration
Caring not for dust or mud.
in New York City and at our Kotteru Terminals, | b* r Te
shouldn’t
have
Juiced
by
his
pictures
„ account anuared for meicbandlae uud aervieet
and yams. Tbe water in tbe dish keep
forward to relieve the hack of the neck
r with through uoillc arrangemeula we have
W hile her eyes are bent upon them
that he was even engaged to it.”
r connections, both by rail and water, to the eereeaUn* with Intcietl (2iTSI; allacbmcul of
aud this narrows tbe chest and decreas the wood from burning.
mdlc oil 1 pctauual property made Nov. 12, IkSi.
As they calmly chew their cud.
Wcel and Soul>’
dcr of court with ubvlrect
lafactiou
A true copy of
T b e sum - a ot T im e .
In times of peace the yagua or sten
es the lung space.
the business intrusted to us to the i
cbuigea. of Ibe writ.
of our iff1*11*1* both us regard* »ci
"Some men,” taid Uncle Eben,
of the palm leaf is used to cover halo
T uiim zu e b . fciMoe'ioM.
Atlcat:
A il competing rates promptly m
»2«itNi
of tobacco. Set on a frame it may forn “seems ter ’magina dat de onlies' way
Vui all particulars address,
*
*
A . G- BUNT. A gen
a very good bed; again, the yagua t ler leave footprint! in de sau’s o' time
N L NEWCOMB.
“ an
ust-,1 as a tarpaulin or mackintosh. Th< is ter go abaid an Jump ou ebyflug in
A- V . SMITH, Owner*' Freight A
Cuban soldiers with a few leaves cal sight-"
build tents for themselves.
C r e a t R e d u c t i o n In F a r e s

R o c k la n d
*7 C
to B o s t o n s > l i f sJ

It’i the daily wotk of the Little Conqueror.
The working! right here in Rockland.
Lifting burdem from helpless backs.
Bringing sunshine to many a home.
It's deeds that count,
That bring the never ceasing sounds of
praise.
The public are learning last.
Learning to appreciate merit.
Learning to distinguish between claims and

H er Love* and H atred* In ten se—She
C nreftilly W atch ed O ver Hy I le r Parents
Or Chaperone—Passionately Fond o f Muale—Iler 1 ’atrlotlnm .
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ffan en and Thom aston Stage Line
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Rockland and Port Clyde Stage
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S tr* V I N A L H A V E N
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WABASH-

RAILROAD COMPANY

I L A W Y E R l

CANADIAN AUSTRALIAN

HAWAII,
A U S T R A LIA

“ The Continental Limited.”

MANHATTAN STEAMSHIP CO.

Dr. Rowland J . Wasgatt,

New fo lk , Rockland i Bancor Line

H . B . E A T O N , M .D .

ELEC T R IC IT Y TRAP.
AN INVENTION WHICH WILL REVOLU
TIONIZE LIGHTING AND HEATINO.
A Tli-Jclc T o w e r O n e H u n d r e 'l F r e d & lg fc-i

T h e K l e c lr l e F lu id , l o F o llo w I t * K afr
o r a l T e n d e n c y nnd Rim T h r o u g h t C a t t l
t o tlio F o r th .

Dr. W illiam M. Gross, of Gillespie, N.
Y., Is preparing to set a trap for the
earth's wild electricity. He w ill build
a tower 100 feet high. A t that a lti
tude, he believes, this strange, unseen
but serviceable force attains Its great
est strength. He w ill enmesh it with
a spangle of tiny wires, carry it down
by a strong cable to the earth and
shackle it with the chains of science.
Lighting and heating and even the
methods of war w ill be revolutionized.
There w ill be "m illions In It ” for some
body and the high noon of the electri
cal age w ill have been reached. The
tower w ill be built substantially ol
brick. A wire nearly half an inch in

Dll. WM. M. C.IIOS9.

diameter w ill run through the center
of It to the top. On the end a bunch of
'sm all wires w ill be exposed to the at
mosphere. These spangles w ill arrest
the electricity in the air. The tend
ency Is for it to seek the earth, it w ill
descend the wire. A t the base of the
tower w ill be the Induction generator
to divert the current and prevent It
from Bhooting In to the earth. The
visible feature of the induction gener
ator is a revolving diss, which, in
order to effect Induction, must travel
in the reverse direction faster than the
earth.
P o in t* o n F o o d .

Cheese Is a good example of concen
trated food value, being one-third pro
tein, one-third fnt and one-third
water.
W heat flour, cornmeal and oatmeal
when compared Bhow that oatmeal has
most protein and fat than the others.
I t Is a bone nnd muscle-producing food.
A quart of m ilk, three-quarters of a
pound of moderately fat beef and five
ounces of wheat flour all contain about
the same amount of nutritive material
— protein, fat, carbo-hydrate and min
eral matter.
Oysters contain very little nutri
ment. Oysters in shell are four-fifths
waste, the one-fifth remaining being
water, with an almost imperceptible
amount of protein. Even oysters with
out the shell show so little food value
that one wonders why we eat them at
all. They are easily digested, however,
and add piquancy to a meal.
Potatoes are way down In the list
of good foods, for they are mostly
water and ther is very little nutriment
in them. I t takes three and one-half
pounds of potatoes to equal one pound
of rice so far os food value goes. The
turnip alone outranks the potato in the
amount of water it contains— it is
nine-tenths water. The great trouble
w ith the potato is its excess of starch,
necessitating the eating of great quan
tities to produce nutritive results.— Ex
change.
A

tttln it P r o d ig y .

Kokomo, Ind., has a blind prodigy
who took his cottage organ to the
Court House Square, tore it down and
put it together in three hours. The
organ contalns2!15 pieces,including keys
and reeds. After ho reconstructed the
organ he played upon it. Not long ago
the town clock in the City H all tower
got out of order, and the blind man
climbed to the clock, 185 feet, and re
paired it. His name is W illiam Brinkman.
U n lq iio S o u v e n ir .

s
►o<
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Commodore Philip has sent a unique
souvenir to the Governor of Texas as
a testimony of the lovalty and effici
ency of the battleship which was chris
tened after that State. He had taken
one of the armor plates which was
pierced by a six-inch projectile from
the guns of tbe Vizcaya and has
framed it in handsome style, to be
hung as a memento In the State House
at Austin.
Mv«» W i l l i o u t K x s r n ls a .

fj

Most of the Chnese mandarins pass
the whole of their liv e , without tak
ing a single yard of exercise. The late
Nanking viceroy (father of the M ar
quis Tseng) w
considered a rem ark
able character because be always
walked 1 ,0 0 0 steps a day In his p ri
vate garden. Under no circumstances
whatever Is a mandarin ever seen on
foot in his own Jurisdiction.
A

H tr u u g e

H i\e r.

One of the strangest streams in the
world is in East Africa. It flows in the
direction of the tea. but never reaches
it. Just north of the equator and when
only a few miles from the Indian
Ocean, it flows into a desert, where
it suddenly und completely disappears.
N Iv S u h iu v .

ol

S la te * .

The nicknames of some of the new
States are: South Dakota, Swing Cat
State; Washington, Chinook State;
North Dakota. Flicker-tail State; Mon
tana,
Stub-toe
State;
Nebraska,
Black water State; Nevada, SilverStute.

TH E

B IC Y C L IS T ’ S

H U M P,

A . . t i m e . T h l . F o .lt ton In B lin d O b e d ien t-,
l o . I . * o f t b e I.ong*.

I t has been generally believed that
fast bicycle riders lower their heads
and bend their bodies to reduce the
w ind resistance of the body, but now
comes a French scientist who says that
this belief is wrong.
Dr. Eifer, well known In the medical
world of France, has been experiment
ing w ith cycle riders to discover the
reason for the hump-backed scorcher.
H e finds it in a blind obedience to the
law that the lungs seek to draw in air
w ith the greatest ease. In fast riding
the air assumes a new relation to the
lungs and the human body adopts a
new position in the saddle. This posi
tion is, considering the new work, the
only rational one.
Dr. Eifer says a profound savant has
declared that "a horse runs with his
legs and gallops with his lungs." This
propostion is equally true for runners
and cyclists. An inexperienced runner
stops not by reason of fatigue but be
cause of being "winded.” If breathing
is less rapid on the wheel it constitutes
none the less an obstacle. The suc
cessful cycle crack must learn to
breathe slowly and deeply to oxygenize
his blood, and must avoid being sur
prised into quick, jerky breaths, which
prevent the play of the lungs. This is
the primary cause of a "stitch In the
side.”
In the middle-distance race
with Starbuck at Manhattan Beach last
summer Fred Titus before he reached
the tenth mile suddenly clapped his
hand to his side and had to leave the
track. Thoughtless persons hissed him.
According to Dr. Eifer the fault was
not in Titus's spirit, but In his way of
breathing.
He dashed off from the
start, and wise people knew that
"S tar’s” time would come. Titus could
be seen "swallowing” the air. No man
who does that can get his second wind,
and no man can win a long, well conDr. Eifer says he has lived nniong the
Indians and has never seen one finish
breathless.
The Indian may finish
tired, but it w ill be his muscles, not his
lungs, that give out.
Dr. Eifer shows that the principal
obstacle to respiration is speed, which
is greater with the cyclist than with the
runner. So, not only is nasal breath
ing recommended, hut the inclination
of the heacf is beBt adapted to satis
factory breathing. Nose breathing is
from the bottom to the top, while
mouth breathing is the contrary. So
the roof of the nose acts as a wind
break. When the cyclist, as speed in
creases, lowers his head, the head
forms a shield against which the shafts
of air beat harmlessly.
As speed gets greater the cyclist
lowers his head still more, until at his
maximum of effort his nose is almost
parallel with the course. The tendency
to lower the head to influence breath
ing is unconsciously shown by any pe
destrian who faces a stiff wind.
Item* of fntnrest.
There are 10,000 camels at work in
Australia.

ROCKLAND

C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E :

WHY WILLIE WOULDN'T SING.
Ill* 1 'n tr ln tl.m Cnti*«*il H im l o l l e f n * . I t
Minn
l l f q i i f l l f i l Hong.

"You may all riso and stand In lines
I think you can sing better then. W il
lie, you may stand up at tho head of
the line, to-day." A brown-headed boy,
the smallest in the room, strutted
proudly up to the front, and the others
followed.
"There, that was well done, very well
done!" exc.aimed one of the trustees, a
gray-haired man, who peered at tho
young singhrs over his spectacles.
"Now, let its hear another Just ns good.
Ha! Ha! W illie, you can sing, can't
yer, even if you a ir the baby of tho
flock?"
W illie stretched himself up and was
about to reply, when Miss Heath In
terposed by saying, "Now sing 'A Span
ish Cavalier,' Just aB well as yon sang
the other." Then she played vigorous
ly through the verse as prelude, all un
conscious of the whisperings going on
In line. But the visitors saw nnd won
dered what could be the cause of such
a stir among the children. First W illis
leaned mysteriously to the boy beside
him, and whispered something that
was accompanied by a vigorous ges
ture. Then the same performance was
repeated by the next two, and so on
down the line, until each was let into
the secret, whatever it might be, and
so quickly hnd it been done that all
were again in their usual order when
it was time for the verse to begin.
But strange to say, no one began—
no one except Miss Heath, nnd she
turned In surprise at the silence, hut
supposing that they had failed to pay
attention, she paused and with a re
proving “Now begin," she started once
more, singing louoer titan before.
Again not a voice was heard down th*
line; each one stood with a Arm, reso-’
lute fnce, glancing first at Miss Heath
and then at W illie.
"W hat does this mean? Did I not
tell you to sing?" nnd Miss Heath arose
in dlspair from the organ. She had ex
pected so much of her scholars. No one
spoke. Suddenly the old man in the
chair stepped over to W illie, and said,
as he patted him on the head. “So
I you didn't like to be called the baby,
j eh? W ell, that's too bad."
1 " It isn’t that, exclaimed W illie, in
dignantly, " I s'pose I am the baby, hut
j I don't care, for I won't always he one.
That isn’t the reason we won’t sing.”
W hat, then, Is the reason?” asked
hlR teacher.
W illie thurst his hands in his pock
ets and stepping bravely forward, ex
claimed in his old-fashioned way, "The
reason Is, Miss Heath, 'cause we object
to Bing a Spain song.
The rafters of
the old school house never rnng before
nor since as they did on that day with
• America,"
A Four

lie n .

Polly is her name. She is a hen, and
of such up-to-date proclivities that, to
keep in line with the march of pro
gress, Bho came into the world with
four legs instead of the ordinary two.
She is the property of Prof. V. Gomez,
of No. 80 Madison street, Brooklyn, and
the pet of the household.
Very early in life she discovered her
extra allotment of legs did not add to
the grace of her gait, so she wears

The whistling buoy can be heard
about fifteen miles.
German school boys study harder
and play less than those of any other
country.
Pious Russians do not eat pigeons
because of the sanctity conferred on
the dove in the Scriptures.

Ostrich taming is a very profitable
industry in Africa: here it is computed
there are over 150,00') tame birds.
New Zealand has twenty-two estab
lishments for freezing meats for Eu
ropean markets.
They can handle
4,000,000 sheep a year.
The title of "M ajesty” was first giv
en to Lewis X I of France. Before that
time sovereigns wete usually styled
"highness."
The nests of the termites, or white
ant, are, proportioned to the size and
weight ot the builders, the greatest
structures in the wo-Td.
In India there is a species of butter
fly in which the iflale has the left
wing yellow and tbe right one red.
The c-olorB of the tamale are exactly
apposite.
The

M in u llttit

H e p it 1j l i i ’ii.

Goust Is the smallest republic as to
trea, but Tavolara 1? the smallest re
public as to population. Goust is only
Dne mile in area. I t is located on the
flat top of a mountain in the Pyrenees,
between France and Spain, and Is rec
ognized by both of those countries. It
is governed by a Prefident and a Couu;il of twelve.
It Vas established in
1548 and has 130 Inhabitants.
The
President is Tax Collector, Assessor
and Judge. Goust has no church, cler
gyman or cemetery. The people wor
ship in a church outside of their own
territory, and tbe dead bodies are slid
down to a cemetery in the valley be
low. In that valley all the baptisms
and marriages are performed. Tuvolgra is twelve miles northeast of Sar
dinia. I t is an Island five miles long
by a half mile wide. Its total popula
tion consists of fifty-five men, women,
and children.
Tbe women go to the
polls with the men, and elect every
year a President and Council of six,
all serving without pay. The inhabi
tants support themselves by fishing
and raising fru it aud vegetables. Tbe
republic has no army and no uavy.

N E C K T IE S .

T T i t f L o o k V e r y M o o li l .l k *
D o lly ’# W a is t .

NOVEM BER

» B o l t fo r
o

Although the sign on the card reads
"Leather Neckties" there is nothing
about these natty little affairs to sug
gest a tie. On the contrary, they look
very much llko & leather belt for dolly’s
waist. They are, in fact, minature
belts, made on exactly tho same style,
w ith tho harness buckles and side
strapa complete. They are of black
patent leather, the buckles covered w ith
tho same, or of w hite morocco finish,
w ith nickel buckle. They match tho
waist belts in every particular, nnd
might be called a neck belt with pro
priety.
They aro as narrow as the narrowest
string ties, and extremely neat in ap
pearance. They never como untied,
and do not need to be pinned to keep
the bow straight. They always "stay
put,” as the saying goes. The only
danger is that Ely lady w ill not be satis
fied with this neat little arrangement,
but w ill want to make a change soon
for a wider and heavier affair, which
w ill eventually lead to her appropri
ating her cherished Fido’s collar.
P o lit ic a l L i b e r t y to W o m e n .

During the annual meeting of the
National Woman's Suffrage Associa
tion, held in Brooklyn, Mrs. Carrie
I*ane Chapman Catt, chairman of the
Committee of Organization, N. A. W.
S. A., said to a reporter that England
was getting far ahead of America in
the extension of political liberty lo
women.
“The Parliament of England," she
said, “has just conferred municipal
suffrage upon single women and w id
ows of Ireland, upon substantially the
same terms as men. Municipal suffrage
was granted to the women of England
in 1869, and was so successful In its
operation that in 1881 it was extended
to the women of Scotland. Now, after
29 years of satisfactory experience in
England and 17 years in Scotland, it
is extended to the. women of Ireland.
Full suffrage, including the Parlia
mentary vote, was conferred upon the
women of tho Isle of Man in 1880, to
the women of New Zealand in 1893,
and in 1894 the same privilege was ex
tended to the women of South Aus
tralia.
M y l.m lv 'i G o r g e o u s S lip p e r .

My lady's slipper sees a very radi
cal change. It is no more pinln and
unadorned, no longer docs a simple
little bow or unobtrusive rosette orna
ment it. Instead, the slipper Is now a
very gorgeous affair. It glistens, both
by sunlight and the gleam of gas or
electricity, for It is a jeweled slipper,
and, oftener than otherwise, elaborate
ly Jeweled.
The style is to have these slipper
jewels match tho pin or necklace you
are wearing, both in the gems them
selves and in the setting. When fan
tastic and curious designs are vorn,
in oddly finished gold, the effect is ex
ceedingly picturesque and attractive.
Rliiaestoncs are to he favorite slipper
ornaments, diamonds being, of course,
too valuable to be allowed to twinkle
carelessly on one's feet.
The ornament most admired w ill be
a gold or Jeweled buckle, either large
or small. This w ill rest upon a bow
or rosette of satin, and w ill be of many
quaint and odd designs.

IIBOOKCTN'S FENNY HEN.

them clasped and held up under her,
much ae if she had her hands folded.
The legs are full grown but partially
attached to the body.
Polly is a Spanish hen and has open
ly flaunted her colors throughout the
recent unpleasantness. Her comb is of
a brillian t red and those folded and r e 
dundant legs are of the yellowest. It
may be her nationality that induces a
battle royal daily between her and Au
gust, the pug, and Chick the fox terrier,
who are her playfellow^. Down goes
her comb and Polly routs the enemy
from their plate of bread and milk.
Every day Polly lays an egg for Mrs.
Gomez. The largest Bhare of her af
fection is given to August,-who is him 
self something of a freak, boasting six
toes on his hind feet.
A C u r v in g C o n test.

Gather the young folks around the
dining-room table (protected by an oil
cloth), and see that each one is pro
vided with a small knife and a large
raw potato. The potato should he per
fectly clean and us regularly formed as
possible.
Allow the company about
twenty minutes to carve, as best they
can, some chosen object, us a face, a
sheep, a pig or a cat, or some article of
furniture; or let each one make what his
fancy dictates.
Set ou some wooden
toothpicks; they’ll be useful in strength
ening slender parts aud in mending
tbe work if a head or other part should
get broken off. If a little prize is
awarded it might be a small plaster of
Paris figure or a trifle carved in wood.
fcchool Hoy D r ill M asters*

In New York schools boys drilled the
raw recruits. They were too young to
go to the front themselves, but they
were qualified by the m ilitary training
they received at school to drill men old
enough. The regular troops and m ilitia
had gone to the front and bad not left
m ilitary instructors to drill the new
companies. Tbe new system of tactics
makes the veterans of the last war al
most useless, so the boy soldiers were
called upon. They were regular m ar
tinets and required the most rigid
obedience to orders from everybody in
tbe company, aud the men, some of
whom were twice tbelr age, meekly did
as they were told.

Women are adopting pajamas right
along. Those who have tried them say
that their name is solid comfort.
Leather belts of all sorts are sup
planting the jeweled girdles used so
much to brlgten winter costumes.
Enameled link cuff buttons set with
the semi-precious stones are among the
newest.
Not only is there the rumor of hair
nets coming in again, but they are
once in a while in evidence.
Sashes
lavishly
bedecked
with
spangles have the true Parisian touch
and are made in ribbon In all the even
ing shades.
Jackets promise to be very dressy,
and black and white Is a favorite com
bination.
A

W a t c h In l i a r N a r k .

I t w ill now become necessary to re
vise the "Guide to Highway Robbery.”
Tho petty thief who steals along the
street with his sharp eye fixed on the
dainty und valuable little watches that
rich women carry has a new trick lo
learn. The watch on the front of the
waist is no longer before his eyes. Nor
lias it a little watch pocket of its own.
A brand new repository, never heard
of before, has come into fashion—the
neck.
The why und wherefore of this new
fad cannot be discovered. But the
girls are doing it, und they claim it is
the safest and best way of carrying a
.watch yet devised. Of course they
ought to know.
T l» * F e n i i u l u s O U o r v e r .

Lots of men can trace their marriage
to an unfortunate love affair.
No girl ever fools a man by kinking
up tbe short hair at the back of her
neck with a hot iron.
Men probably stand hearing the wo
men ta lk bo much about the neighbors
because they are afraid if they don't
they would talk about the taxes.
A girl always knows that the men
know why she liked to see a football
game, but sbe won't ever admit that
it's so.
A * t o lb *
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PITH AND POINT.

£

F a a h lu u K ilio s a ,

A perfectly formed face is one-third
forehead, one-third nose, and one-third
upper and lower chin.
The entire collection of coins and
medals in the British Museum consists
of nearly 250,000 specimens.

LEATH ER

TU ESD AY,

The water soon
half-tide.

escapes

when It’s

SH OULD

It doesn't take m ich to make a onelegged man hoppln, mad.

Have it in th e H o u s e

Wise la the Bon who admits the ettprelor wisdom of ils fnthcr.
The mnjority of
get that to-iflorro..
Putting a port
Is setting a good

pie seem to for
ver comes.
. , under a hen
cgs-ample.

An office-seeker leldom runs for tho
postoflice to mall 1 Is wife’s letters.
A man makes mi re good resolutions
when he's broke linn at any other
time.
Little girls are find of dolls, but af
ter they grow up tl.ey have a fondness
for dollars.
A SI. Louis doctor refuses to allow
his wife to rnlse ducks because they
make Biich person) 1 remarks.

n po sitively cure the ninny common a ilm e n t' *r J
i«-‘ long nri lilt- h it' w ort, H root he* e v e r y ucli
• e ve ryw h ere. It p r e v e n t' nnt! c u r e ' n«Uimn. t.?
x tin, gou t, h a c k in g , hoarsenena, head ach e. Iux>

It lias been pro\cn that the young
Amerlcnn is Just a i much nt home in
shooting Spaniards as he is in shooting
the chutes.
Whenever a girl tells a young man
that she dreamed of him the night be
fore he might ns well begin to save up
money for the furniture.
"

FEMININE

J o h n s o n ’s A n o d y n e L in im e n t
For more than forty year* I have naetl John* | CROUP.
• ch ild ren are su bject to errtup.
Linim ent in my fam ily. I re* AH that t
I' to g iv e them a d ose.
..Anodyne
-------n(,«
K«r<l It
one of the bent
nnd ansfe't• *fa m
ily tried- h athe the cheat and throat with your L in im en t,
icinea; tiled Internal an d e x te rn a l In a lic n a e s . I tu c k them In bed. and the e rn u p d l'fip p e a m * •
O. II. iNOALi.a, Den. id Bapt, Ch., B angor, Me. I If b y m agic. K A. Pi m m fnot , Hock port, T e x .

Our Book •‘Treatment for Diseases and Care ot Sick Room," Mailed Free.
Sold by all Druggists. 1. 8. JOHNSON

A CO., u Cuntom Home Street, Boaton, liana.

Just for Fun!
Nice Pressed Hay
$ 11.0 0
Per Ton
F i
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Beaulilul H air!
Beautiful W om an!?
The crowning beauty of woman la her hair. 1 c
j When the hair grow* fray , faded or fklla ont
► then women worry. There's no need o f It.
f We ran provide you iw llchee from your own
, eomhlnga or can provide you with new hair
| ao near like your own that your huaband can
► not tell lha difference. Shampooing a epeef laity. Let ua tell you what we ran do for yon.
8 Call In peraon or lead by mall.
it

'R o c k l a n d

Tho woman with pretty rings can
not be persuaded to wear gloves.
To love once Is to love always—but
not necessarily the same person.
It ought to be some consolation to a
widow to know that history repeats It
self.
The noblest study of mankind may
be man, but his favorite study Is wom
an.
Some of the most disgraceful acts are
performed by the most graceful sin
ners.
W hy should a woman always net as
though she were ashamed of a good
appetite?

u a lity ^ ’'

Rain on tho roof may sound very
soothing unless you happen to be out,
in it with your best frock on.
ODDITIES IN PRINT.

Alexandria possesses the largest ar
tificial harbor in the world.
There are 230 glaciers in tho Alps
said to he over five miles in length.
Among the Chinese a coffin is con
sidered a neat and appropriate pres
ent for an aged person, especially if In
bad health.
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C oal, W ood,
H ason’s Supplies.

Fred R. Spear,

C a k e , C o o k ie s a n d P a s t r y

ALW AYS FRESH & GOOD

NO fi P A R K HT.. R O C K L A N D , VIH,
Teleph one 9-9,

W
ORMS
| llnndmds of Ohlldrnn ami adults havo wnrmi |
hut aro trcfiti’d for other
Tluorinp. j
( torn' an* to<11amt loo, with a vAriAldn an* J
’tltn; foul toiiguo; olTi’imlvo brunt h . hnrd and !
II holly with ot’i’imlounl grlpInr'H nml pniiiH i
i about tho naval: boat ana (tolling tenantIon i.i «
I the root util and nlmiit t hn umiit; ••><t. In uvy «n.l j
I dull; Itching of th« n<.*o; Abort, dry cotiuh; t
j grinding of the teeth; rfnrni ,r during hlct[ 1
l Blow fuvor; aud often In childn ti. «ouvuluh.u

F L I N T B R O S .,
3 7 6 M ain 3 t r a a t

B a b y 's

C o m fo rt.

K

NOTHING Line

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

G uises
No Colic

P IN W O R M

' In tin* In’h(. worm r
u In n mu 17 vviirH,
purely vt’ui'teblr. linriiilfHA
'hero no wiirunt nrc prevent It
id enrrm'ta the condition of th

T e e th in g

fin g e r
K the most »en*lt>lr 4 .id pine
hi ui article of it* kit i w v i
1/1111
made. It reaches every h**th,
inm
there lx no nipple to suck, 1 •u-.es
no colic dr wlndlnihestuin.t< ti No
crook* or crevices !<• hot • jtrt
Easily kept clean Made <.1 I’nre
Rubber and Perfectly MeHiihtul.
DR. ALICE L. WOOI s u v .lr
ill I have seen, th**,little* nrtV
.... .idled tin* Teething Klnter la
the nearest itpprom h t«. |.ei fi- llont
1I» t lilts Him aiiHljty Of iiMina |.ii,.i.|« 1
him! not loduu lit nipple form fhe eh IId

m & m _____... ail tho ........... .......... .........
o h lld r n n . I»rlcn kfo. A aU y o u r d r u ir a L t f< i

I

l»r. J. F. T.............
TUI1K Ac t4".U
A 5 11‘ ....... _
2 ^ ^ zazs»
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Board of Health
T he Kocklund Hoard of Health will be In aeaalon
each Wednesday evening at 7 80 o'clock at the
office of Dr. H. II. Adams, 400 Main street. Hecre.
tary of the Board. No complaints will be con
sidered unless mi»du In writing.
K. II. A DAMN, M. D.
( IIAH. D. JONKH.
CHAB. H. C R O C K E T T .

•"""likely loMO’k ....... ........ nil )11o

Ulilll
w ill

»V\",wr ! * *•» Wind to iHtei ortor
with colic.”
Hold try O citlo i*
,
Merit t>y m m ‘fo r m r . n ta 04 trm otA

THETEBTHINCI riltUEU 00. Kucto.uO.

The greatest height ever reached in
a balloon was 28,160 feet. Two of the
three aeronauts who made this ascent
were suffocated.
The grape cure, which is popular in
southern Europe, was advocated en
thusiastically by medical writers as
early as tbe tenth century.
Tbe Italian criminologist, Dr. Ferriana, found that of 2,000 Juvenile
criminals 1,112 were Idlers. The pre
vailing crime was theft, being 1,182 of
tbe whole.
A London specialist says the most
expensive drug is called physostlgmlpe,
an ounce of which would cost nearly
11,000,000. It is prepared from the
Calabar bean, and is used in diseases
of the eye.
The codfish industry of Newfound
land is the largest of its kind In the
world, and has been in existence nearly
four centuries. The unnual export
amounts to an average of 1, 360,000
hundredweight.
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W A S H IN G T O N
Life Insurance Company

KZ

as b e in g u QOOL) a n d

SOLAR FACTS AND FIGURES.
Matter weighing one pound on the
moon’s surface if transferred to tbe
earth would weigh six pounds.
If the sun was to be divided into
smaller planets it would make 1,310,000, each the size of the earth.
The moon moves through space at
tbe rate of 3,333 feet per second. Its
mean distance from the earth is 238,850
miles.
Tbe number of asteroids knowu to
astronomers is 423.
Some of them
have not been observed since their dis
covery and are practically lost.
A ray of light travelling at tbe rate
of 186,330 miles per second would re
quire eight minutes and eighteen sec
onds to pass from the sun to tbe earth.
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The diameter of tbe tun in miles is
A fe w g o o d a g e n ts
estimated at 866,410; Jupiter, 86,500;
Saturn, 71,000; Neptune, 34,800; L'rau- | L i b e r a l c o n t r a c t s a u d
us, 31,900; Earth, 7,918; Venus. 7,700;
p a r tie s Mars, 4,230, Mercery 3,030; Moon, 2,162 .
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FLINT’S
HIGH GRADE
BREAD

. . AND . .

Was there ever a husband born who
gave his wife more money than she
wanted.
Fifteen women In the parlor car ask
for hassocks who never think of using
them.

H a ir

400 Main Street,
►Up Stairs, over Mrs. Crockett’s.

FANCIES.

It Is always the prettiest frock that
receives the baptismal first.

e In m ate' o f e v e r y
e v e r y pnln, t v t r y
crou p, c a ta r rh ,
ii lin e n i n a n i l n e u r a l g i a *

O rig irm to d \ n 1810, b y th o Into D r . A . Jo h n so n , F a m ily l ’ h y s ic ia n .

When the sun doesn't shine a woman
has the blues nnd when it does she
worries for fear It w ill fade her carpets.

li a b le * .

Never feed a baby simply to keep it
quiet.
Four bouTs between meals is a good
rule for babies.
The frequent feeding of Infants is
often the cause of their stomach de
rangements.
Weigh the baby once a week. I f be
docs not show uu ‘nr.rease in weight
each week someth! eg is wrong.

h e r

Friendship and c mfidence are plnnta
of slow- growth.
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,THOMASTON
E. B. Carleton went to Bath Monday.
Mist Emma Day ia in Bath for a few day?.
F. P. Washburn went to Boston Monday
for a few days.
Miss Emily Creighton will leave Wednes
day for Boston.
W. F. Hodgkins went to Waldoboro by
Monday morning’s train.
Capt. H. H. Williams will leave San
Francisco for home about the 28init.
Rev. S. L. Hanscom preached at the Con
gregational church in Rockland Sunday, f
Rev. V. P. Wardwell of Camden occupied
the pulpit at the Methodist church Sunday.
Mrs. H. B. Andrews went to Bath Monday
morning to attend the funeral of Grant Nich
ols.
Mrs. Fred White, who has been a guest at
the Knox house, returned to Bolton Satur
day.
t
Capt. Leander Thorndike has taken chsrg e
of scb. James Young of the Dunn & Elliot
fleet.
Two schooners, the Epluribus unum and
Victory, are in the river with lumber lor James
Overlock.
Sch. Robert McFarland, which has been
laying here for repairs, was towed to Portland
Saturday.
At the meeting of Knox Lodge, I. O. G.
T., Friday evening, one candidate was
initiated.
Milton French, who spent a few days in
this place last week, went to Boston Monday
morning.
Schooner Phioeas W. Sprague, Capt. Wat
son Dunn, arrived in New York Sunday from
Turks Island
Prof. Harry Lincolt of the State Univer •
sity of North Carolina is in town visiting Mrs.
Edwin Walsh.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Hamlin and wife of
Lowell are visiting Mrs. Hamlin’s parents,Mr.
and Mrs. Owen Adams.
James Brogan of Portland was committed
to the prison Saturday for 24 years for break
ing, entering and larceny.
Advertised letters in the postoflice Monday,
Nov. 21: Geo. Allen, Geo. Morse, M. L.
Mackenzie, Oliver Pillbury.
Miss Ethel Gilchrest has resumed her du
ties as head clerk at the postoflice after being
confined to the house by illness.
Mrs. Abbie Foster, who has been visiting
in South Portland and Skowhegan 'for several
months, came borne Monday night.
Miss Martha McPhail, who is attending
Normal school at Farmington, came home
Saturday to spend the Thanksgiving vacation.
Arthur Newcombe left Monday morning
for Bath to start on his trip to Cuba by way of
New York. He will make the trip in the
schooner James Smith.
P. M. Studley received Monday night two
pairs of fine beef cattle from Damariscotta.
One pair two years old are extra line speci
mens of the bovine family and will dress 1800
pounds.
Mrs. F. F. Williams went to Graniteville.
Vt., Saturday, where she will spend the win
ter. Mr. Williams is in charge of a granite
quarry at that place. It is possible that they
nfay return to Tbomaston in the spring.
The intelligence of the death of Grant
Nichols of Bath was received here Saturday.
He was a native of Thomaston and a son of
the late Procter P. Nichols. His wife is also
a former resident of Thomaston and was Miss
Carrie Howdey, a relative of Mrs. H. B. An
drews. The funeral was held Monday at
Bath.
The public school teachers will meet Wed
nesday, Nov. 23, and the following questions
will be discussed: In what way, by the use of
pictures or other mural decorations can you
improve the aDpearanceof your school room?
II. If the. improvement necessitates an ex
penditure of money, wbat suggestion can you
make as to raising the necessary funds? We
are glad to see the teachers interested in these
matters and hope they may be able to carry
out any plans they may decide upon.
Another club has been aided to the long
list of social, literary and all sorts of clubs
which go to make up club life in Thomaston.
This new club is located at the West End in
the hall of the .W. O. Masters hose company
and comprises the eighteen members of that
company with the addition of twelve other
citizens. It will combine the literary and
social so that the varied tastes of the members
will find ample means for gratification. The
chief of the fire department and selectmen
are honorary members. The rooms were open
for the first time Friday night. The organi
zation will be completed soon. The affairs of
the club are at present being managed by a
committee consisting of Wm. II. Benner, Nat
Andrews and Edward McNamara. The club
it well located and will be a benefit to the
members.

ROCKPORT
Mrs. M. A. Brown is visiting in Orono.
Mrs. O. R. Shepherd it visiting in Bangor.
Mist Agnes Wiley is home from a visit in
Rockland.
Mrs. Horace Butler has returned to her
home in Scarboro.
Andrew Staples of Penobscot is visiting
hit uncle, W. L. Bowden.
Mrs. J. H. Norwood and daughter Maude
are home from a visit in Boston.
Mrs. A. R. Spear is home from a several
weeks visit in Providence, R. Land Boston.
The Rockport skating rink has been re
opened. A fine new birch floor hat been
laid. There will be polo ar.d skating
Thanksgiving.
H. J. Cole and Oscar Manger of Omaha,
Neb. made a flying visit to Rockport Satur
day arriving in the morning and leaving at
night. While here they were guests of Dr.
and Mrs. S. G. Weidman.
Mrs. Eben Gilkey entertained at whist
Wednesday evening in honor of her niece,
Miss Gertrude Barbour of Portland. Re
freshments were served and the evening was
one of unalloyed pleasure.
Leroy T. Gardiner has returned from the
Maine General Hospital where he was under
treatment for appendicitis. The treatment
was highly successful and Mr. Gardiner re
turns in improving health much to the gratifi
cation of his many friends.
Revival services irt the opera house this
week under the management of Rev. Mr.
Gale and Mr. Knight. A chorus of 40
voices will lead the singing. The churches
have all united and no question but that the
house will be full at every meeting.
GleNCOVK.—Miss Flotence Reed
of
Waldoboro is the guest of her sister Mrs.
H. W. Keeq,---- Miss Hattie M. Gregory re
turned home last week from the Maine
General Hospital, Portland-----Mrs. H. D.
Hall and son Alteverde left Thursday for
Two Bush'Light Station where they will
visit A. A. Norton. Miss Rena A. Norton
returned home with them----- Miss Alice
Hastings of East Union is a visitor at Urban
A. Trask’s----- Clarence A. Pinkham is again
driving on the street railway-----HoytTreworgy of North Bluehill is at Cbas. W.
Studley’s. He is working on the stable
addition now being erected for Smith Bros,
at Warrenton. Seventeen years ago Mr.
Treworgy boarded at Mr. Studley’s and
helped build a stable at the same place----Mrs. R. C. Hall of Rockland conducted the
Sunday services at this place. The leader
for next Sunday will be announced in the
Saturday C.-G. church column. While the
revival services are being held at Rockport
there will be no Wednesday evening meet
ings at this place.
Rockville.—Mrs. Maria Tolman has re
turned to?her borne after spending a few
weeks at Ash Point-------- Mrs. Kate Noland
has returned from Rockland Highlands------Miss Grade Fisk is visiting friends in Massa
ebusetts-------- Miss Edna Gurney is spend
ing her vacation in Haverhill and other places
in Massachusetts, having closed a successful
term of school at Rockport-------- Mrs. Fannie
Brewster is still at Hyde Park, Mass , with
friends-------- Miss Ennis Lermond is still very
sick at the home of Reuben Howard—
Andrew Norwood is at work for Mr. Glover
in Rockland-------- Woodbury Packard and
Beniah Waterhouse are painting the telephone
poles in Rockland-------- Ida Barrows has re
turned home from Massachusetts where she
visited friends for a few days-------- Mrs. Myra
Haskell and husband 'called on friends in
this place on their way to Appleton, where
they visited at John Gurney’s, and also at East
Union at the home of John’s grandfather, Mr.
Spalding-------- The ladies’ sewing circle last
met at the home of Frank Tolman--------Wil
liam Gurney and wife spent Sunday in Apple
ton-------- Miss Eva Salone is at work for Mrs
Marne Gurney-------- Miss Emma Brewster
has gone to Hyde Park, Mass.-------- We hear
there is going to be a Christmas tree for little
folks.

ROCKLAND COURIER-GAZETTE:
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EYES
sara.,re p O R

EYE

W ORKERS

When roar eyee water, when they burn, when they sche, when they
I1, s1^ . npe‘J
reet. You cloee the llie down over them hut that doesn't *eom to re*t them . T hey feel big, they feel
tore. W ell, what's the beet thing to do? T he beet thing to do, Is to consult with the optician at OBCJ.
Don’t delay. Delaye are aometlraee dangerone. M ayb e you have been Abating your eye*.
May no
there la eome change In the structure of the eyeball or one o f Ita n timorous coats—for an eye la made in
layer* more numerona than thoae o f an onion—and may bo you need glaaaea for your
There are eveglaaaee made for temporary w e u , called "real glasses.
If you get on with tBOiO
you are comparatively lucky. There are other glaaaea for reading, And other* for eoelng dlatent object!.
<tptlcal aclence up to date, Is practiced by the undersigned, aided by all the most Improved Instrument*
for detecting error* of eyesight. There is no charge for conaultatlon, and only a realonable chargo ror
eyetilaaapa, whenever they are required.
T he W atchm aker
and O ptician.

»
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22, 1898.

T h e W eed*.
Every farmer knows,
When he plants and sow*,
That the peaky weed at way* grow*.
Every one wbo tills hla land,
8 nrely he ahonld nnderatand.
That weed* Impoverish hla soil,
And hla growing eropa do spoil;
It la plain to be aeen,
Where we grow a weed we can ralae a bean.
Now let n« take thoae weed* In hand.
And not let them grow upon our land;
They are nothing but a cheat.
W e’d better grow aom
Hometlmes I think our
T o let thoae weed* aeed our ground,
Surely there la aomewhere a lack—
Perhaps if * becauae w e’seao awful alack!

FANCY
PONCE
MOLASSES

Cam den.

ONLY

WARREN
Miss Mary Jones is the gueat of her neice,
Mrs. Chester Hall.
Miss Sarah Weston will go to Boston this
week to visit relatives.
Virginia R. Richmond has returned to
Warren from Hebron.
The firemen will dedicate their new hall on
Wednesday evening next.
Miss Lena Head of Waldoboro is at War
ren Morse’s for a few days.
Miss Ida Hodgkins has returned from her
visit to Massachusetts and Portland.
Silas Hanly of (Thomaston passed two or
three days with bis son George last week.
D. Burnham of Edgecamb passed a few
days last week with his cousin, Mrs. Warren
Morse.

VINALHAVEN
F. S. Walls left Monday for Augusta.
ST GEORGE
CAMDEN
E.
F.
Russell
was
in Rockland Friday.
Union lervices will he held on Thanksgiv
G eo ro es R i v e r . —Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Geo. Hill of Boston was in town last week.
Mrs. E. Mills of Rockland is visiting in
ing day at the Congregational chapel in the
Miss Louise Stetson has returned from a Snowdeal of Seal flarbor called on relatives town.
morning.
at
this
place
last
Sunday-------Mrs.
Nettie
visit to Boston.
PER GALLON.
Mrs. Eugene Myrick returned from JonesElwell, wfio has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Voter has returned from New VineF. K. Allen returned Sunday from a busi Eunice Clark, the past two weeks, returned to port last Tuesday.
•
_
,
. yard and is now with her daughter, Mrs, E.
ness trip to Boston.
Seal Harbor last Sunday whete she will visit
Mrs. J. Albert Sylvester of Rockport visited Nice quality and guaranteed to suit. | R< steams.
Mrs. Jos. Crane has returned from a visit to a few weeks-------- Miss Dora Clark is work* her home here last week
i Cooper Post and Relief Corps of Union
Also a Good Cooking Molasses
New York ahd Boston.
ing in Thomaston-------- Miss Emma Davis of
have been invited to visit Wm. Payson Post
Jeflerson Coombs of North Haven has
For TW ENTY cents per gal.
F. I. Coombs is taking a vacation from Clark’s Island, who has been working for I. been visiting relatives in town
and Corps Nov. 29.
E. Clark the past two weeks, has returned
Carleton, Pascal & Co.’a grocery.
Plenty
of
oilier
good
trades.
The Christian Endeavor members of the
Mrs. Mearns and children left Monday
Ned Decrow is enjoying a vacation from borne--------On account of the storm of last for Barre, Vt. whete Mr. Mearns is at work.
Congregational church will entertain the
Saturday
no
meeting
of
the
Y.
P.
S.
C.
E.
was
Boynton’s pharmacy. He is in Boston.
members of the North Warren society on
beld in the schoolhouse. It will be held at
Guy C. Howard of Farmington, Me., was
Thursday evening next.
Miss Minnie McCobb entertained' a paity Wiley’s Corner next Saturday evening-------- the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn last week.
of young ladies at whist last Friday evening. Thomas Newbert, wbo bas been stopping the
Pierson's banjo concert was well a'tended
Miss Laura B. Sanborn returned home
last Friday, evening notwithstanding the in
Sermons appropriate to Thanksgiving were past few weeki in Jeflerson, is now visiting from Farmington Friday, for a two weeks’
clemency of the weather. All the girls met
preached at the several churches last Sunday. bis son, Herbert Newbert, at this place-------- vacation.
their best beaux on the bridge and they were
Mils Mame Barker and Mrs. E. D. C. H. Kalloch was at Tenant’s Harbor last
Roderick Dyer is at Eagle Island where
there in full force. Tbe program was well
Crockett spent a few days last week in Bel. Saturday.
he bas work on a cottage which John Quinn
rendered and the concert a success.
fast.
W i l e y ’ s C o r n e r .—Deer in this vicinity is building.
Cor.HoIines anil Main St., Rockland
At a special meeting of the Baptist church
Mrs. R. R. Watts of Tenant’s Harbor is in have been chased considerably by dogs the
TS880
Steamer Grace Morgan came into the
here on Sunday morning, the pastor’s resig.
town to spend Thanksgiving with her son past few days----- Joseph Jenkins was home harbor Saturday night which allowed Hiram
nation was read and accepted. He will go to
from Hurricane over Sunday-----Where are Green a Sunday at home with his family.
Alfred Watts.
Ludlow, Vt. Sunday, Dec. 4, will be the last
W E
. .
Supt. G. W. Taylor of the Camden Woolen you going to spend your Thanksgiving?----Mrs. Deborah Miller with her son John
Sunday of the present pastorate. Mr. Thay
Co. returnea this morning from a business Prof. Prescott’s magic lantern exhibition held and granddaughter Gwendolyn are tbe guests
er’s
work in Warren began on the first Sun
the boards at the Baptist vestry last Thursday
trip to New York.
day in Match, 1893.
to a small audience, the weather was of Mrs. John P. Allen of South Thomaston.
An enjoyable concert was given at the evening
Miss Edith Vinal and Miss Lucy Smith
N o r t h W a r r e n —School closed in the
unfavorable-----The
ponds
now
have
an
Baptist church last Friday evening under the abundance of water and if there could be a returned Saturday from Farmington Normal
upper district last Thursday with the follow
auspices of the choir.
ing program by the scholars : Don’t leave the
freeze there would be good skating for the School. Next term Miss Minal will teach
H igh Prices o u t of s ig h t w ith our Farm, Hollis Libby; The Meeting, Luella
The Misses Crockett of Rockland were young folks for Thanksgiving-----J. A. Ewell at Green Island.
the guests of Mrs. Clarence McIntyre, High bas completed his new hennery which is very
The district schools closed last Friday after Rubbers and also w ith e v e r y lin e Whitney; Grandpa’s Boy, Wilson Merriam;
street, over Sunday.
The Question of Color, Sadie Libby; Down
comfortable as well as commodious----- Sch. a successful term of io weeks and the
George Crane, Supt. of the Ml. Batty Robert McFarland, which has been at Tbom several teachers relumed to their homes of Sh oes in th e store as w e sell to Sleep, 2nd class in reading; Open the
Door, Warren Whitney; The Silver Lining,
Manufacturing Co., left Saturday for a aston receiving repairs, was towed down the Saturday. The High school will be in
Nannie Calderwood; Declamation, Walter
e v e r y th in g cheap.
river last Saturday for Portland----- Dana session two weeks longer.
business trip to tbe Hub.
Powers; The Corn Song, 1st class in reading;
Mrs. B. C. Adams has returned from an Sheerer of Rockland called on friends down
Mrs. William R. Creed, who bas long been
They
Didn’t Think, Nina Merriam; Mrs.
this
way
last
Sunday----Bert
Clark
and
son
extended visit in Philadelphia, the guest of
confined to tbe house by lameness, was able
George of Wheeler’s Bay called on friends to attend the Memorial circle last Thursday.
Look in out Men’s window and see Wasp and Mrs. Bee, Myrtie Merry; Medley,
her daughter, Mrs. W. T. Plummer.
here last Sunday----- Mr. Anderson is dam Her many friends were indeed glad to have what you can buy for 98c, Lace and 1st class in reading; grammar class conducted
Don’t forget that today is the Nations’ ming up tbe brook at the foot of the village
by Luella Whitney. Many of the parents
Market day. Call at the Congregational hill and will convert it into an ice pond----- her again with them.
Congress in several styles.
were present. The program was fine and well
chapel from 4 to 9 tonight and examine tbe Daisy and Leland Gilcbrest and Gertrude
A large number of friends of W. J. Jame
carried out. The school was taught by Miss
wares.
See what $1.49 buys. Ju st think, Hattie Young.
Brown have iinisbed their term of school at son and T. B. Libby have had very good
Mrs. Amassa Gould and daughter Miss Tenant’s Harbor and are now home on a reason to rejoice in the success of their hunt we have twelve different styles in the
P l k a s a n t v i l l e .—Mrs. Josephine Cox has
Mamie left last week for Tutman, Ct., where vacation--------Mr. McDonald came very ing trip, having been presented with a very window for $1.49.
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Jane Lawrence,
they will spend tbe winter. Mrs. Ruby near losing bis horse last Tuesday afternoon. liberal amount of deer meat.
a few days----- Taylor Shuman is now able to
Nearly all places of business along Main
Gould Cross left also fur Quincy for the He was at the sea shore hauling rockweed
out to work----- C. E. Starret and wife
See what $1.98 buys. They are the be
winter and tbe Gould homestead will be and in driving over a portion ol flats his horse street have been closed at 7 o’clock and
have gone to Vinalhaven on a visit among
got into a mire and could not get out with many of the social gatherings postponed latest styles and the host wearers in relatives and friends----- School closed Nov.
closed.
out help so Mr. McDonald struck out for the during the past week in order that all should Rockland and we save you? money o n 11. The term was taught by Miss Fannie
A unique entertainment will be given in village, some quarter of a mile distant, and be privileged to attend the gospel meetings.
Boggs, who has had much experience in tbe
connection with tbe Nations' Market day several of the neighbor! assisted in extricat
work and put forth all her energy to make it
Tbe sisters of Hermoine Assembly gladly every pair.
tomorrow evening at tbe Congregational ing the horse from his poiition. No damage.
successful-----W.
Russell has done con
accepted
tbe
invitation
of
Mrs.
Charles
Clark,
chapel. “Tbe old woman who lives in a
Notice, if our goods do not provo to siderable work thisJ. fall
moving an old stone
Wednesday to a sewing bee and enjoyed a
shoe" and her many children will entertain
very pleasant afternoon and evening. A bo all that wo represent them to be, wall and grading up about his house----with songs and recitations. All'are invited.
UNION
Adelbert
Noyes
spent
Sunday with his
delicious
supper
was
provided
consisting
of
bring them back and the
Admission 15c.
mother-in-law, Mrs. Jane Lawrence-----G. M.
chicken, baked beans and brownbread,
Fred Bessey is building a hennery.
Mank
had
an
ill
turn
a
few days ago----pickles,
white
bread,
preserves,
cake,
cream
Fred Thompson made a flying visit to Un
Thanksgiving day is near at hand and the
pies, tea and coffee.
ion Sunday.
wise chicken should keep out of sight for a
At
Portland
last
Wednesday
evening,
the
Sylvanus Menienway shot and killed a wild
few days-----Rev. Mr. Thayer preached an
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Robinson, 267
cat Nov. 20.
able and interesting sermon at the school
Brackett street, was the scene of a very pretty
The Alpha DeLaval Separator
Robert Clark picked a handful of dande wedding. The groom was Howard II.
house Sunday----- Rev. Mr. Perkins of
A ^D TUK
lion blossoms last week.
Union will conduct the services next Sunday
Hamlir. of Hyde Park, Mass., and Miss
I ----- Mrs. M. A. Walter is sick with a had
Mrs. Ella Miller and Mrs. Lilia Alden went Addie Frances Clark of Freeport. The cere
cold.
to Waldoboro last week.
mony was performed by Rev. Lewis Malvern
Will make it right.
Wesley Burns cut his foot very badly one of the Free Baptist church. Only relatives
H i g h l a n d — Miss Grace Hopkins, wbo
Hr Pinmer
fnnlr an number of and intimate friends of the bride and groom
day« rpreniiu
recently. Dr.
Plumer took
has been visiting Mrs. Walter Swift, has re
were present. Tbomas Clark of Freeport, F. E. Amsdbn, Prop.
G. D. P a i i v e n t k i i Mgr. turned to her home in Camden--------Miss
T h e Moseley A Stoddard stitches to close up tbe wound.
Mfg Co.
ROCKLAND. flB.
84 Vena Robinson is ill----- Elder Drew of
Rev. F. E. White of Rockland exchanged brother of tbe bride, was best man, and Miss
West Rockport is bolding meetings Tuesday
furnlsb everything for
with Rev. V. E. Hills Nov. 20. An excellent Marv Knowles of Augusta bridesmaid. The
bridal
chorus
from
Lohengrin
was
played
by
evenings at ’’Kabhittown”-------- Noyes Wells,
D a ir y o r C re a m e ry sermon was enjoyed by all present.
POLO! POLO!
Miss Alice M. Fernald. After the ceremony
a soldier boy of Co. II of West Lubec, who
from bollsr uud eogiuetlowu
Cooper Post and Corps are invited to visit refreshments were served and Mr. and Mrs.
has been visiting his | uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Wm. Payson Post at Warren Tuesday even Hamlin left for Boston on the Pullman.
Don’t forget to enquire about
The polo games will soon begin at Elmwood Mrs. Robert Cates, bas gone to Portland
ing, Nov. 29. If stormy that night, Dec. 1.
They will reside in Hyde Park, Mass. Miss
----- Mrs. Robert Grierson and Eva Denni
Kink, of course,
Clark recently visited in town and she is And neatly all will go and cheer their favor son of South Thomaston, who have been
^ ^ ^ * lA N T IA B O R S IO [
--------------------------guests of Airs. Robert Cates, have returned
For abortion, scouring In calve*, and Tuberculoala. i The little folks love Df. Wood’s Norway well known and has many friends here.
ites till they’re hoarse;
APPLETON
Bend a postal for Information to
t»4 | Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Sp aring and
The evangelistic meetings have absorbed the There'll be hard knocks with Btick and ball borne----daughter Ethel of Thomaston were guests of
harmless. Positive cure for coughs, colds, attention of our people during the past
which cannot be avoided,
W e s t A i t l e t o n —Wednesday there was a
E.
S
.
ST
E
A
R
N
S,
C
am
den.
Mrs. J. A. Clark last Tuesday--------Mrs. B.
bronchitis asthma.
wedding at Lyman Maddocks when his eldest
week. Audiences of from 500 to 600 have Especially when amateurs an opening are ac J.
Dow is much pleased with an enlarged
corded.
daughter Mary was married to Albert Glidbeen in nightly attendance. The gospel has
picture of her son Fred, who died some two
den of Franklin, Maas. Mrs. Glidden is a
been presented with much power by Mr. Gale
years
ago in Rockland-------- William Stone
No
stone
is
being
left
unturned
to
have
a
beautiful young lady and very highly re
and much interest has been manifested in the
bas been making some substantial improve
Rockland team
<
spected. The young couple have the best
meetings. Many have been brought into the
on bis buildings. The work was done
wishes of all. Miss Clara Maddocks, sister
light and doubtless many more will follow. Whose record Bird is bound shall glow with ments
by Robert Cates-----Ed Crawford and wife
winning laurels’ gleam;
of tbe bride, came home from Casline Nor
The chorus bas added much to the effective
Iu which both men and women are interested, and of which
in the city Tuesday-------- Mrs. Ortin
mal School to be present at the ceremony.
ness of the meetings. If Mr. Gale's success And while in town the boys are sure to get visited
Berry and daughter Flora, who have been
best to eat—
both sexes should take advantage. For the ladies we show
Rev. Geo. Baker of Searsraont officiated----in this place is measured by his success else Fromthe
making
her mother, Mrs. N. E. Clark, a
RISING’S
NEW
DOMESTIC
BREAD
School began Monday and all are very
a nice line of
,
where we shall see quite a revolution in the
visit, have returned to their home in Searsto mote substantial meat.
much disappointed that Miss Addie McLain
strength and standing of the Christian doctrine
mont----Mr. and Mrs. R. Cates visited
is not to teach. She expected to have the C L O T H E S
W R I N G E R S
here. The meetings for Sunday were at And doubtless when the sport runs high and their son James in Rockland last Monday.
school and came home two weeks earlier
ranged as follows: Regular service at the
all are interested,
Save much trouble, bard work and vexations. Makes better women’ hall at 10 a. m.; Sunday school at churchy at I The NEW
from Kent’s Mill on that account. This is not
u o m e s TICS will appear, whose
tbe way to keep tbe teachers at home. of those who use our wringer for it is a great preserver of the temper, and 11.30 a.m.; meeting
only. . at
’* for. women
.
. . the
..
record has been tested—
PULPIT HARBOR
Nearly all of our best teachers teach in saver of backaches. Costs nothing to investigate.
church at 2 p. m. Meeting at ball 2.30 p. They’ll challenge all the amateurs to siege de
Rev. J. T. Coomb, i> visiting relatives in
other towns while our home schools are given
m., subject “Relation of Christian to Amuse
For
the
farmers
and
all
who
own
apple
trees
we
have
combat
real,
Vinalhaven----Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Thayer
to beginners. We think the school board
ments;” service at 7 p. m., "The Unpardona And fight them on the polo line with C. E. arid Mr. and Mrs.
Augustine Whitmore have
needs a “new plan” to work from-----Mrs.
ble Sin."
RISING’S
zeal.
moved
into
J.
T.
Coombs’ house which they
C
I
D
E
R
P
R
E
S
S
E
S
Fowles is sick— The Lodge 1. of G. T. in
will occupy during the winter----- Messrs.
stalled their officers last Saturday night.
The
time
is
almost
here
again
for
parties
and
No need of allowing the apples to go to waste on the ground when
SEARSMONT
Thayer and Whitmore are engaged in the
There were many invited guests present. A
church fairs,
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Knight of Augusta have When women folk desire to do away with scallop fishery-----Ellington Carver has pur
bountiful supper was served in the hall and a they can be picked up, put into one of these cider presses and converted
chased tbe field belonging to the farm formerly
returned to their home after several days visit
nice program of music, recitations and read
| 1850
1898
needless cares;
If you make
among relatives and friends here-----Dana And here’s the way it can be done—it’s [easy owned by Hiram Carver and will move his
ings given. A paper was read alter which into nice sweet cider.
bouse from its present location on tbe point
Luce is the guest of her sister in Camden----tbe young folks had the hall. AU pronounced your own cider yon know what you
as we'll tell—
Annie Knight of Camden is tbe guest of her Just wait for C. E. RISING’S cart and listen and place it over tbe cellar of the old house
it a good time.
—C. F.'.Brown and B.K. Carver were in Cam
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Alden Robbins.
are getting in owning a press.
Our
for the bell.
den on business last week----- Mrs. Willis
----- A large deer was seen in front of Otis
presses
are
serviceable
and
the
price
Witherspoon and ton Leigh, have returned
Robbins’
house
one
morning
last
week----There’s
nothing
new
in
cake
or
pie
this
baker
SPRUCE HEAD
from South Tbomaston, where they were the
Eddie Ludden has returned to his home in
does
not
make,
Our
boys
are
talking
up
a
shoot
for
within the bounds of reason.
Have our first atten- ;
guests of Mrs. Witherspoon’s parents, Mr. and
Braintree,
Mass.,alter
several
weeks
visit
here.
And
if
a
special
dish
you
want}
he
will
your
Thanksgiving to go with the big eat in the
Mrs. E. C. Calderwood----- Russell Crabtree
----- The Ladies Aid Society will meet with
order take,
tion always. . .
The hunting season is now on
hall. Come down friends and enjoy tbe day
was in Camdeu last week----- Alton Whitmore
Mrs.George
Bryant
on
Saturday
afternoon.
A
This
is
tbe
way
you
save
much
work,
if
you’re
with us.
was in Rockland Thursday----- Mrs. Frank
and the woods nnu fields are attract
ten cent baked bean supper will be served to
for company looking—
Spruce Head Lodge I. O. of G. T. installed
which the husbands are invited.
Betides, you patronize the man who has no Hartford and son Ernest Webster of Rock
its officers Saturday evening. At tbe same ive places for gunners. Some bag
port are visiting at W. A. Dyer’s-----Clams
peer in cooking.
meeting 7 new members joined the lodgerare evidently in good demand judging by tbe
All would
Don t monkey
all young folks. There are now over 50 game and some do not.
’ HOPE
numbers of clam-diggers that line the shore
X
ARE PURE AND FRESH
members and a good interest is being kept
at low water-----Rev. O. O. Ordway of Brain
S
o
u
t
h
H
o
p
e
—
H
e
a
d
o
f
t
h
e
L
a
k
e
—
M
rs.
with
find it easier to return home with a
up.
v
tree, Mass., preached an able and interesting
A b ram N o rw oo d w b o has b e en q u ite ill is
We have as large
sermon Sunday morning to good sized con
The social circle will have a chicken full bag if they but used our
Inferior Articles.
recovering----- Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Jones
gregation. This was Mr. Ordway’s fourth
dinner in Union Hall, this village, Thanks
a stock of
spent several days in Rockland recently,
Sunday in town aud tbe first one on which he
giving. Tickets will he sold for 23 cts. and I A > A I ) E 1 >
guests of their niece, Mrs. GeOrgc Simmons
N
H
E
L
T
a
S
had a fair congregatiou to preach to, as all
will be good for all pans of tnc bouse.
----- Mrs. Rachel Noyes visited her daughter
the other days were stormy. As be was here
These shells are the very best sold and give satisfactory results! in Camden last wee*---- George l’ease has
Children will he admitted for 10 cts. each.
on trial it was unfortunate for him as the peo
Everybody is invited to furnish food and are Moreover they do not cost mote than the cheaper shells. We have many sold bis place here to Frank Mink aud has
It’s
a
trifle
risky
to
place
upon
as any in the county and
expected to com: and leave a quarter. The other good bargains in our store.
moved to Rockport----- Freeman Wellman your table food which is only recom ple bad veiy littlg chance to know whether
prices as low as any.
they liked him or not----- Josiah Parsons is
proceeds go towards paying tbe psstur for
has bought tbe Davis place at East Union of
bis faithful work among us. Cum.- and get
Marshall Divis-----Myron Wentworth is lay mended by its cheapness. Quality painting his house, recently purchased of I. T.
an old fashioned New England Thanksgiving
ing pipe to carry water to tbe bouse----- T. J. must also he considered. Usually it l.eadbctter-----Marion and Margaret, little
dinner and go borne happy.
Gushee bas been making extensive improve costs something extra fo r the latter. daughters of C. F. Brown, are at present con
P ERFU M ES
fined to the bouse with chicken-pox.
ments on bis hen house.
Peter Asgerson and James Cook have
We are, however, offering a combina
opened
a
paving
motion
on
Mr.
Aagerson’s
From Roger & Gullet,
tion
of
these
two
desirables—cheap
SMITHTON
farm. Paving is way down now bu! they are
LIST OF LETTERS
Wright, Speighler
&
uess aud quality.
something that will keep and can always he S E A
School commenced Monday under tbe in
S T H .B H T
H O O K L A N D
Remaining in Rockland 1’. O. for tbe week
Woodward.
Try the
turned into good money at same price. We
struction of Harry Bangs of Freedom----- C.
T e l e p h o n e C o n n e c t le u b y b o th c o iu p u u le » .
7tJ
ending
Nov.
19,
1898.
“ Queen of Carnations”
noticed s pile of paving at Mr. Godfrey’s
A. Carr is having a serious lime with one of
Naas, Cbas. It.
Lieut!’ LUl
quarry that bus been cut out of clear stock
and “ Queen of Roses.”
hit eyes, caused by getting a spruce spill in
BEST GROCERIES
O ulojby, Charles
beuuolt, Kdiuuu
sud they looked good enough to build s
it while cutting bought to put around hit
Red Beal Remedy
h.
• Had
Co.
N
E
E
D
L
E
S
S
S
U
F
F
E
R
I
N
G
Browu, Jobu
residence with. Mr. Chandler bas just put
Baudere, Richard B.
Coudou, Chao.
house----- F. A. Doty of Montville was in
BEST
MEATS
Bpced,
Capt.
H.
J.
paving under his house for underpinning.
Fiuuiug, Jo!. L .
town Thursday and did tome butchering for
Traek,
Urban
R.
Often a headache will not yield to favor- G uujluou, C. U.
Mr. Bradbury did the job and they look
Ray Camera* auil Flioto Supplies
W. A. Overlock----- Mrs. James Peva, who
Webber, Brueel A. U )
U. B. Lilac
BEST
PROVISIONS
lie
reinediee
which
cure
them
for
othert.
nne.
We
understand
tbe
job
cost
less
than
Ladies' LUl
bas been tick for a long time, is greatly im
Grunt, W illiam
at Popular Prices.
Brown, Miss Lida
long uuderpining and it makes a much nicer
This ia because the cause is not the o u t sup
U. 0. Lilac
proved----- W. A. Overlock, wife and ton
Jenkins, MIm Mina
Henry
looking job. Mr. Chandler bas made ex
posed. Defective vision causes more head Howell.
BEST EVERYTHING
Walter spent Sunday at So. Liberty-----Amos
Moore, Mrs. Eddie
Hill, W . B.
tensive repairs on bis buildings and will have
Brown of tbit place, whose buildings were de
Morse, Mrs. 8 . L .
aches than anything else. It is needless Jones, Jobu U.
Marshall, MU. M. A.
a snug little borne when finished.
George Q.
stroyed by fire recently, bas bought a farm in
pain, too, for you can have your eyes exain- Kediug.
Parker, Mr*. Gertrude
Lebaallam, Httore
to be found iu any store of its kind Montville-----Mrs. Gussie Kuowlton of Mor
Bpear, Miss A lice T .
.ued free ol charge aud I will fit you with
U. 0. Lilac
rill is visiting at Elbridge Griffin’s.
Bmllb, MU. Georgia
IsAirabee,
J.G
.
iu
the
city.
the proper glasses.
C a r d o f T lu su ka.
W hile, Mrs. W .H .
lie lu iy ie. W in.
Whitcomb,Mrs. W . V .
KU ou. Ulto W.
Tbe family ol tbe late Garfield A Ames
U t h e l l a b y la C u t t in g T e e th ,
W alcb, Miss Honors
ecb.
Wobc)
Hall
wish to extend tbeir beat licit thanks to friends
GEO H. GARDINER, Manager
Be sure and uae that old aud well-tried remedy
C. THUS. SAUL, Eye Specialist Held for postage:
and neighbors for tbeir many kindnesses dur
Mua. W iuuLow ’a Bo o tu iu u B ru u y lor children
THUMANTOV
leeihleg.
It soothe* the child, eofteus lire gums,
ing tbe recent sad bcteavcinem : also to tbe
Perry, BenJ. L .,
Lumber Exchange, Minne
Corner Main and Park Sts.
alleys all pain, curea wind colle and la the heal
80 SEA STREET.
apolis, Miuu.
singers who furnished music and those wbo
W*
Hail Of4«xe>
M
remedy lur dlariloaa.Tweuty-Uve cenu a bottle
Telvyktms 14-4
24
Carter, Mrs. L . K., Burry, Me.
Talaplroua
w
a
a
K
i
l
w
.
»*-»
scot Bowers.
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0. A. GILBERT

5outh End Market
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FARM ERS!
STODDARD CHURN

BOSTON SHOE
STOOE

SOME OPPORTUNITIES

Prescriptions

| Our Drugs and Chemicals

4

Tvfle

R isky

. Patent Medicines.

The Sea St. Hardware Store
F . I. L A M S O N , P r o p .,

5 0 c o z.

Tbe G. 1. Robinson
Drug Co..

John H. McGrath’s
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REVIVAL OF SHIPPIRB

N O T IC E !

N O TIC E !

W e b o u g h t th e T u c k e r & j
: S a w y e r s to c k , B a n g o r, M e ., ■
. th e y h a v in g d e c id e d to d isco n - •
j t in u e b u sin e ss, an d b e in g o b lig - .
fe d to m o v e th e ir s to c k a t o n c e , j
( th e sto r e b e in g l e t to o th e r par- i
( t ie s n e c e s s ita tin g tb e ir c l o s i n g <
\ out at a

I n r ilc n t Ion. T h a t M a in * '. O ld T in t . S n r r e a t l g * la C o m in g H a rk.

MARNE MATTERS
W het Onr Home V essel. A re Itoiny.—
N ote, o l Q n erler-d rrk end Fo'cete.

■Sch. C. M. Grey discherged lumber SetnrA Rockland buttineai man, who ia consid
erably intereited in vesssel properly, Ihinka dey for W. H. Glorer Co. from Bengor.
Sch. Carcase brought a cargo of atavel
ihat he lees a profitable industry for Rock
land in the building of light draught vessel*. Friday from Kllaworth for Benj. Clark.
Such veaaela are alwayi in demand and rightly
Sch. F.mogene, Duncan, arrired Saturday
managed yield tbeir owners a goodly income. to load Itom A. F. Crockelt Co. for Boston.
Thia suggestion is in line with but addition
Sch. Volant, with casks for A. F. Crockett
al to the proposition advanced by TheCourier- Co. from Belfast arrived Saturday.
Gazette, favoring the building here of iron
Sch. Oregon, (iron., with general cargo
ihipa. Both are feasible.
from Boston, arrived Saturday.
An induslry of this sort would sfford em
Sch. Addie Clemenl brought cooperage
ployment for fully too men d)e year around
ami the busy aspect of Rockland’s water front Saturday from Penobscot for Karrand, Spear
as presented back in the 30's would return, in k C o.
a measure. Camden and Tbomaston at the | Schi. J. R. Dodwell, Speed, Mabel Hall,
j- 0 W ' K V K i + 0 W - ! - 0 « - l ' W 0 'l ' 0 «
present time are doing quite a business ship Bartlett, and Lena White, Gray, from Cobb
building, why not Rocklsnd ?
Lime Co. for New York, aailetl Friday.
In line with this suggestion the following,
Sch. I-aura Robinson. Burgess, sailed Fit{ clipped from a Maine exchange, will be read day from Perry Iltoe, for New York.
with deep interest:
Sch. E. G. Willard loaded from Fsrrend,
"Not (or very many years have shipowner! Spear & Co. for New London and Norwich
and Maine veaael managers in general felt so and tailed Friday.
SER6EANT EMMONS' EXPERIENCE
AMONG THE ATHLETES
hearts of those wbo like to see clean, sggresr- | being cautioned by the referee and msnsgers deep an intereat in the proapects for business
SO C IA L A N D P ER S O N A L
Scb. Carrie K. Look, Veesie, tailed Fri
ive work on the floor. He is one of the ■the men behaved better in the remaining two for a coming year. The close of the war haa
periods although they kept on their toes brought along, for Maine, at leait, a new hope day for Fernandina to load lumber for New
T h e O nly R o ck lan d Iloy W ho Saw 8er- j It©mu W h ich R ela tes to a N um ber ol Pop- speediest rushers on tbe floor.
Mr. and Mn. C. H. Berry are in Ronton.
that her oldttme sea prestige is coming back, Y o rk .
• • •
I all the time.
Tic© In Cuba.
u lar Indoor Hportn.
L. S. Robinson is ill at hia home on Grace
Sch. Helen Montague, Adams, loaded
Tbe Lewiston team appears to be all right in tbe new necessities set moving by our exThe Msjott are anxious (o meet the South
Herbert A. Emmons, sergeant of 8th Co.,
ROCKLAND 7 , PORTLAND 2.
street.
Portlands either here or there. The Portland with the exception of two men—the rushers tenaive foreign acquisitions and the general with atone for New York from Hurricane
Misa Lottie E. Lawry was in Portland yes U. S. V. Signal Corps, arrived borne tbe lat
Rockland played great polo while the work papers speak as though the Portland ima- •re not quite up to snuff. Farrell is all right deep water trade, impelua which has been Island, sailed Monday.
ter part of the week, having nearly recovered of Portland was of an inferior character. This
terday.
Sch. Samuel Hart, Brown, tailed from
tens could give us points and tbe Major’s are in the goal, judging from the game he put up started.
from a long illness of typhoid fever. Ser
"From all indication! the biggest revival of Thomaston Saturday for New York from J.
last night. He made stops that bordered on
Mrs. E. F. Crockett is in Boston buying geant Emmoni ia on a 30 days furlough and explains why Rockltnd defeated Portland very anxious to learn the game.
Saturday night before a greatly excited crowd.
the phenomenal. ‘ They came to him from commerce by sea that Ihe United States ever (>. Cuahtng & Co,
holiday goods.
• * *
being still in the service is not permitted to
Matters looked very blue for Rockland
saw ia about to take place. The acquisition
Sch. Jamet Young ia loading from J. O.
Miss Grace Taylor ia home from Boston (or reveal much of importance although at a when the team skated on to the surface. Smith
Burgees formerly of the Bath team ia a suc the side, in the air, on the bound, in short of oversea poasesaloni—Porto Rico, Hawaii
pokes, in long drives, and in almost every
Thanksgiving.
member of tbe Signal Corps, occupied within was confined to the bed with chills and "old cess in the National League aa a goal tender. other conceivable and inconceivable way. and the Philippines and the new condition in Cushing A Co. far Ne» York.
He
is
third
in
the
list
with
a
record
of
140
Scb. Ada Ames wss loading yesterday
C. D. Jores has returned (rom a viait in a few mile* of the scene of brttle at Santiago, hots” Maynard bad to put on tbe shin pads
Cuba will necessitate a great enlargement of
And
this
is
the
man
who
was
given
a
trial
in
be was acquainted with the inside workings and breast protector. Murphy and Perry did atopa out of a possible 154 and baa 91 per one game by Burnham and was not consid the merchant fleet of the United State!. Only from A. J. Bird A Co. for New York.
Worcester, Mass.
cent.
Sch. Florida will load today from Cobb
ships having an American register can trade
Mrs. A. W. Mali it viaiting at her former of the affair and were he in a position to do the rushing, Louie Jason went to center and
ered good enough.
so could tell a very interesting story.
Phelan halfback. With this lineup against
home near Fairfield.
Hayes at halfback is a star. He is short between two porta of the United States. Lime Co. for lloaton.
Murtaugh, the Bath halfback has been laid
From a personal letter received by a mem
Schi, Eugene B-ttda wilt load for New
F. W. Smith and wife have gone to Boston ber of The Courier-Gszette staff about tbe the so called "coming champions’’ the crowd up with a lame back. Without him tbe Ship and chunky and he got in the way of the hall Therefore, the commerce between this countfelt as if they would like to be at home or
many times, and moreover when he got the try and our new possessions will require York and FTy Away for llsston from G. E.
for a (ew days’ visit.
ping City team doea not cut much ice.
same time that Sergeant Emmond arrived the somewhere else.
hall, he knew what to do to it. Miller at American ships. This means work for the Carleton Co., Rockport.
Mrs. John W. Thomas returned Saturday following abstract is made:
•
•
•
With Portland was Campbell, Whipple,
center is another good man. The rushers shipy.rds, for the present fleet is inadrqate
Sch. Frank G. Rich ia chartered to load
from a week’s visit in Boston.
Bowling at Healey’s alley in Belfast bids played hard and gamey but were clearly out for the work, and it is seldom that a foreign
Turnbull and Allen. McKay had been obliged
for it tston from S. E. A H. L. Shepherd Co.
Tbe Catholic choir met Friday evening
built ship can get an American register. The for Boston.
Although it it rather late I will try and to go to Boston and his place was filled by fair to be lively during the winter saya tbe classed.
with Misa Elisabeth McNamara.
Every man on the Rockland team played trade with Cuba will grow lo proportions
give you an idea of some of the experiences 1 Mitchell, a Portland amateur. Mitchell had Age. A city league is to be organized com
Sailors were scarce in Portland last week,
Hon. J. W. Clarke of Damariscotta was had while in Cuba with the Maine Signal not been playing long before be fractured posed of four teams, five men in each. Aa polo fit for framing. Smith was not given which it never had before and naturally the
the guest of H. B. Waltz last week.
Corps (officially known as the 8th Co. U. S. a bone in bis right nrm and had to retire. Af there are a number of good bowlers the con- much work hut he nevertheless made a num United States will be the favored nation. Our agents being obliged to send to Boston titer
teat will undoubtedly be a lively one. The ber of brilliant stops. Maynard stood out as trade with Cuba before the insurrection began crews fur the following named vessels: Bk.
ter
considerable
delay
Crockett
of
the
Majors
V.
Signal
Cotps.)
Mrs. Charles Paine and son of Fall River
schedule ia already made out. There will be prominently as the nose of Cyrano de Ber amounted to nearly f 103,000,000 a year, anti Normandy, bound to B tston to load lumber
I enlisted at A ug«*ta June 12 and after went on the floor, doing good work.
are visiting~her old home tn this city.
There isn’t much to say about the game— a shooting match at the alley Thankgiving gerac. He saved Capt. Smith lots of work this in spite nl the obstacles which Spain threw for Buenos Ayres; schi. Maggie S. If art, for
Mrs. G. W. Kimball was in Bath last week, laying around in the rain for two days at tbe whirlwind playing of the Rocklands taking eve, and all day for chickens.
by his clever stopping No ball came to him in its way. It gradually declined until the Demetars; Ella M. Wtlley, fir Point a Pitre,
Camp Power* and aftec two days of drilling,
the guest of Mrs. Charles A. Coombs.
• ©•
too hard to stop for when he gjt in front of it war made it r.il. Under the new order of Guail, and tch. Pavilion for Boston.
orders were received to go to Washington the Portlands off tbeir feet. The playiog of '
Miss Katherine Eaton of Stonington is the Barracks. The trip from A u gu sta was un Maynard was of the sensational kind and was
things Ihe value of the Cuban trade with the
its progress was at an end.
At
the
conclusion
of
the
Maine
intercol
guest of her brother, Raymond Eaton.
The wreck ol tht schooner William !I.
Fitzgerald caught on before the game had Uniteil States will rapidly rise lo the figures
eventful and we arrived in Washington on of such a character that will be remembered in legiate football every season it ia customary to
Mrs. Gorham Young of Warren is Ihe tbe afternoon of the 17th tired and dirty, hut years to come. His work worked the crowd select an All Maine team that ia an aggre progressed a minute and the good opinion thus which rcpresenteil it previous to Ihe insurrec Joner, which has been lying in the North
guest of Mrs. C. A. Young, Grace street.
full of enthusiasm. On tbe march to the bar into a frenzy and all through tbe game it was gation made up of the best players from the formed was unly strengthened as the game tion and ought before long to he double Cove since 1893 i4 being blown up by the
government. Work began yesterday after-Prof. Harry De Forest Smith of Bowdoin racks we had our first sick case, Bert Locke, one continuous roar. Try as hard as they could several teams. We note that Alan Bird of proceeded. He made the second goal by a that.
"All this means Yankee ships. The com noon and witneisscd from the water freest
of Augusta, now dead, being overcome by the game had been in pingrets for 41 minutes this city is Ihe choice lor center. He has very clever stroke in which he deceived all
college visited Rockland friends Saturday.
and 18 seconds before Portland succeeded in been playing guard lor Ihe U. of M. team this his opponents, and the fifth goal, which be merce to i’orto Rico will be in our hands. was very spectacular. The William II. Jones
Miss Martha D. Hills has returned from a the heat.
On tbe night of the 21st moving orders getting a ball into the netting. In this time Benson, but had previously won an excellent made, was after the ball had been carried the The hreadstufls and the cotton goods, the ma was owned try Farran ', Spear A Co. She
visit to Mrs. Harry I)e Forest Smith at Bruns
whole length of the rink.
cbinerv and the agricultural implements will left this port lime laden on her last cruise
were again received and on the 22nd we ar Rockland had made six goals and bad driven reputation as center.
wick.
Murphy and Perry worked together slick come front this country, and American ships but returned witn her cargo afire and lay
rived at Tampa and camped on the grounds the ball into the cage four more only to have
•
*• •
Miss Alice Burpee’s barn dance Friday of the Tampa Bay Hotel.
it come out again.
will carry them. The trade with the island is sealed up for a couple of weeks. One dsy
last
evening.
Murphy
plays
with
the
rapidity
defeated Portland last night 4 to 2
evening was well attended and as usual a
Rockland put up very good team work, the andBangor
of a rapid tiring gun and did as much to dis bound to increase immensely, and that means the fire broke out and in order to save tbe
I was much disappointed in Tampa itseW.
Augusta defeated Bath 11 to 8.
pleasant affair.
concert his opponents as did the rapid firing more Yankee ships built in American ship rigging, sails, etc., she was sunk. Bring re
For a place doing tbe amount of business pasting being the best seen here this season,
gun in the late war. Murphy juggled the yards. In 1893 before the insurrection in garded as an obstruction to navigation she tl.
Harry M. Pratt is in Boston where he is done there it has very few improvements. Tbe while that of Prof. Burnhams pets was ragged.
Murphy and Perry were quicker ^ian
The Courier-Gazette takes great pride in ball with the ease and grace of an East Indian Cuba and the discontent in Porlo Rico dis now being removed.
taking a finishing course of study in his pro. streets are a mass of sand, worse than the
fession as a teacher.
mud of Rockland ever thought of being, and flashes while their drives for the goal were the fact that it presents with each issue a and his feet glided over the surface with in turbed the commerce of the two islands, there
were 1,077 vessels of an aggregate tonnage of
Mrs. Rose Snow and mother, Mrs. Sarah tbe houses low wooden structures lacking very accurate. Jason did the best work we complete report of the doings in athletic cir credible swiftness.
ever see him do, while Phelan with his quiet cles, notably polo, football and baseball. That
Perry was not far behind. This player is 1,079,036, which entered and cleared Porto
FR EIG H TS AND C H A R TER S
Elwell of Nortbport have arrived here and paint in many cases.
way,
was
a
tower
of
strength
at
halfback.
this
is
alio
appreciated
by
our
New
Englaud
steadily
gaining
not
only
In
the
improvement
Rican purls. Only a small per cent were
On
the
30th
we
were
again
on
the
move
will spend the winter.
From llro\vn mid U oiiip.tiiy’M
going to Port Tampa to embark on the S. S. Phelan does not appear to be doing anything exchanges is evident from tbe frequency with of his playing hut in the affections and esteem American. Hereaf'er only a small per cent
Miss Edith Kalloch and Miss Helen R. Commanche
W eek ly F reigh t C ircu lar.
on the evening of the 3d of extra but the stops he makes andjthe judge which our itenn are clipped. But it is not so of the "fans."
will be foreign.
Stubbs are home from Farmington Normal July the fleet and
ment be uses in passing the ball, made with pleasing when a paper like the Portland Press
The
Rocklands
played
as
if
they
realized
got
under
weigh
for
Sibcaey.
“Alt evidence of the fact that far-sighted
Coie oil shippers to far Eastern destination!
school for the holidays.
We spent a quiet Fourth in the harbor of out any display, materially helps in winning clips half a dozen or so items Irom one issue that tbe management has engaged them to people have realized the boom which Ihe and also the Colonial lines indicate a dispo
Mrs. Swectland, who has been the guest Key West and again started on the morning games. As for Maynard be has always had and either fails to bestow any credit or credits work together for victories rather than for shipping of the United States is about to sition to negotiate |or tonnage upon the basis
of Mrs. C. A. Young, bas returned to her of the $th. It was while at Key West we the crowd and his sensational work of Satur them to another paper. An instance was individual playing directed to the front row receive in the West Indian trade is afforded of previous fixtures, hut owners are opposed
home in Massachusetts.
heard of Admiral Schley’s splendid work on day night has made him more popular than noticed in the Thursday iisue of the Press balcony. Team work is what counts and by the fact that an rnteipiising capitalist re to the acceptance of business at tbe bidt sub
ever.
which used three of the sporting items from when one man realizes that there are four cently bought up a lot of idle vessels on the mitted, and only consent when their vessels
Mrs. W. A. Billings of Bangor, wbo bas the 3rd of July.
The aggressive work of tbe Rocklands sim 1 uesday’s Courier-Gazette. Two were not men to help him be should act accordingly. Great Lakes nnd will bring them through Ihe arc at a disadvantage by being either upon
been the guest of her cousin, Miss Lucy
Tbe next lew days were ones of interest.
Ames, has returned home.
Late 1 1 the afternoon of the 8th we ar ply dazed the Portlands who were looking for credited at all and the third was credited to
The Lewistons will hereafter be a good canals to enter into service on the Allantic spot or nearby. Coal and other freights from
Mrs. Harriet Crie leaves in a few days for rived tfif Siboney and disembarked tbe a snap and before they recovered the game the Star. The same items have since gone drawing card here. Although the score looks and Gulf coastt. They are, of coutse, small Europe to the East are offering lair return!,
Chicago, where she will be tbe guest during following day. This was accomplished with had been lost. Those who were present— the rounds with the Portland Press and the big yet tbe fight s^axed hot and heavy dur vessels, such as can go through the canals; therefore business lor forward tonnage is not
considerable risk on account of the high sea and tbe number was not very large—called it Star getting the credit. The Courier-Gazette ing the whole forty-five minutes and all but there is going to be a lot of wotk fur sought from this sale. Barrel petroleum
the winter of her brothers.
tbe most satisfactory game ever played here. clips from other papers every sporting item Rockland got she earned by hard work. For small craft as well as for big steamers.
w- Monira
.» • „ Crockett
_. ,, entertained
, , 1 1 a sma 1 and , lack
landing
facilities. However,
freights remain quiet, but with light offerings
Miss
. , ofwithout
...
1* .
. only
..
Snowman, the referee, did not show up so which would have a local interest, but, seldom instance in the second period not a ball was
we landed
serious .accident,
"Dining tbe war there was an apparent of suitable vessel*, rales are very firm. Lum
party of friends at her home on North Main losing
John Bird was prevailed upon to officiate. Mr. fails to give credit.
caged; Smith had fifteen stops—one a min falling off of Ihe mercantile tonnage of the ber tonnage to the River (Mate continues in
tbe
captain’s
camp
chest
which
we
street Friday evening. A very tempting afterwards fished aboard in a damaged con Bird did a good job. The only fouls he
ute, and it was only by his phenomenal stops United States of over 19,000 torn. This was quired for, and several charters have been
mm•
lunch was prepared through the medium of dition, his camera plates, etc. bsiog ruined; called were on Rockland, once when Perry
only apparent, however, and waa caused by completed at $H.25 hence and from the East
What bat become of the amateur league? that the visitors did not score several times.
the chafing dish.
a lost of no small consequence, as our cap threw up his hand to stop a hard drive and 'Til about time the boys were getting together.
John Bird again officiated as referee an so many merchant ihipa being enrolled in to Buenos Ayres. Tonnage from tbe Prov
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Keene, who have been tain prized his plate outfit more than the when Maynard prevented a goal by dropping
the fairness of his decisions was appreciated the navy and army service.
inces is yet held at $•) and J10 to Buenos
visiting in Fremont, Neb., are expected home actual money value, some $75.
to the floor.
by players and audience alike.
"As a mailer of fact the tonnage of met Ayres and Rosario, which rates are above
the latter part of the week. They will prob
It was the best game Rockland has played
Manager French has struck it rich, but not
The summary:
The first duty of a soldier is to make
chant ships flying tbe American flag largely shippers’ limits. Orders continue to offer
ably spend Thanksgiving with their daughter, himself comfortable, which we proceeded to this season and we guess about tbe poorest until he had surmounted numerous obstacles. R O C K L A N D
increased. The navy and army used 67,713 from the Gulf, but owners decline to accept
LKW IBTO N
Mrs. F. W. Darling, in Hyde Park, Mass.
Aral ru*h
The attendance in Bangor is constantly in Murphy
Foster tons of merchant shipping, 11,003 tons were tbe bids of I12 to Montevideo f. o., insisting
do by hunting up a suitable camping ground Portland has played. The summary:
Perry
second ru*h
Boribner
Mrs. E. E. Payson returned Sunday from a high up on the side of a hill and erecting R O C K L A N D
slriken
from Ihe list because of the new plan upon a higher rate. There it a moderate
P O R T L A N D creasing.
Fitzgerald
center
Miller
Cam obeli
1st rush
visit of two months with her parents, Mr. and our shelter tents, but before this was finished Murphy
Muynard
half back
of dropping fractions in computing the mer demand for tonnage (o Brazil, but vessels
H ayes
Perry
W hippie
2 nd rush
Booth
goal
Ro cklan d 7 , L ew iston i .
Farrell chant marine, and Ihe government bought are not readily obtainable at the rates cur
Mrs. L. A. Moore, Danville, III. Mrs. Pay- night overtook us, and after a supper of Jaaon
center
Crockett-Mltcholl
Ooal
Won by
Made by
Time
son was joined at Philadelphia by her hus cold canned beef, tomatoes and the indis Ptaelau
West India freights are improving.
Turnbull
halfback
Rockland
Charlie Fitzgerald joined the Rocklands 1
l'erry
46 foreign merchant ships of Ihe aggregate ton rent.
goal
Allen
band who bpd gone to the Quaker City on pensable hardtack we turned in for our first Maynard
nage of 27,823, making a total of 106,537 Lumber from the Gulf, together with coal and
2
Rockland
Fitzgerald
Wo
iy
Time last night and tbe event was signalized by the
3
Rockland
night on Cuban soil. Tbe following day Goals
Murphy
business.
general
cargo orders from Atlantic ports have
Ions
not
put
down
in
the
list
of
merchant
I'hy
4 25 home team putting the lads from the banks
4
Lewlaton
Bcrlbner
men at tbe time the report of the commis increased materially of late, which fact has
Mr. and Mrs. R. Anson Crie leave in a few (Sunday) was spent in getting our commis
Limit of the Androscoggin completely to rout.
Rockland
2 26 Htzgerald himself wore a Lewiston uniform
Berry
sioner of nsvigation was made up. Subtract served to strengthen rates. Tonnage, how
days for Florida, where they will spend the sary stores and tbe balloon up to the camp
Rockland
8 62
Perry
Rockland
FitzgeiaN
the 19,282 tuns which Ihe merchant marine ever, offers very iparingly, owners being rewinter at Doytona, at the mouth of Halifax and cleaning up around the tents.
2 16 last year but this season has been playing with
Perry
Rockland
Rockland
Perry
Tbe captain and first Sergeant Floyd
apparently decreased, and we have an actual juctant to accept the Ireights while back bus
river. Kelley B. Crie will join bis parents in
Limit tbe Hartfords. His presence on the team
Rockland
Murphy
8 00 supplied tbe necessaiy balance wheel.
Rockland
Murphy
increase ol 87,255 tons of merchant shipping iness is of such an unsatisfactory character.
the early spring, for a few weeks before they walked over the mountains to Gen. Shafter's
Rockland
Perry
Rockland
Murphy
1 16
for the year.
Coaitwire Intuber rates are well sustained,
return north. They will be accompanied by headquarters to report to Mayor Green of the
At now constituted the Rockland team is u; iiui 12, Biujm, niuiiu ^u, rin
2
03
Portlund
W
hipple
"Thia is an actual increase because the and a larger business hat t>een completed.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kelley and Miss Maud U.S. tegular army signal corps. On the follow*
fully tbe equal of any team in the league and Bird; tlmur A . T . BUckioglon.
Rockland
Perry
ing day they returned to our camp and orders
merchant ships taken by tbe government are Coal rates to the East are improving. The
Portland
Campbell
Kendrick of Fairfield.
the wearers of tbe gray have their optics on
were issued dividing_ our corps
into
small
Tbe Baiba will be here for two games being rapidly turned back to their legitimate demand is better and owners are gradually
Hcore Rockland 7, Portland 2; rushes, Murphy 0 * the championship piece of bunting.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Simonton returned Sat parties, for immediate service. _ Capt. Butler j Campbell
8; stops, Muynard 28 , Allen 44; fouls,
There was no let up in the game last night Thanksgiving afternuon and evening. Batb uses, and those bought from foreign nations forcing higher quotations.
urday night from a fortnight’s trip to New and Lieut. Walker taking two construction ;
l ’err3r» referee, John Bird; tim er, A . T .
Charter*—Scb. E. M. Willey, Portland to
and tbe yells of tbe enthusiasts could have bas beaten Rockland twice tbit teaaon and will follow. But an increase ia not expected
York where they were guests of their son gangs of 7 men each set out for the front to | BC D,tou*
Poinl-a I’itrc, thooki p. t.—Sch. Hattie Dunn,
been heard almost in the "village'’ of Lewis Ihe Rockland team thinks it about time fur in Ihe merchant marine in time of war.
Maurice. Mr. Simonton was an interested reconstruct tbe hastily run lines of tbe first
the tide to change—hence tbe possibility ol
"Now Ihat Ihe war is over and Ibe com- Baltimore to Minatitlan, rails £4.50—Sch.
ton.
witness of tbe election day excitement in New landing party. Sergeant Hobbs took four
Tbe great Harvard and Yale game of Sat
merciat policy of tbe United State* is about Austin D. Knight, hence to Manzanillo, coal
The home team forced the fight from tbe seeing too well conteated games.
York city, and says that on the uight of elec men and manned the telegraph and telephone urday resulted in a decided victory for Har
to reach out beyond the seas, the great boom and machinery, o. L—Bk. Evie Reed, Trini
tion tbe city was one mass of bonfires. Tbe office at Siboney, while Sergeant Mitchell with vard by a score of 17 to o. Tbe game was tape and passed under the wire with their
to New York, asphalt fi.9 0 —Sch. Ira B.
next day one would not have known that three privates was sent to Darquiri to man played in a pouring rain storm, but 18,000 opponents almost distanced.
The pretence of tbe band at tbe game ia will come. It ia expected also that Maiue dad
will, slowly, perhaps, but surely, get back its Ellcms, hence to Harranquila, general cargo
It was a "scrappy" game with more rough
such a thing as an election bad been held.
the station there, 1st Sergeant Welch and 3 people watched it, unmindful of the drench ness than necessary iu the first period, and much appreciated by the audience. It helpi foreign canying trade. It is proved that at or about | i , 000—Sch. Lizzie Chadwick,
enliven things.
Miss Mabel Hall, one of the leadii g to- men going to Agualorcs (near military head- ing they were receiving. In tbe last 15 years
transaltantic commerce can be aucccssfully Brunswick to New York, lumber #5 75—Sch.
poranos of tbe First Baptist Choral Associa headquarters) to man the flag station. Tbe Yale bas deleated Harvard nine times, bas
carried on in American bottoms, and tbe Cattle Jamesoo, Satilla to New York, lumtion, goes to Boston next week, where she remainder of the corps were employed in de bad one tie game, and bas once been defeat
stimulus given to shipbuilding in tbis coun ker I4 75—Scb. M. Luella Wood, Jackson
)* 0 + 0 * 0 * 0 d 0 + 0 + 0 d 0 b 0 b 0 + 0 d 0 * 0 + 0 * 0 * 0 + 0 d 0 * 0 + 0 + 0 * 0 * 0 * 0
will pursue a course of vocal training under tail work, repairing lines, camp guard, etc.
ed. Four years no game was played between
try by the necessity of supplying a fleet for ville to New York, lumber £4.874—Scb. Ma
Hodgdon, one of the eminent instructors of
On Sunday and Monday forenoons wc tbe two universities. Yale in all bas scored
tbe carrying on of tbe great commerce which bel Hooper, Jacksonville to New York, ties
that city. Miss Hall has a voice of great heard the bombardment by our naval vessels. 167 points and Harvard 30 points. Tbe scores
will he ours with our outlying possessions, p. t,—Scb. Isaac Orbeton, hence to Philadel
W e H ave B een A sked
sweetness and purity and it is a pleasure to Then three days under a flag ol truce without of these games is as follows:
will have its tffecl in stimulating Ihe build phia, ore 85 cents net—Sch. D. II. Rivers,
know that she is to be another of the Rock a shot.
1883—
Yale, 23; Harvard, 2.
ing of vessels for Ihe foreign carrying' trade New Orleans to New York, ragar 60 cents—
Many times what the nature of our business is in our
land singers ti receive professional training.
An noon, Thursday we saw and beard 12 or
1884—
Yale, 52; Harvard, o.
with Europe and South America. And thus Scb. W. J. Lermund, New Orleans to Balti
1883—No game played.
Gilbert Gilley jf Medfield and brother 13 heavy guns then all was quiet. About an
Ihe Pine Tice slate will again build Ihe ships more, sugar p. t.—Sch. Empress, hence to
1886—
Yale, 29; Harvard, 4.
Edw. Gilley of Medway, Man., were in tbe I hour later we were informed by operators at
for the New Wotld.”
Portland, cement 23 cents.
•
1887—
Yale,'17; Harvard, 8.
city last week, having visited at Mt. Desert, the front Ibat tbe enemy bad surrendered.
(,’o a l — Scb. Hubert A. Snow, Hoboken to
1888—
No game played.
On tbe 20th I was sent to Daiquiri to ex
also Buckiport, Nortbport and other places
Salem, 9 0 cents—Sch. Georgie Gilkey, Edgein this vicinity, their first visit here for 14 change placet with I'at Bell of Bangor, wbo
1889—
Yale, 6; Harvard, o.
Allison McFarland, who supplied the water to Charleston, 75 cents--Scb. F. G.
We will say that we make to order
1890—
Harvard, 12; Yale, 6.
years. Gilbert Gilley was a member of tbe took my place at Siboney.
ibe place of a member of Co. H, tat Maiue French, Hoboken to Salem, 90 cents—Scb.
1891—
Yale, 10; Harvard, o,
president’s body guard during the years of
On tbe evening of tbe 23d tbe station at
Vol.. during Ihe war aa book keeper with Ibe C. S. Gliddeu, Pbi'adelpbia to Galveston, p. t.
1892—
Yale, 6; Harvnd, o.
the civil war, and has many interesting stories Darquiri was abandoned, rhe commissary
firm of Morse, Trussell, McLoon Sc Co., will
1893—
Yale, 6; Harvard, o.
to relate of tbe noble Abraham Lincoln and stores and guard being sent to Santiago, we
make a voyage to sea in tebuuner Robert
A|» 1.11(1 Iu M Nut HIacII.
those thrilling times. Mr. Gilley married receiving orders to report to Major Green at
■894—Yale, 12; Harvard, 4.
McFarland.
uirlijg ballad*,
lug card*.
1895—No game played.
Cassandra Holbrook of this city and at one headquarters, Santiago, where we arrived pn
Ig *
"Uk’iu
(Bug
1 ‘ sal, - 4
We ulso muku Ladies’ House Dresses, consisting of plajn basks
arcbli
time resided here, living in tbe Elijah Hall tbe 24th. On July 29th 1 received orders to
Marching,
d rillin g ,______ w,
1899—No game played.
Great
interest
prevails
lo
hear
Mrs.
Lura
Lying
'round
pblToaophlziug;
Lytflf
V
_____
____
..
house on Crescent street. He moved from take one mao, John Marshall, and report at
1897—Vale, 0; Harvard,
and skirts. We do all kinds o f altering, such as cutting sleeves
ditch**, learning U clii*,
M. Ridley, contralto, in solo at the Thanks Digging
here to Ohio and a few years since located in Siboney to take tbe place of Sergl. Fred
Jown to the prevailing styles, rnukiDg new Jackets out of old ones,
d lu g g u a r d u n til y o u r b a ck a c h e s ;
giv'.ig night concert. Mrs. Ridley, wbo for rHigu u' ig
Medfield, Mass. Both gentlemen enjoyed Stuart of Auburn, wbo was ill with yellow
la u n d r y , p ic k in g[ Iraab up,
putting on new collars.
1 lute months bas been contralto of tbe Con
Capt. McKay of tbe Portlands was 40 year,
u Ifig c a m p a n d diahtu ha*h ui
meeting old friends again, but found many fever. Arrived late that nigbt thoroughly
1U1,
Wc make G o lf Capes out o f shawls; in fact we do anything
gregational choir, poasesaea ■ voice of great
changes since they last were here.
soaked by a tropical sbower. Two or three old last Thursday and war presented a gold
alb#,
purity
and
richness,
and
her
singing
is
al
mounted
pipe.
possible to improve the looks or fitting qualities of all kinds of
days later Sergt. Lowell, wbo bad charge, was
ways a delight. A wider audience will he
taken ill wilb malaria and 1 assumed charge
outside garments for ladies.
enabled to bear her on this occasion, when U tiliug ietUfi* from cur folk*,
of tbe efbee. A few days later privates
Tbe Portland team it destined never to win
boozing, cracking joke*,
We also cut to measure Bask, Skirt, Coal, Jacket, Cape and
she has one of tba Elijah selections, snd for tinoozfng,
Alcord and Marshall were also taken ill. On tbe championship, at least with tbe present
Thinking of th« folk* If not them,
Collarette Patterns for home manufacture.
her other solo Sslnt-Sacn'a aria (rout “Sam- Tbcu tbvif *MMlb«*rl* -Iboa* wbo'Ve got ib«u>;
tbe 12tb of August Sergt. Stuart died ol yel team.
100
and
Delilah."
Reading
paper*,
reading book*.
Our
work
is
all
done
by
experienced
tailoresses
and
we
guarantee
low fever and a week later Sergt. Lowell and
Failing, grumbling, “ cuaalng** cooks;
privates Alcord and Marshall were sent to tbe
satisfactory fit, style and handiwork.
Writing Icttcra, cleaning tent* up,
Jim Mooney baa been released by Hart
Iu our uouMrn sewing i«uU up;
states. Bell, Feeney and I held out until ford, Wodkt* having reported (or duty after
H u *lu g , growlUig, /roiling, fu**lng,
about a week before we left then Bell gave a severe illness. Now if tbe Maine League
C o a ts a n d S u its M a d e to M e a s u r e a t R ea d y
jOOCXXXXJOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO Kicking, bowling, working, “ »a*«ing,"
up and next day Feeney’, ears gave out, managers are smart tbe (.bain-lightning rusher
Drilling like old-(tine cadet*,
. . M a d e P r ic e s . . .
We Have a lot of Children's probably from quinine. Tbis left me alone will be seen back here again before tbe sea
iking pines and cigarette*
T elling alone*, making miebet
Colored Cloaks that we have marked and on tbe 31st of August I got orders to re son is much older.
|4pl it ting
1 and washing die be*;
turn
to
Santi.go
to
take
a
transport
for
the
down to the wholesale price. They
Tvrslcf In 1 •ound o f "U pn,"
■
cpeullug verae* and aboolrug crap*;
have got to go aud that without any U. S. Arrived in Santiago tbe 1st of Septem
Taunton Newt: Tbere ate some great
Wanting tight with tfpaJn'* ‘\ o u ccilo *,'
profit to us. We also have a nice Hue ber aud went on board of tbe S. S. Saratoga
(jelling it with big iuo*ijuiu
goal
tenders
in
tbe
Maine
league,
at
tbe
and on tbe 3d wc were cnroule for God’s
of Children’s Uauueu aud Hoods.
Taking quinine, *k k or w«.
T hanksgiving D a y ^
country unce more, arriving at Montauk Point average polo enthusiast will admit teeing Ibc
< odor ob and calomel;
work of Alien, Casbmao and Smith-----Capt.
Running out to aco the ‘M ua.
tbe nth. t —E Sincerely yours,
T h u rsd ay, N ov. 3 4 .
Willoughby
Block,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Tailing
< n * a n tL c . a rumw:
McGiivray
of
tbe
New
Britain
live
bat
already
11. A. Emmons,
S t a m p e d C o o d e in o u r N o r t h
(id lin g up at bv« o'clock,
cut out ijr himself a warm place in tbe
. H E A D O P R A N K IN S T
Sergt. Stb Co. U. S. V. Signal Corps.
0 4 0 4 o e o e o so 4o so so e o so e o e o so e o so e o e o so e o 4 0 eo#0 4 0 e ;
W auling light and bear it g
W in d o w .
Thinking
V i arc not iu cioi
Lota of Tiukcya, Ducks, Gccte,
WwndelTug wbe 12 tbe war'll

N o w

G o in g

|Fearful Sacrifice
Sto re 4 1 0 & 4 1 2
M a in S t.

A

on

As this stock was one of tlio besti
in Bangor aiul remarkable for lino!
grade of Dry Goods, wo can safely
say (o the public that we shall <
place on onr counters tbe best as-!
sortment of genuine BARGAINS I
When you sec them yon will re4* nlizc wliat they are; also that

D a ily

f our Prices are Terribly Low;

T

S IM O N T O N D R Y G O O D S C O .,

4 1 0 &, 4 1 2
M a i n S tr e e t.

LADIES’ DEPARTM ENT

Ladies’ Suits (C oats and S kirts), Jackets, Coats, Capes,
C ollarettes, etc., etc.,

«

C h ild re n ’s
C olo re d
C lo a ks

W. D. ANDREWS
^

The Ladies’ Store,
MRS.

1 . F.

CROCKET f, Plop.

5 p o f< o rd B lo c k ,

T A ILO R

^

U r . Y o u S n u t ’r B i u r a o u l o ( u O l u t a l o r l i r e

M . i a a c k - N u w , convenient, p u .lllie , nleaaant,
harrulcsa c u t. tor tiour aioruucb, LH.Ut.a after
Weight in the Biomach, W ind on the

The New Falm outh Hotel,

.Sumach trouble* direct!) traceable to Inujaeattu
3d c e n t f t d . Bold by W. J. Coakiey, C H. Mu.

The m ost beautifully furnished hotel east of Huston.
location. 100 Rooms at $2.SO p er day. Cars pass the door.

M a i n S tre e t MCo.

■

Turkey Shoot!

PO RTLAN D ,
M E.

E very m odern Im provem en t; central

Chick-cui.

— Fred W . Roper, 1*1

l - V K l t l llo t> V I S i t l T K D .

W . H . K a llo c h .
OOOOOCOOQOOOOOOOQOOOOOOO^

i T o i a i .
, R11 Kt*| Ym Ham/

>BmitJit

r

THE ROCKLAND
W o m e n S h o u ld K n ow It.
Many women lofler untold agony and milcry became the nature of their diieaie it
not correctly underrtood. They have been
led to believe that womb trouble or female
weakness of aome aort ia responsible for the
many ilia that beset womankind.
Neuralgia, nervousness, headache, puffy or
dark circlet under the eyes, rheumatism, a
dragging pain or dull ache in the back,
weakness or bearing-down sensation, profuse
or scanty supply of urine with strong odor,
frequent desire to pass it with scalding or
burning sensation, sediment in it after stand
ing in bottle or common glass for twentyfour hours, arc signs of kidney and bladder
trouble.
The above symptoms are often attributed
by the patient herself or by her physician to
female weakness or womb trouble. Hence,
so many fail to obtain relief, because they arc
treating, not the disease itself, but a reflection
of the primary cause, which is kidney trouble.
In fact, women as well as men are made
miserable with kidney and bladder trouble
and both need the same remedy.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is the great dis
covery of the eminent kidney and bladder
specialist, and is easy to get at any drug store
for fifty cents or one dollar.
To prove its wonderful merits you may
have a sample bottle and book telling all
about it, both sent absolutely free by mall.
Kindly mention The Courier-Gazette and
send your address to Dr. Kilmer & Co. Bing
hamton, N. Y.

was rust it was a different article from that we
had in the fall of 1897. I had a yield of 250
bushels to the acre of nice potatoes, without
any unsound ones in the lot. In the spring
of ’97 I had 14 acres of strawberries, 25 varie
ties, and lost more than half of them by rust.
This season I commenced to spray with Bor
deaux as soon as uncovered, spraying 4 times.
The last time, when berries were half grown,
I sprayed with ammoniscal carbonate mixture,
I had the best crop that I have ever raised.
I feel certain that spraying has paid me and I
shall do more of it another season. I should
be pleased to hear from other persons that
have tried spraying the past season.
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ILLINOIS LABOR TROUBLES

CONSULTING A WOMAN.
M rs. P ln k h a m 's A dvice In s p ire s
C onfidence a n d H ope.
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A man from a neighboring town brought to
While almost every whistle along the water
Governor Tanner’s action in regard to the
front screeched a hearty welcome, the U. S. the American express office in Belfast Mon
recent labor trouble in Illinois proved a very
Examination by a male physician Is interesting subject for discussion at the last
revenue steamer Woodbury came up the har day two coon kittens to be shipped to Massa
a hard trial to a delicately organized meeting of the debating society.
bor and anchored at 2 30 Wednesday after chusetts. He stated that be has at home a
cat 13 years old, and that he has sold of her
woman.
noon,says the Portland Press.
F. H. Hill and L, R. Campbell endeavored
She come directly from the Norfolk Navy kittens more than *75 worth.
She puts it off ns long as she dare, to justify Mr. Tanner in the stand he took
A weird tale of three tramps holding up a and Is only driven to It by fear of can and L. F. Starrett and G. O. Coombs spoke
Yard where she has been divesting herself of
her armor and putting on the garb of peace. man on the Dimariscotta Mills road was cir cer, polypus, or some dreadful 111.
upon the opposite side.
The lead color which she wore on the culated in Damariscotta Monday. There
F. II. Hill opened the argument by saying,
Most frequently such a woman leaves
Havana blockade has given place to the white were three tramps and a man, but they did not
A scale of wages bad been agreed upon by
a
physician’s
office
in which she was dressed when she left here hold him up very high. Only tried to borrow
tbe employers and employees, but tbe opera
Thos. H. Donahue, Rockland.
M . O . W il s o n .
where she has un tors saw fit to break the agreement and en
T ile d I. Robinson Drug Co., Thomaston.
on March 19th. Her guns have been dis a chew ol tobacco, says the Herald.
Rose & Chandler, Camden.
L i b e r t y .—No special attention has ever
dergone a critical deavored to force tbe miners to accept smaller
tributed among other vessels until now she
The homestead ol the late Hon. Seth L.
H. Newman, Warren.
been given to raising early lambs by the mi mounts only one rapid fire gun, a six-pounder,
examination with wages. I have traveled through those regions
Milliken
on
Congress
street
in
Belfast
together
jority of farmers in this vicinity; but in the and one Colt’s automatic gun, one of those
an
impression
.more
and
I
can
realize
tbe
suffering
and
hardships
few cases that I have known where men have gurfs that do fhe rest when you press the with the Patten farm in Lincolnville and the
or less, of discour which those miners would have to undergo if
Konitz firm in Belmont were sold at auction
given a flock of good sheep good care and
they were thrown out of employment. They
agement.
by the administratrix, Saturday afternoon, at
raised lambs early, they have paid better than trigger.
On the fifteenth of May, the Woodbury the office of R. F. Dunton. Miss Maud Milli
barely eke out a living now, and they
This condi can
anything else on the farm. The reason more reached
the
blockading
line
off
Havana.
She
have to live in houses which arc nothing but
ken
bought
all
the
property.
farmers have not practiced this method of was then armed with seven Hotchkiss Rapid
Can B e Cured w ith*
tion of the huts. I believe that Gov. Tanner saw that if
In some of the Maine cities talk is being
treatment for their sheep is that it takes too Fire guns and one Automatic Colt, a kicker.
mind destroys these imported laborers from another state
out D ie tin g _ ^
much time and care, attributes in which farm On about the twentieth of May, when Cer- made in favor of having abuttnrs clear the
the effect of were allowed to take the places of these men
ers are deficient. We, in this vicinity, vera’s fleet was expected at Havana, the sidewalks in front of their residences and
declnrps Mr* II. D. .Jcllerson o f Charles*
advice; and it would have caused much more misery, and Firmly
town, Ma m ., formerly n well-known roil dent of
have raised only common sheep, given them Woodbury fought a night engagement just places of business of snow after a track has
s h e g to w s bloodshed and strife than if the operators Itooklftnd, who has discovered a remody which hni
little care, and have sold the lambs in August after
been made by the snow plows of the street
entirely
cured her o f Diabetes, after five year*
were
checked,
and
so
he
took
the
best
possi
twelve
o’clock,
with
another
vessel
of
worse rather
and September, receiving small pay and small the blockading fleet. The other vessel turned department. Such a plan if carried into
with all the Ilia attending the disease In
way to preserve peace, which was his sol ■Itsoffering
than better. In consulting Mrs. Pink- ble
worst form. Kvery known method of treatment
profit, if any. There is no reason why sheep her automatic guns on the Woodbury, but the effect would save a lot of municipal expendi
emn
duty
and
obligation
to
the
state
and
na
wns
resorted
to with no curatlvo effect; dieting she
and cows cannot be kept on the same farm at bullets were turned by the armor plate which ture, says the Waterville Mail.
ham no hesitation need be felt, the tion.”
considers a slow process of starvation.
a good profit, but both need careful selection covered her sides. None of the heavier guns
Many Rockland people know o f Mrs. .Tellerson'a
Dr. John Stevens ol Belfast received the
story is told to a woman and is wholly
L. F. Starrett said: "The governor is the cose,
and good care and management, without from either vessel took effect as the sea was good news last week of the re-election of bis
and
that
several years ago she was very low,
confidential. Mrs. Pinkliam’s address commander of the militia as the president is not expected to
live with this dreaded disease
which they will not be a success. There must so dark that it was hard to distinguish the brother, Congressman Frederick C. Stevens,
Diabotee. Today she Is as well a woman as can be
be some outlay of money for good blooded forms of the opposing ships. After a con in the St. Paul district, Minnesota. Con Is Lynn, Mass., she offers sick women the commander of the army, and the preser found
In this city, and her recovery Is due to this
vation of peace is his most important duty. It
rams, and not only good blooded but really flict of about twenty minutes’ duration, the gressman Stevens was re-elected by a major her advice w ithout charge.
was
not
the
mine
owners
who
called
for
help
Her intimato knowledge of women’s
good ones. Don’t buy pedigrees, but buy an
vessels got close enough to make each ity of 3,500, and his friends will be very
troubles makes her letter of advice a but the sheriff who realized his inability to
imals, give them good care and you will have two
MAINE BOARD OF A6RICULTURE
out, and, after passing a ball, hostilities proud over his magnificent victory. Congress well-spring of hope, and her wide experi preserve order. The governor refused, be
good results. The barns ate full of hay now other
man
Stevens
was
a
one-time
resident
of
Rock
cause he said, these men, whom the mine
for which there is no sale and it ought to be were suspended.
ence and skill point the way to health. owners had gotten to take the place of the
about the twenty-fifth of July, at night, land.
consumed on the farm and can be, paying theOn
“ I suffered w ith ovarian trouble for strikers, had learned their trade under a con It has also been provod to be a specific for chronic
U. S. S. Peoria was creeping along the
Camden Herald: Shipbuilding in Maine
more in good money than it will bring at the shore
seven years, and no doctor knew w hat vict system. It is a strange plea to make that complaints, being a
and showing no lights. The Wood is certainly improving. Bath is having plenty
The board bulletin of the Maine State barn for shipment.
Wm. II. M o o d y .
bury fired into her, and then she showed her of business in addition to the tremendous
was (he m atter w ith me. I had spells those men were scalawags and cut-throats
P erfect B lood P urifier.
Board of Agriculture is a sheep number. In
lights.
rush of business at the Iron Works. Several
which would last for two days or more. There is nothing to show they were such men.
the introductory the Board says:
an
Physicians who aro using this remedy among
In the latter part of June, one day, three vessels are being built at Thomaston, one be
ROCKPORT
K ID N K Y and
"In making this number of the bulletin a
I thought I would try Lydia E. Pink- The governor said that the mine owners their patients affirm that for TCIDNKY
tnov Its equal.
Spanish gunboats came out of Havana with ing launched the past week. At Millbridge
fight their own battles. Upon this B L A D D E R trouble they do not know
sheep number it was our desire to call the at
ham’s Vegetable Compound. I have might
W est RocKroRT— Mrs. Aaron Andrews
Isco
Mrs.
Jellcraon
Is
placing
this
Discovery
before
hired Pinkerton detectives and armed the public, knowing that thousands
tention of our farmers particularly to the ad has two silver teaspoons; one 200 years old the intention of attacking the Wilmington and work will begin at once on a new vessel
tnousanus aro dying with
taken seven bottles of it, and nm en they
tbe negroes and the result was a pitched nat Diabetes who do not know thuro Is a euro.
vantages, as well as the details relating to the and the other 10 0 years old-------- Mrs. Tease the Woodbury, the only vessels of the block while here in Camden Bean’s yard is full of
tirely
cured.”—Mus.
J
o h n F o b e m 'a n , 20 tie. Alter this trouble Mr. Tanner was com
ading
fleet
in
sight
at
the
time.
All
the
others
work. Some of the older ship building
management, of this great industry. We be and son from the Head-of-the-Lake, have
T e s t im o n ia l| fr o m a L c a d i n ^ l'h y s lo la n .
N. \Voodberry Ave., Baltimore. Md.
pelled to send the militia upon the scene, but
lieve it is true that successful agriculture in bought Arthur Clark's house near the black were “hull down” to the eastward. But the towns however, like Waldoboro and DamaIIahhiktt's Dihcovkut, a euro for Diabetes
The above letter from Mrs. Foreman it would have been much better if be bad has proved one of tbe best remedies 1 have ever
Maine to-day lies through some system of live smith shop----- Mrs. Nellie Lampson and two Yankees did not wait to be attacked, They riscotts, seem to have been out of the ship
used
in Diabetes. I believe It will euro the dlseaso
done to in tbe first place. It was right and
Is only one of thousands.
stock husbandry, and that sheep raising is one sons went to Cambridgeport Friday night to went for the superior force in such a business building business so long that they start up
in every instance. Am ong children who hnve weak
like manner that the Spaniards steamed for
proper for bim to express sympathy for the kidneys, and those who ars unablo to retain their
of its most important branches.
For Itching ami d ialin g l ’ay Stowell used
meet her husband. They will make it their the protection of the Havana batteries so fast slowly.
men,but
by
his
vacillating
conduct
he
lost
tbe
urlno, I have yet to llnd a caso whoro Harriett’s
“ We are glad indeed to note that our cor home-------- Miss Dunbar from South Hope is
Biddeford Record: There has been a
opportunity to gain what he sought, and his Discovery has not given a permanent rollof.
respondents have responded so fully with keeping house for Mr. Leach----- The sewing the Wilmington and Woodbury could not good deal of gush about Maine's gratitude to
(o m fo rt
ow der
E D W IN 8 . KIM P I ON , M, D.,
conduct was responsible for tbe lives that
their experiences and observations. We re circle was held Thursday with Mrs. Marion cafch them.
the volunteers of the First Maine regiment.
Charlestown, Maes.
The Woodbury went into Havana on Aug We shall see at the next sessiun of the legis
Sim pays It makes the skin feel so soft and were lost.” Here Mr. Starrctt's poetical sen
gret that we are unable to publish all of the 1 olman-----Mrs. Drew arrived home from
For tho convenience o f patients In this vicinity,
smooth, relieving lind curing irrltntton Immedi- timent got the mastery over him and he arrangements
have
been made with Capt. F. A .
communications in full. We believe onr Howland last Wednesday where she has been ust 4th, under a flag of truce, to arrange for lature bow deep that gratitude is. The legis ntelv.
It is stronglv endorsed by M cry .1. Fulton,
PXTBRBON,
894
Main
B
t
,
Rockland,
Maine, whore
quoted
verses
from
Hood.
He
also
ex
the
exchange
of
four
hundred
Spanish
prison
readers who are interested in this business on a short visitTrutued Nurse, of lihston. Druggists sell it.
-Oscar Gould is at work ers captured by the U. S. S.* Badger at lature can make good to the men what they
tho Discovery can bo obtained, also circulars with
pressed himself astonished at some remarks testimonials
will get much which may be of value to them for Mr. Buzzell.
have been robbed of on the clothing account.
will be sent to all parties sending
made
by
Campbell,
who,
he
said,
had
tried
to
Nuevitas.
by a careful perusal of these remarks.”
Soldiers settled in Biddeford yesterday and
address.
8 ST
make a hero of Mr. Tanner in a Pickwickian
The last fire from Havana came from Morro had $16.33 deducted for clothing which was
Following are some of the letters received
i l l m e M e x ic a n H o u s e h o ld .
Castle on the day the protocol was signed. not worth $5 when they received it from the
WALDOBORO.
and no doubt they will be read with interest
The arrangement of furniture la sense. He also expressed himself in favor of
giving
laborcis
as
high
wages
as
possible
as
It
was
fired
at
the
Woodbury,
who
had
gone
by many of our readers:
state. The man who had a full outfit paid
F e y l e r ' s C o r n e r .—Mrs. Caroline Schwartz
to close too the batteries,watching to bead off no more than the one who was only furnished much more formal than In the United this would be for the best interest of capital
W a s h i n g t o n —Farmers in Ibis section are of Rockland is visiting her son Benjamin
attempt to escape which General Blano by the state with a misfit blouse and a pair Statea. It Is a very common sight to as well as labor.
keeping nearly double the sheep they did a Schwartz-----Grace Creamer is spending a an
see a splendidly furnished parlor with
By this time all present could see by tbe
expected to make.
of trousers. Such injustices as this the state
few years ago, and we thoroughly believe In it. few days with Mrs. Fred Stetson——Mrs. was
shot like most Spanish shots, missed can make good. Will the legislature do it? a row of straight-backed chairs all gleam in L. R. Campbell’s eyes that he had
Last year one sheep brought us in more than Wilson and daughter Nettie returned from theThe
at last found the opportunity he had so long
mark
at
which
it
was
aimed,
but
a
frag
ten dollers, and the expense was very small. Rockport Saturday-------- W. II. Walter went ment lodged in the stern of the San Francieco
Lincold County News: For some weeks nllke with their backs against the wall been waiting for. This question just suited
One great mistake farmers make is in not to Hampton, N. II., Monday-------- Jacob who was lying some distance outside of the past the degree staff of Good Luck Rebekah and ns close together as they can be him. He arose and said, with voice husky with
keeping the very best sheep they can get, and Bogues, Lendon Burgess and Frank Stain are
Lodge has been under the personal instruc placed clear around the room.
emotioD, "The question between la
cutter.
Heavy single doors, such as are suppressed
then feeding them well. Many farmers get cutting Christmas trees in this’ vicinity-------- little
bor and capital is one of the greatest questions
The officers of the Woodbury at present tion of George W. Brown ol Warren, who has
an idea that sheep don't want any water, and Mrs. Sophia Heyer is in Warren staying a few are:
taken infinite pains in petf cting new and used in the United States, are practi
our times, but we are apt to take it up in a
Captain
John
Dennett,
U.
S.
R.
C.
S.,
that the "orts" from the other cattle’s cribs is weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Gardner Win who commanded the U. S. revenue steamer original floot work. Mr. Brown is well qual cally unknown In Mexican houses of
partisan manner. If a wiong is committed
good enough for them. Get a good, thrifty slow-------- W. S. Johnston is spending the Galveston during the war; Lieut. John G. ified for this work as he is perhaps the best either nt entrances or between In by a larborer, we call it anarchism, and if
Southdown ewe lamb, give it good hay, and week at Cyrus Walters.’
Berry, U. S. R. C. S.; Lieut Charles Satterlee, posted Degree Master in the two counties. terior rooms. zYll doors open In the some men are oppressed by a corporation we
after she has dropped her lamb give her some
The
lodge
ha„just
received
new
and
elegant
U. S. R. C. S.; Chief Engineer Edward G,
middle and are fastened with bolts call it monopoly. I read a book once by the
shorts and some of "Barker’s horse and cattle
Schwartz, U. S. R. C. S .; and Assistant Eng paraphernalia from C. C. Fuller of Worcester, top and bottom. Exterior doors nre title, ‘Put Yourself in Ilis Place.’ By this
powders,” and keen the ticks off by putting on
Mass., which was worn for the first time at
UNION
time Campbell’s eyes which had been rumag
ineer
R.
E.
Wright,
U.
S.
R.
C.
S.
a little yellow snuff, and you will soon have a
last meeting of the lodge Tuesday even always fitted with glass panels, for ing around the room bad fastened themselves
South U nio n .—Miss Lizzie Harding cele
The last three were on the Woodbury the
fine flock of sheep. Give them a good pasture, brated her tenth birthday Nov. 8, by inviting
ing, when the degree was conferred in a they also serve ns windows. All such upon Starrett and he was unable to proceed
the war.
raise early Iambs, and tell the males by the her little schoolmates, Maud and Lucy Carroll, throughout
pleasing
and
charming
manner
in
the
pres
doors opening on the street or open without giving Mr. Starrett a whack. “Brother W A N T
The two first, prisoners of the war, Thrall
first of June, and then they will bring a good Cora Creighton, Ruth Brackett, Annie Luce, and
newspaper correspondents, who ence of a large number of members and visi court are fitted with solid shutters Starrett,” he said, “gets up and in a plausible
price. We always shear about the first ol Mamie Goidan, Helen Thurston, Hattie and wereJones,
tors.
At
the
conclusion
of
the
meeting
the
that are folded a t the shies out of way, (I think he would have made a pretty T H E M
exchanged (or some of Blanco’s relatives,
May if the weather is suitable.
Ann Williams. There were many pretty gifts were taken to Key West on the Woodbury company repaired to the dining room where a slvht when not in use.
good clergyman) says, ‘Governor Tanner has
W. E. O v e r lo ck .
fine
banquet
bad
been
prepared
and
was
en
and the little ones had a merry time-------Na when she went in to coal on her first cruise on
sworn to defend the constitutiou of his state, P U R E !
joyed by all. The entire second and third • A good Mexican cook relieves the but he has not done so.’ ” Campbell had by
T h o m a s t o n —The prospects of the sheep than Daniels is on the sick list--------Mrs.
the blockade.
mistress
of
the
house
of
worry
and
Do peopio when they buy drugs.
business are good in this state especially for Helen Brown has been in Rockland the past
The Woodbury’s topmasts have been sent floors of Odd Fellowa’ block are now used by responsibility in a manner that is al this time elevated bis voice to a considerable
them
and
make
very
comfortable
quarters.
mu'ton sheep. On a farm with a small field, week visiting her sister, Mrs. Nath’l Albee down and she has her war rig aloft,stump top
and he had regained some of his old We can guarantee tho pureness of our
most unknown In the United States. pitch
or one bard to cultivate, and with a large pas -------- Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Thurston have been masts and a signal yard. She has been fitted
time eloquence, hut now he suddenly became drugs. In addition wo can say that
The cook is given so much a day, and pathetic. He was evidently trying to find the wo have the leading proprietary medi
ture, sheep husbandry should be made the in Massachusetts the past two weeks-------- with electric ligh's while in the south. She
SHOO Howard SHOO
with this amount she will purchase
leading, if not the sole business. From my Eight of our young people are attending the will resume her regular duties now, unless it
The readers of this paper will be pleased to each morning all the provisions for soft spot in the hearts of the audience. “These cines, fancy goods, cigars and every
experience while keeping sheep, I have no High school-------- Maurice Leach is moving becomes necessary to re-establish the Havana
poor men,” he continued, “struck because thing found in a well regulated drug
doubt that the fertility of the toil can he kept into Will Cummings' house-------- Capt. Chas. blockade or to blockade Cadiz, in either of learn that there is at least one dreaded disease the day, including even the staples their supply of bread and butter was endan store. You are assured of good treat
that
science
has
been
able
to
cure
in
all
its
up or increased on a farm stocked with sheep Harden meet with quite an accident last week which cases, she is ready to put to sea at
gered. Tbe corporation said, ’you must work ment aud the host goods for the least
that
are
usually
bought
in
largo
quan
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
only, by yarding them on the field any time by his horses taking fright and throwing him once.
Cure is the only positive cure known to the tities In other countries. On a dol’ar for the wages we offer youot you can starve.’ ” money.
after haying by means of
movable fence, j fiom his wagon, spraining hts arm badly.
Tears
were now seen gleaming in Campbell’s
a
day
a
cook
will
provide
a
very
good
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu
P rescriptions Carefully Com
thus fertilizing several acres. Mutton should He is doing well-------- Mrs. Dana Payson of
”1 owe my whole life to Burdock llloo^
disease, requires a constitutional treat table for a family of three or four, eyes; recovering bimself he changed bis voice
be the leading feature, with wool as a second Southport is visiting Mrs. W. A. Luce and Bitters. Scrofulous sores covered my body tional
from pathos to condemnation and he thun
pounded.
ment.
Hall’s
Catarrh
Cure
is
taken
internally,
and get enough beaus and tortillas dered forth bis wrath and indignation in sten
ary product, for the lambs and mutton, under other friends in town-----------Capt. Harding, I seemed beyond cure. B. B. B. has made
acting directly upon the blood and mucous and chile to set the servants’ table be
good management, will pay a good profit. Ernest Mo.dy and John Williams went to the me a perfectly well woman.” Mrs. Cbas. surfaces
torian tones. "The mine owners did not go
of
the
system,
thereby
destroying
the
Sheep should have their best winter feed when launching at Thomaston Monday.
Hutton, Betville, Mich.
foundation of tbe disease and giving tbe pa sides. They can really do better than to Pennsylvania or to any of these states
first brought to the barn while they are becom
tient strength by building up the constitution their mistresses, because they can us where labor was paid living wages after men
P h a r m a c is t.
ing cccustomed to the change from grass to
The escape of Leslie Small from the Knox and assisting nature in doing its work. Tbe ually drive sharper bargains with the to take the places of tbe strikers,” he con
J e a l o u s R i v a l s —Cannot turn back the tide.
bay.
E r a s t u s L e r s io n d .
The demand for Dr. A gu ew ’s little Pills is a rnur* county.jail reminded the Belfast Age of an proprietors have so much faith in its curative
MAINE
mnrkctmeu of tlielr own class, and tinued, “ah, no,they went South and imported ROCKLAND.
vol.
Cheap
to
bu
y,
out
diamonds
In
quality—
D e e r I s l e — In this town very few sheep
other Leslie Small who lived here several powers, that they offer One Hundred Dollars they have more patience to haggis a lot of degraded men who has been brought
banish nausea, couted tongue, water brash, pain
up
under
a
system
of
convict
labor.
Put
your
t s a r been kept for some years past, but with after
years
ago.
The
citizen
met
a
boy
on
the
for
any
case
that
it
fails
to
cure.
Send
for
list
catiug, sick heudache, never itrlpe, operate
over the last penny.
self in bis place. Would you not have dune
the advance in price of wool and good demand pleasantly. 10 cents —54. Bold by W . J . Coaklcy, street, and thinking it was Leslie asked, “Are of testimonials.
T ir e F a t h e r o f a n E u i i i r e a .
as be did? I say, be did just right according
dor lambs and mutton, more inteiest will be C. II. Moor & Co.
you Les. Small?” To which the youth an Address, F. J.CHENEY.&CO., Toledo, O.
to the light he had, for he was working for
A
Germau
banker,
traveling
by
rail
taken. Hone has proper pasture there is no
swered, “Yes sir; I am less small than some
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
stock that will pay belter for the amount of
boys but more so tbao others.”
In a first-class carriage toward Vicuna, the welfare of the whole state. He should
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
WITH THE FISHERMEN
honored for be stood single banded and
labor required, than sheep, but without tbal
had as a fellow-traveler at one of the be
alone against the political power of tbe state,
requisite they are property of very doubtful
Intermediate stations an old gentle He furnishes a grand and sublime incident in
L in c o ln C o u n ty ’s D iv o r c e s .
The lobster fishermen of Casco Bay are
advantage. Is there any way to prevent the
Of ai I Kinds. Free
The following divorces have been granted : man, who entered into conversation the political history of these days."
spread 0 / the bean weevil for another year? now devoting their time to catching smelts.
from dust and slate.
Seeing tbe great mental strain under which
Wm. M. Acborn vs. Sarah F. Acborn, for and proved very pleasant. The banker
A mam in this neighborhood bad a quantity of The smelts shipped from Portland, to Boston
tbeans stored in bis chamber, and on looking and New York average 1,000 boxes daily.
desertion; Joseph D. Johnson, vi. Lizzie N. got out before his companion, and be Campbell was laboring and the danger of utter
exhaustion,
tbe
chairman
was
moved
with
pity
ohnson.
tor
desertion;
Gertrude
M.
Ham
vs.
at them found them swarming with something
It is worthy of mention says the Fishing
fore he did so asked the latter how far
rloward E. Ham, desertion, custody of minor he was going. The gentleman replied, and Campbell was given a bint that tim: had
which be bad never seen before but which Gazette that there has been no strikes in the
child to libellant; Ered A. Carleton vs. Nellie /'To Vienna.” “I have a daughter very expired.
fwoved to be weevils. He carried the beans factories this year. The wages of 1898 have
G. O. Coombs said he bad very little to offer
F. Carleton, desertion; Sunie Buchanan vs.
out of doors and many weevils escaped before been fair to all, and little dissatisfaction is
George Buchanan, for cruel and abusive treat well married there,” Bald the banker.’T but thought that Campbell was stepping over
be knew what they were. Are they not likely beard from anyone, except those whe are not
ment, custody of minor child tn libellant; should like to give you a note of intro the lines and growing sentimental. A con
to cause trouble with the next year’s crops? classed among the rapid workers.
Emma McKown vs. Orlando McKown, lor duction to her.” “I have also a daugh tract was made between tbe operators and
and how can this b* prevented, if at all?
No lobsters are beieg canned in Maine
R . S. W ar ren .
non-support, custody of minor child to libell ter very well married there,” said the the miners and if the operators saw fit they
now. Once that was a big business bere,
ant; Asa H. Snow vs. Arietta M. Snow, cruel other. “Would it be too great a liberty could make another one. If tbe miners were
Waut to fill your next
NOTE—We should not expect aoy serious but tbe abort lobster law killed it in the
and abusive treatment, custody of two minor to ask her name?” “My daughter,” the disposed to make trouble it was the duty of
difficulty from the weevils which might escapr state. Nearly all of the canning business is
order for c o m . Try them.
the government to interfere. It is the privi
children to libellant; Hannah P. Hastings vs.
in this way at this season of the year, provided now done in Nova Scotia.
gentleman
answered,
"is
married
to
the
They
guavautee to satisfy.
lege of any free citizen to work in any place
Frank Hastings, confirmed habits of intoxica
the beans which contain them are all deTbe sardine factories that had been idle for
tion; Suella N. Boggs vs. Alonzo E. Boggs, Emperor of Austria." It was the old and for any compensation he sees fit to ac
atroyed.—Secretary.
several days on account of scarciiy of fitb,
cept.
Business
done
on
a
sentimental
basis
is
King
of
Bavaria.
cruel and abusive treatment; libellant given
Orders by mail or telephone promptly and
S e a r s u o n t . —I would like to give my ex resumed business again on November 1.
sure to fail.
permission to resume her maiden name—
Ic t-lu n d 'a D o t t le P o u t.
carefully filled.
perience in spraying the past season, at that it
Eighty-two fishermen, fourteen vessels and
There wijl be no meeting next Thursday as
Jones. Sum decreed in lieu of alimony $200.
The "bottle poet" is an old institu it is
a subject that the fanners are very much in $100,000 in property is tbe season’s loss for
Thanksgiving day. Tbe first Thursday
tion
on
the
south
coast
of
Iceland.Let
terested in at present. After getting all the Gloucester.
of December Oliver Otis of tbe Rockland
X lie l te v e n u e C u t t e r W o o d b u r y .
information that I could, and reading innum
ters are put into corked bottles which Opinion will read a paper before tbe meeting
A report comes from Nortbville, L. 1 , that
The United States cutter Woodbury, Capt.
erable catalogues, I procured an outfit, con
are wafted by the winds to the opposite explaining Henry George's land theory.
heavy
school
of
mackerel
made
its
appear
586 Main Street,
North End
Dennett,
dropped
anchors
off
Rowe's
wharf,
sisting of a barrel and a pail pump, also a
offshore there. It is said that ouc day
Boston, Saturday, making three United States coast. They also contain a cigar or
copper and a galvanized iron knapsack spray ance
Telephone cull 24-2
77
week Frank O. Reeve diew a Seine, and
cutlers anchored in the harbor at tbe present other trifle to induce the finder to de
er, and a stock of sulphate and carbonate of this
O n e S h o r t F u f f CTettru th o H e a d .— Does
upward of 70,000 fish of good rniikctable
time. They are awaiting assignments to reg liver the letters as addressed.
copper. As 1 was very busy last spring 1 did size
your
head
ache?
Have
you
pains
over
your
eyes?
taken. R. N. Peony also esught
S u rp rise of you r
ular duty. It is prubahle tbe Woodbury will
there u couslaul dropping In the throat? Is the Order a
but very little at tree spraying, but 1 found 2,000were
"Our new pastor, the Itev. Mr. All- Is
in one haul. The fish are so pieutiful,
breuth offensive? These are certain symptoms of
ordered to Portland, ber old station. Tbe
that kerosene emulsion, applied dpeclly to the
Dr. Aguew’s Catarrhal Powder will cure
come in so close to the shore to feed that
grocer in a barrel of
Onondago and Dallas will probably continue well, preaches a great deul about Catarrh.
caterpillars would kill them, sod it did not in and
most
stubborn
cases
!u
a
marvellously
short
lime
are killed with sticka and stones, one
to make Boston their headquarters, the former heaven. You remember the good old I f you've had Catarrh a week It's u sure
jure my trees. 1 bad three varilies of potatoes many
man capturing two or three bushels of them
for inside cruising aud the latter for outside Dr. Beams, his predecessor, was al It’s of lifty years standing It's lust
planted on two kinds of soil, and commenced atoug tbe shore in a short time. Auother
patrol duty. Second Lieut. Craig, formerly ways preaching about the other Bold by W . J . Coskley, C'. 11. M
spraying when they were in blossom and man drove bis ^esm right iuto the water, aud.
attached to tbe cutter Bear on the Pacific place,”
sprayed 5 times during the season, using a reaching over the sides with a scoop net,
coast, has joined the Dallas.
“Yes; he was blazing the way for
copper knapsack with pump attachment and
Tho D ingley Turlll* Suits H im .
vermotel nczzle, which did nice work. I used filled his wagon with live fishes.
Brother Allwell.—Chicago Tribune.
A household necessity. Dr. Thomas’ EcEastpost contains probably the most exteq
• noted for rich wine-like
about 50 gallons of Bordeaux to the acre, go
Charles A. Pillsbury of Minneapolis tbe
lectric Oil. llesli burns, cuts, wounds of any
noted flour manufacturer, who is visiting iu
K R M t o f f i lu S ie 011 H a i r .
ing down one side of the row and back on the sive sardine factory in the woild. It has
sort; cures sore throat, croup, catarrh, asth
other, walking rapidly, and found it took twenty large aardinc factories, and tbe total
An English statistician has recently Portland, says: "Tbe Diogley tariff just suits
■ Miehtful flavor of ma; never fails.
nearly 5 hours to cover an acre. I did not use pay roll will sometimes reach as nigb as $20,been engaged In an original task, that Minnesota. In fact, tbe business men there
np 1 ted and sold by
An exchange says that two Mormon mis
it as tbe only tariff bill ever enacted
any Paris green and bad no bugs worth men 000 a week. Tbe B:oad Cove Packing C
of
studying the Influence of .music on regard
___
_______________
pany
(burned
several
days
ago)
was
not
as
are in this section looking alter
that fairly represented tbe interests of tbe
tioning. The first of September some of the
dv; Sanborn in pound sionaries
lo o s turned yellow and then black, but if it large as some lactones in that city, yet the 1
female converts. They are probably the same the hair. The Investigator establishes,
West. So satisfied is Minnesota with tbe new
. i u-ptuuid air-tight paek- two who were reported to be making a tour in tbe first place, that the proportion tariff Ibat if a national election was to be held
™
_____________________ f weekly pay roll was often from $1,000 to $1,......
500 for one week, and $2,000 bis been paid 1 ,
under the name of among tbe islands of Penobscot iisy not long of bald persons is 11 per cent for the tomorrow, tbe state would give at least 50,
out ia more tbau one Esstport factory for
liberal professions in general, with the 000 republican majority. Tbe lumber tariff
• ..age Pekoe,is indeed most ago.
help during a week. The facilities fur ship
ltcbiuess of tbe skin, horrible plague. exception of physicians, who appear to was especially pleasiug to tbe people of my
ping sardines from Esstport have also im
- .joy-able.
Most everybody sttlicted in one way or an hold the record for baldness, which ia state, for lumber ia one ol our ataple corurno
proved very materially. The steamer City of
other. Only one safe, never failing cure. 80 per cent. Musical composers do dities.” Mr. Pillsbury also reports business
T ru ly it is said that
“ ltuuning sores appeared on my ! Philadelphia has been on tbe route between
booming aud tbe demaud for flour oDsolutcly
Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50
not form an exception to the rule and unprecedented.
city
letr and Bpread over the e n t i r e that
------, and New York for several months
. ®P
C hase & S a n b o r n ’s : cents.

Diabetes . . .

Wonderful
Discovery.

w.

C. POOLER,

GOAL

Farrand,
Spear
&Co.

Farrand, Spear & Co.,

GOLDEN GRAIN FLOUR

Sores.

E L , portion «<

«>: , ' «2

OO help from medicine till 1 trim

yours.

I was cured by one bottle of
•
l i o g -i*
f t l|V I v
*■*

--

S arsap arilla”
jfiA A C

ACKEK, Cowans, V*

Z£? S ZPtTJZ
ackage

y org. The steamers of the I. S. S. Company
have carried msny thousand cases of sardines
to Boston during the year, aud recently cugine No. 3 of u,e w - C K’ K’ b*ulcd ° “l . 2’
, 000 caeca which were shipped west. Besides
'the sardines, a quantity ol mackerel has been I
canned by the packers, and it is generally
known that plenty ol large herring are placed
on the market under the name of "sea trout,” j
"blucfisb,” elc.

T eas

are the “ Royal Gems of the
Kingdom of T ea.” They are
famous throughout the coun
try for richness* flavor, pur
ity, and superiority.

One pound makes over 20 0 cups.

Mr. Kipling has omitted from tbe new col
lected edition of hie works that ringing sol
dier lyric of “Bubs, Bobs, Bob|,” and the con•cqucnce ia that copies of tbe periodical in
which it firat appeared are held at a high
price. Collectors are paying amartiy for odds
and ends of this sort, and one shrewd London
linn bought up most of tbe edition of tbe
little ecbool magazine which contained the
now famous Kipling maxim for achoolboys,
and is selling copies at a startling price.

baldness Is os frequent among them
as In tbe other professions. The cor
uet-a-plston and the French horn act
with surprising surety aud rapidity;but
the trombone is the depilatory instru
ment par excellence. It will clear the'
hair from one's head In five years. This
Is what the author calls "baldness of
the fanfares,” which rages with special
violence among regimental bands. /

A U reat bu rya'lie in Iu b lo re
f o r th o s e w h o w ill g o to d a y a u d g e t a p a c k a g e oJ
O R A I N - O . I t Lukes th e p ie c e of c o ffee u t a b o u t 3%
ike c o s t, l l is to fo o d d r l u k , fu ll of h e a l t h . s a d c un
bo g iv e n t o tiie c h ild r e n as well us LAre adult w ith
g r o a t b e n e fit. I t is made of p u r e g r a in s a u d looks
and ta a le s lik e th e finest g r a d e s of Mocha o r J a v a
ooffee. It aallafius everyone. A cup of O ra in - O is

belter for the systemthan a louic, because lu benefit
is permanent. What coffee 'Teaks dowuGraln-O
builds up. Ask your groce iorGralu-O. 15c. and 25c

N o th in g like it ever sold
before. N ew P rocess.

Cobb, W ight & Co.
W holesale Distributors,
R o c k la n d , M e .

